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Amerika 
FiVliklcome Home, Comrades! 

4117194 Wl HATONN pouring out through the cracks of the deceiver’s and precious metals analysis in his newslet- 
armor and evil bastions. ters. I often take exception to what is offered 

SOVIETIZATION OF AMERICA The McAZuany Intelligence Advisor has again in those areas of realization-but that ‘is HIS 
offered presentation on these topics as re- business venture and not relative to my own. 

I did not say “Russianizing” of America-I minders to readers who have missed it before. This in itself indicates that you do not have to 
said “Sovietization”. This is by definition: I honor them for rendering reminders instead agree to bring truth of circumstance. 
“Khazarian Zionist Socialistic Fascism” -it is of simply moving on with more and more ad- 
not “Communism”. It was only labeled “Com- vertising for business product. You need con- THE McALVANY 
munismb to deceive the masses. It means, firmation from many sources so that ultimately INTELLIGENCE ADVISOR 
literally, degradation of the masseswhile bring- the ones who refuse to listen to *one” may well Editor: Donald S. McAlvany 
ing them under total control and RULE BY THE recognize the truth flowing from “another”. 
ELITE. So, how is your day going? More and more these committed authors are [H: Is this not one of the ones who seem 

In view of the fact that we wrote about asking for copying and distribution of their to belong to a P.O. Box YPhoenix Club”? 
crime in Russia this week [see p. 23 ] and it work as they come to realize that unity in Yea, but just because there are business 
was obvious that it is simply a reflection of presentation is the only way to reach the antica afoot it does not mern that obaerva- 
that which has happened to EVERY great na- masses-even if our attitudes differ. tlona and truth of information are lacking. 
tion and also a reflection of that which is in America is in the final writhings of down- This man writes over the sign of the “fish” 

America-even to the SAME PLAYERS. Let us fall as have been present at the decline and fall which lays claim to being a Christian and 
consider a bit of relative comparisons. We of all great nations and empires. It is well laid some day we will really dissect that aaaump- 
have written about it so much that I fear no out by McAlvany’s writers and himself. He is tion. However, information is the need of 

one pays attention to that which “I” present, an economist and financial advisor. He offers 
Nothing is new and the information is now an in-depth monetary, economic, geopolitical (Please see USovietizationn, p.25 ) 
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A Time For DOIIVG, 
Not Talking Or Ignoring 
Great Destruction On The Way 

4112194 dl SOLTEC 

Good evening, Toniose Soltec, present in 
the radiant Light of Holy God of Creation. 
There is a very serious subject which we shall 
take up and address at this time, and that 
subject is volcanoes, specifically one known 
on your place as Krakatoa. This volcano has 
been showing signs of activity with a few small 
eruptions in the last few days. 

It is, therefore, necessary that I take the 
time to address this situation so that you shall 
be informed. Otherwise, you will know little- 
to-nothing of it for, as usual, the media is far 
too “busy” playing games of politics and being 
the dutiful little puppets ofyour governments. 

Krakatoa was once an island that was situ- 
ated approximately halfway between Sumatra 
and Java in the Sunda Strait (located in the 
general South Pacific region of Malaysia). 
Notice that I said uoncem. It no longer exists 
because, in 1883, one of your world’s largest 
volcanic eruptions occurred which literally 
destroyed the island. In its place was left a 
water-covered basin 1000 feet deep. 

The island was formed originally from 
nested volcanic cones in an ancient caldera 
six kilometers across and was the remnant of 
a prehistoric andesite stratovolcano. On Au- 
gust 27, 1883, following several smaller erup- 
tions, Krakatoa literally blew its top in an 
explosion with the equivalent of about 100 
megatons of TNT. The explosion was of such 
magnitude that it was heard in Australia, nearly 
2000 kilometers away. Atmospheric pressure 
waves were recorded on weather barographs 
on the opposite side of the Earth! Nearly 20 
cubic kilometers (five cubic miles) of debris 
was discharged into the air, much of it falling 
as ash over an area of some 300,000 square 
miles. It became almost totally darkin Jakarta, 
some 100 miles away, when the volcanic dust 
blotted out the Sun. Fine dust rose into the 
stratosphere and drifted around the Earth, 
producing brilliant red sunsets for several 
years and lowering the planet’s mean annual 
temperature a few degrees by partially block- 
ing solar radiation. 

Another phenomenon resulted from the 
eruption: a tsunami that reached a height of 
nearly 40 meters (130 feet)! Approximately 
36,000 people drowned in nearby coastal towns 
and the se&waves were recorded on tide gauges 
as far away as the English Channel. After the 
eruption, most of Krakatoa was no longer to be 
found. 

A renewed cycle of activity began in this 
place beginning in 1927 and a new island has 
been forming ever since, known as Anak 

Krakatoa(“ChildofKrakatoa”). Repeated erup- 
tions of this still active volcano have created 
this new island and it has reached a height of 
more than 300 feet. So, though many have 
believed that this giant is no longer a threat to 
humankind, I would beg to greatly differ with 
them. 

You ones are fully aware of the cycle of 
activity-both seismic and volcanic-that is 
occurring in the Pacific Ocean region, all 
around that famous Ring of Fire. Well, dear 
ones, where do you think little Anak Krakatoa 
sits? Bingo-right smack dab on the Ring of 
Fire’s southwest edge! 

There have been what you ones would refer 
to as “strange things” occurring all up and 
down the coast of the Americas, from abnor- 
mally high tides (such as at Seal Beach, in Los 
Angeles) to the coastal lands rising in the 
Pacific Northwest (as your media finally had to 
tell you about recently, with some degree of 
fanfare). You have had from small to severe 
earthquakes all around the circumference of 
this area-and yet you u want to believe 
that nothing-out-of-the-normal is occurring? 

When will vou little sleepv heads awaken 
and get it through your heads that this 
entire area is as unstable as it has ever been 
in your recent historvt?! 

Yet, what do you do? Most ofyou are going 
right back to where your houses collapsed and 
are rebuilding-only to repeat the process of 
upheaval and destruction again and again and 
again-or until it finally takes your lives. 

Remember that everything that occurs 
along this Pacific Ring of Fire is interrelated to 
everything else and NOTHING should be ig- 
nored! For, just because you may live on the 
Western Coast of North America, it does NOT 
mean that volcanic or seismic activity on the 
opposite side of the Pacific Ocean will produce 
no effects in your location. THIS PLANET IS IN 
THE “THROWS” OF A CYCLE OF MASSIVE 
CHANGE! And man’s tamperings have not 
helped the matter any, either. 

Recent earthquake activity has been scat- 
tered across much of the planet, with heavy 
activity in Japan, California, Alaska and, still, 
along the Idaho-Wyoming border areas. 

California and Japan are two places to 
watch with MUCH caution, for these two are 
linked together far more than you can know. 
When you see heavy activity in Japan, look to 
California for follow-on activity, and vice-versa. 

YOU ONES WHO LIVE IN CALIFORNIA ARE 
NOTGEITINGTHEFULLPICTURE,FORTHERE 
ARE MANY, MANY EARTHQUAKES OCCUR- 
RING ON A DAILY BASIS! The magnitudes are 
not declining much either; in fact, they go up 

and down like bouncing on a pogo stick. And, 
congratulations: you had yet another Oafter- 
shock from the 1992 Landers-Big Bear Earth- 
quake” just last week! (Yes, and I have a 
bridge for sale.. . .) 

This little planet is sending you warning 
after warning after warning, and yet you heed 
it not. There are a few who have taken the 
warnings seriously and have left the areas of 
greatest danger. Yet these are but a handful, 
for many more have chosen to remain-most of 
them totally unprepared and unwilling to con- 
sider the inevitable. For those who have cho- 
sen to take the lead to safer ground, we salute 
you, for you are at least somewhat awakened. 
You shall end up being those to whom the 
others will look-to lean on in the days that 
are ahead of you in the very nearfuture. 

It is much easier and preferable to get 
your houses in order PRIOR to the emer- 
gency, for afterwards there will be nothing- 
save to bury the dead and care for the sick 
and Injured. And, dear ones, there wiZZ be 
scores upon scores in those categories- 
AUORE THAN ANY OF YOU MIGHT EVEN CON- ----- 
SZDER IMAGINABLE. For you whose lives are 
being uprooted now and rearranged in every 
aspect, thank God and follow your inner 
promptings, for you are those who are listen- 
ing and doing. TOO MANY ARE STILL ONLY 
TALKING WHEN IT IS TIME FOR THE DOINF! 
Talk will not get you to safe ground and see 
you through the upheavals that are just around 
the corner, chelas. 

Let us wrap this one up and get it into the 
works. We honor you who cbntinue on in your 
dedicated journeys and who continue to serve 
relentlessly. You have done, and are doing, 
fine work. Do not drop the ball now-for the 
truly difficult times are yet to come and there 
are MANY who will look to you ones in those 
days ahead. 

Toniose to clear. Salu. 

I.. - .)I (We’re Only Humar 

. . I{ :,We-are sorry about the omission at the 
” top’of Page 5 in last week’s CONTACT (in : 
,: ,the: paste-up, notice called “Citizens For A 
;: ?Xnstitutional Washington” by John R. 
: “fitikbp, Executive Director). 
‘1: [’ ‘.‘: The missing inform&ion iS as follows: 
‘: Th&‘qtiid pro auo’ bn. the part of Robert 
‘Fiske being assigried as a special pros- 

,ji’&$itor is because he is a F.O.B. (friend of 
T:‘^killj~tid Owes him &favor; If Judge David 
L I ;H+&~is &llowed to be indicted by a Grand. 
:~:.$.i~,$ef~r~ Congresg can take his sworn:. 
::.:.t&&timsny, Judge.‘Halk will;.. ‘. 
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books in noint ARE OF NO VALUE BUT ACTU- 

More: D IPL OMA C Y 
ALLY A BURDENSOME EXPENSE TO THE IN- STITUTE. The Institute will go for the full 
“note” from America West(s) and Greens for 
there is no value in the collateral! 

Indeed it is that we believe Mr. Green 

BY DECEPTION 
would be rubbing his neck quite lovingly and 
nervously if he were in CHINA! 

by “Dr. John Coleman” 

We have just offered “Parts 186 2” of DIPLO- 
MACY BY DECEPTION lsee the 4/12/94 issue . . _ 
of CONTACT, p. 43 ] choosing the segment on 
‘LCovert Operations” because that is the topic 
of our intense’ input from other resources at 
present. I urge you readers to avail yourselves 

4/12194 Ul HATONN BROUGHTTO ATTENTION-most specifically of the book in point for the entire volume is 
for the ones USED. There DOES come a priceless and you need the information. I do 

APPRECIATION time, in addition, when ego gratification not yet know how much of the volume we will 
MUST BE PUT ASIDE so that unity in action offer and, again, I ask that you SUPPORT these 

I wish to express my appreciation and can be accomplished. THE TRUTH OF GOD daring authors who literally have to live with- 
thanks to both ‘Dr. John Coleman” and Rick SHALL STAND, ALONE IF NECESSARY, INTO out public recognition, address, phones or 
Martin. Mr. Martin was able to contact ‘Dr. INFINITY. THE SMOOTH-TALKING SALES- any semblance of “typical” lifestyle with open 
Coleman” who has offered us permission to MAN WITH HIS LIES WILL FADE AWAY. IT friendships, travel or participation in commu- 
use anything from his book DIPLOMACY BY BECOMES OBVIOUS AS YOU MOVE ALONG nity-for literal fear of death. [To order #Dr. 
DECEPTION or other items which we may yet AS TO WHICH IS WHICH. I SALUTE (HONOR) Coleman’s’ books, p2ease see the Ordering In- 
have from his sojourn here. We are grateful for HIM WHO CLEARS HIS VISION AND COMES formation box at the bottom of this page.] 
he has done one of the best jobsin the integra- TO “UNDERSTAND” TRUE ENEMY FROM Let us continue with this segment under 
tion of the British within the world ruling FRIEND. way before we integrated other authors into 
systems. This, in turn, is a total linkage with the information bank. 
the British-Khazarian/Zionist power/Bolshe- CHINA’S JUSTICE 
vik system. Continuation: DIPLOMACY BY 

There are now some massive movements Dharma noted on the yesterday (carried on DECEPTION, Part 3 
by ones separated out from these groups which CNN) that an interesting justice was dealt to a by “Dr. John Coleman” 
will ultimately rise against the established businessman in China. He was executed!! 
system. Are these going to be friends or en- Why? Because he was participant in a busi- [QUOTING:] 
emies? How can you judge? Only by actions ness and he had taken less than $400 thou- 
and intent. Neither side will particularly be sand from the company. It is quite a contrast LISTENING POSTS 
solely on the ‘side of God”- only struggling for to George Green who took $350,000 in CASH 
greater power over what will be recognized as (gold coins), moved it to another state and Two of the biggest and most comprehen- 
the anti-Christian forces. buried it in his sive listening posts in the world are located in 
The NATIONS involved will 

H: “THE TRUTH OF GOD SHALL 
yard -while still England and Cuba. Government Communica- 

be efforting to return power 
STAND,’ ALONE IF NECESSARY, 

an active DIREC- tions Headquarters (GCHQ) in Cheltenham, 
and control to nations and TOR of the corpo- England, is probably one of the worst offend- 
citizens through efforting to INTO INFINITY-THE SMOOTH- ration in point- ers when it comes to snooping. Although the 
topple the massive physical, TALKING SALESMAN WITH HIS and is still fight- U.S. Constitution forbids snooping on its citi- 
through political and eco- ing to HAVE IT, zens, the National Security Agency (NSA), 
nomic means. There will be 

LIES WILL FADE AWAY. IT BE- 

a restoration of efforts to COMES OBVIOUS AS YOU MOVE 
even with the meshes tightly with GCHQ and deceives the 

ALONG AS TO WHICH IS WHICH. I 
sender saying he people of both nations in their ongoing overall 

reclaim goodly and balanced 
morality and open informa- SALUTE (HONOR) HIM WHO 

has it illegally surveillance operations. The U.S. Congress is 
AND unlawfully, either unaware of what is going on (unthink- 

tion outlets. Ifyou are prac- CLEARS HIS VISION AND COMES not to mention able), or else, very possibly, too intimidated to 
ticing or support such con- TO ‘UNDERSTAND’ TRUE ENEMY without morals. put a stop to such illegal acts which occur 
trolled elements as you now The sender, in every day at NSA. 
experience-you will per- 

FROM FRIEND.” 
fact, says that the In addition to its Cheltenham facility, the 

ceive the reversal effort to letters Mr. Green British government eavesdrops on the tele- 
be an invasion and revolution. Ifyou are of the is using for his proof of ownership of the phone conversations of its citizens out of its 
reclaimers, you will consider it wondrous and gold and the one George stated came with phone-tapping facility in Edbury Bridge Road 
for freedom. It most directly depends upon one of the boxes of gold-DID NOT COME in London. Some agreements were made on a 
which side and who’s side you claim alliance. WITH ANY BOX OF COINS. Mr. Overton says diplomatic level which did not, however, make 

Through the evolvement of a return into he NEVER sent any correspondence WITH them any less of a deception upon the people 
free choices, however, you will at some point any of the coin boxes. So, again, Mr. Green- of the countries who signed. UKUSA is one 
be able to again flourish in places now become 
all but dead. THAT includes that which you 

where art thou forked tongue? such agreement. UKUSA is allegedly working 

still wish to claim as the greatest power on the 
But what happens here in the good old 

Justice system of the U.S.? Mr. Green was 
globe-the UnitedStatesofAmerica. Ifchanges ordered by the court to produce the gold for ORDERING INFORMATIdN 
do not come soon-you are headed for the the court-to be held for trial. No police ” ” 

: 

trash heap. ‘I he reclamation will not be an organization has investigated because the To’, -qrder either of “Dr. C&ima~‘~” 
easy go of it; on the other hand, if you look parties in POWER in the jurisdictions ordered 
through the LIES, you can see that it is disas- the investigation to be stopped. Now it resides 

boo.tcs,- DIPLOMACY-: BY DECEF’TI,GH 

ter as we speak. with the court for security and Green’s attor- 
or C,QjVS~II$‘iTQRS’ ‘HmRi$RqHY:, FE, ’ 

Again, I wish to honor and thank “John 
Coleman’ for his gift of sharing. I also wish to 

ney is petitioning delay of any hearing until at STOI$Y’ OF Tti& COjVit@T@$.::@$: i?Qo;;: 
% 

least November because he “has a trial” which 
ple&e && to:, ‘; :: ,... ..:. ,::. .;, ,,:f 

thank John (Jr.) for the work presented in the he claims need oftwo to three months to “just* : Joseph Publiahing,:%W.I;R,:I .,’ : 
published work and Lena (John’s wife) for rehear”. Everyone else involved in the above ’ 2533 Jy, C*rs& St;. :: ‘, : ‘: . . .: : .. :.I.: 
being supportive through these incredible mentioned trial-claims there is no way under 
times of hardship. the sky to take more than two weeks-even by 

biriiob ,City; IV: 89706 :: : : ‘. 

It may well appear to these people that I am doing a lousy job of it. 
The cost k-$20.&l dtid’3@$ing: &ifl- 

also an enemy as one ponders past expres- Green has tied up the books until January, 
eluded. If you have MGtekcard. dtiTisa. :‘, 

sion. No, I found it necessary that attach- 1995 before a hearing is established. Good! you ipay also-order the book by.catling 
ments and coalition WITH MY ENEMY BE That will certainly justify the cl&n that the l-800-942-0821. ‘. .. : 
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only on military intelligence levels, but my or 99. This allows a quick *fm” on the location 
source says this is not true. Originally a of pay phones when they are used for #secure” 
diplomatic agreement between the United conversations; only calling from a pay phone 
Kingdom and the USA, the pact was broad- is no longer “secure.” [H: This is WHY I tell 
ened to include NATO countries, Canada and you to be cautious in your conversations 
Australia. and ALWAYS FUNCTION AND SPEAK WITHIN 

However, over the last few years it also THE LEGAL BOUNDARIES OF EVERYTHING 
includes Switzerland and Austria, and now YOU DO AND SPEAK. BRAIN WAVES CAN 
there is evidence that traffic to and from com- NOW BE MONITORED AND SO “THINKING” 
mercial companies is being monitored, even IS NO LONGER A PRIVILEGED ACT EITHER. 
Britain’s EEC partners, Japan, South Africa If, however, you act always within that which 
and Iran. MI-6 has a separate department for is functioning around you-AND ALWAYS 
economic intelligence gathering, called the WITHIN THE TRUTH AND PROOF OF GOD’S, 
Overseas Economic Intelligence Committee CREATION’S, AND MAN’S LAWS, you have a 
(OEIC). In fact, the expansion of this division better chance of Ymaking it”. As long as you 
is what made it necessary for MI-6 to move are rabble-rousing-it is sure that sooner or 
from the Broadway Building, which backed on later “they” will catch you and bring down 
Queen Anne’s Gate, to Century Building, near the heavy arm upon you.] In genuine cases, 
the North Lambeth underground station in such as where a crime is in progress, or kid- 
London. nappers call to demand ransom money, this is 

The United States now has a new intelli- indeed a very useful tool, but what happens to 
gence gathering agency called the Information the privacy of the individual in cases where no 
Security Oversight Office (ISOO), which coop- crime is involved? Do innocent citizens get 
erates with its British counterpart concerning their phone conversations snooped on? The 
industry, trade, and also 
industrial security. 
IS00 works with Inter- 
national Computer Aided 
Acquisitions and Logis- 
tic Support Industry 
Steering Group of the 
United States. Its busi- 

“In the-first. places Executive 
Orders are clearly illegal, as 
they are. proclamations; and 
proclamations can qnly be 
made by kings. There is noth- 

ness concerns the regu- 
lating of commercial 

ing-in the U.S. Constitution that’ 

technology. .alloWs Executive Orders.” 
The Committee of 300 

controls these organizations and is the power- 
ful unseen force behind the decision to make 
British and Swiss mobile cellular phones of 
the next 256-byte algorithm generation com- 
ply with ‘snooping requirements” of the Brit- 
ish and American security services. It is al- 
most certain that only the ASX5 version, with 
a 56-byte, easier to listen in on the phone, will 
be allowed. This is one of the methods used by 
governments to secretly control their people. 

In January of 1993, representatives of NSA 
and GCHQ held a conference at which it was 
made known that the less complicated ASX5 
version only would be allowed. No discus- 
sions were held with the U.S. Congress, no 
open forums, as demanded by the U.S. Consti- 
tution. Where A5 hard-to-penetrate phones 
are already in existence, they are being re- 
called for ‘technical adjustments”. The tech- 
nical adjustment consists of replacing the A5 
256-byte chip with an A52 509-byte chip. By 
this means is illegal snooping becoming in- 
creasingly easier to carry out, and the Ameri- 
can people hoodwinked through diplomacy by 
deception at many different;yet interconnected 
levels. 

Even public phones have come under a lot 
of scrutiny by security agencies. In New York, 
for example, under the guise of allegedly “fight- 
ing crimen, the pay phone system was rigged 
so that phones could not receive incoming 
calls. The New York police department felt it 
could stop public pay phones from being used 
to transact business, in dope for instance, or 
prevent organized crime figures from convers- 
ing with each other, in private. It didn’t work 
out too well, but there were also successes. 

LATEST TECHNOLOGY 

The latest technology is to give all public 
call phones a special number. In certain 
countries in Europe, pay phones end with 98 

answer is a-very definite 
YyesA. 

The pubIic is unaware 
of what is noinn on in 
America, and Congress 

ppears to have fallen 
zown on the iob. None of 
the potentiallv damming 
surveillance going on 
over a wide front in this 
nation is legal. so decep- 
tion continues un- _ 

checked. The Congress seems slow to act 
when it comes to &erseeinP spv activities 
abroad, and is not at all inclined to act mainst 
the proliferation of snoozing: on citizens at 
home 
This apathy by Congress toward the right 
to privacy guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution 
contrasts strangely with concerns whenever 
external problem areas come up for discus- 
sion. CIA director James Woolsey Jr. gave 
Congress a “threat analysis list”, consisting of 
an evaluation by the CIA of nations who have 
such items as advanced surface-to-air mis- 
siles. Woolsey told Congress that Syria, Libya 
and Iran have operational cruise missiles ca- 
pable of detecting “stealth” aircraft and threat- 
ening U.S. naval forces in the Gulf. 

Pakistan is also known to possess such 
cruise missiles and is the most likely to use 
them against India, if war should break out. 
The U.S. government has long sought a diplo- 
matic ploy whereby India and Pakistan are 
played off against each other. The United 
States fears that Pakistan might use its rock- 
etry to help Syria and Iran against Israel, and 
this is very likely to happen if a *Jihad” should 
erupt. The United States is using every diplo- 
matic deception and covert action to persuade 
Pakistan not to think about joining forces with 
I&n in a “Jihad” [hofy war ]in which Pakistan 
would use its nuclear weapons. 

COVERT ACTION MOVES FROM 
THE PASSIVE INTO THE ACTIVE 

Covert Action moves intelligence from a 
passive to an active role, closely related in 
nature to the use of force, often times under 
the cover of diplomacy. In either case, it 
means action against a foreign government or 
a group within its borders. The definition of 
covert activities or special activities set out in 
Executive Order 12333 is meaningless and 

valueless for two reasons: 
‘SpeciaI Activities means activities con- 

ducted in support of national foreign policy 
objectives abroad which are planned and ex- 
ecuted so that the role of the United States is 
not apparent or acknowledged publicly, and 
functions in support of such activities, but 
which are not intended to influence the United 
States political processes, public opinion, poli- 
cies or media, and do not include diplomatic 
activities or collection and production ofintel- 
ligence or related support actions.” 

In the first place, Executive Orders are 
clearly illegal, as they are proclamations, and 
proclamatioiis can only be made by kings. 
There is nothing in the U.S. Constitution that 
allows Executive Orders. In the second place, 
it is impossible to stay within the guidelines 
set out above, even ifthey were legal. Only the 
very ill-informed would, for instance, believe 
that the United States was not behind the 
downfall of the Shah of Iran, or that the CIA 
played no role in Iran to influence the United 
States political processes. In today’s world, 
the CIA would be out of business ifit observed 
Executive Order 12333. 

OTHER AVAILABLE WEAPONS 

But there are other secret weapons avail- 
able to the CIA and MI-6, to which we referred 
earlier, which can get around any written re- 
strictions at whatever level they are proposed. 
The system developed at Tavistock is the most 
widely used one and, as indicated earlier, is 
the best weapon for mass social control and 
massgenocide, the ultimate objective of people 
control. 

Assassinations are a part of covert activi- 
ties, although no government will ever admit 
to countenancing murder as a way of solving 
foreign and domestic policy problems deemed 
not possible to be solved by any other means. 
It is not my intention to list all the assassina- 
tions that have occurred as a direct result of 
diplomacy by deception; that would take a 
book on its own to accomplish. I shall there- 
fore limit my account to recent and well known 
murders in a diplomatic or political context. 

DEADED 

(For ordering, please see Back Page.) 
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world, and are generally accepted as the cause 
of the First World War, although this is not the 
case, but a prepared perception for public 
consumption. [H: Do you not find it interest- 
ing that Sarajevo is AGAIN such a hot spot of 
confrontation?] Tavistock now does “pre- 
pared perception” well. British and Russian 
intelligence were heavily involved in the 
shootings. In the case of Great Britain, it was 
a desire to start a war with Germany that was 
the motivation and, in so far as it involved 
Russia, the object was to get Russia into such 
a war, and thereby weaken it for the coming 
Bolshevik Revolution. 

a bundle containing a pair of undershorts- 
the wrong size for Ray-a pair of binoculars 
and the hunting rifle wiped clean of prints on 
the sidewalk near the door. 

The assassination of Martin Luther King 
Jr., Negro civil rights leader, is a case worthy 
of further examination for it reeks to high 
heaven of covert’ activity and diplomacy by 
deception. The American nation, and more 
especially, the population, are convinced that 
James Earl Ray fired the shot that killed King. 
This is ‘prepared perception”. The trouble 
with that is no one has yet been able to put Ray 
in the motel room at that window with the rifle 
in his hand at 6:Ol pm on April 5, 1968. 

Ray maintains his innocence, having been 
set up, he says, by Raoul, a mysterious figure 
whom Ray had met in Memphis to sell guns. 
On April 5, at about 5:50 pm. Ray says Raoul 
gave him $200 and told him to go and see a 
movie so that Raoul and the arms dealer, when 
he arrived, could talk more freely than if Ray 
were present. In examining Ray’s claim that 
he is the “fall guy’, let us note the following, 
which when taken together would appear to 
support Ray and weaken the King ‘prepared 
perception’” case. 

Ray is supposed to have been able to jump 
out of the bath in which it is alleged he stood 
to fire the shot, clean the binoculars and the 
gun of finger and palm prints, drop them in a 
bag with some cans of beer (also clean) rush 
85 feet down the hall, run down a stairway, get 
into his Mustang which was parked some dis- 
tance away-all in the space of the less than 
the 20 seconds Deputy Dollohite was gone 
from the apartment door. [H: Stay with us for 
Ronn Jackson and others will ALSO TELL 
YOU ABOUT THE ASSASSINATION OF REV. 
KING.] 

be disputed. His attorney, Percy Foreman, in 
the opinion of many expert lawyers, and in my 
opinion, turned Judas and got Ray to plead 
guilty. Foreman had defended 1500 people 
charged with murder and won nearly all of 
these cases. Experts say that had Percy not 
coerced Ray into pleading guilty, due to the 
lack of evidence, Ray would have been found 
not guilty. By getting Ray to plead guilty, 
Foreman accomplished the unthinkable; Ray 
forfeited his right of appeal for a motion for a 
new trial, appeals to the Tennessee Court of 
Appeals, appeals to the Tennessee Supreme 
Court and, finally, a review of the case by the 
Supreme Court. No thinking person would 
disagree with the verdict of Foreman’s peers: 
that is, Foreman did Ray a total disservice. 

6) Ray was somehow able to travel to 
Canada and England only on the $200 he says 
he got from Raoul, yet when apprehended, Ray 
had $10,000 incash on him. One of the names 
assumed by Ray was Eric Starvo Galt, a Cana- 
dian citizen who bore an amazing resemblance 

The whole truth about who murdered King 
will probably never be told and, in this, it has 
powerful similarities to the murder of John F. 
Kennedy. There is just too much doubt sur- 
rounding the death of King and even the late 
Jim Garrison, former New Orleans district 

to Ray whose name came 
up in a top secret file. 
Ray said he found Gslt in 
Canada on his own; no 
one instructed him or 
gave him money. The 
other names that Ray 
used were the names of 
people also living in 
Canada: George 
Raymond Sneyd, and 
Paul Bridgman. 

7) The register for the 

attorney, said he be- 
lieved there is a connec- 
tion between the King 
and Kennedy murders, 
based on what he 
learned from Rocco 
Kimball, who made 
many phone calls to 
David Ferrie. Kimball 
says he flew Ray from 
the U.S. to Montreal. 
Ray denies this. The 
other similarity between 

1) Memphis police officers who were keep- 
ing a watch on King stood under the balcony of 
the Lorraine Motel on which King appeared. 
One of the officers, Solomon Jones, said he 
observed a man with his face covered by a 
white sheet in a clump of bushes opposite, 
and directly in front of, the balcony. The man 
was also seen by Earl Caldwell, a New York 
Times reporter. Caldwell stated: “He was in a 
stooping position. I did not see a weapon in 
the man’s hands....” Neither Jones nor 
Caldwell have ever been questioned by any 
police agency about what they witnessed. 

2) Willy Green, a mechanic who Ray asked 
to fix a low tire on his Mustang, clearly recalls 
talking with Ray a few minutes before King 
was shot. The gas station where the incident 
took place is four blocks from the apartment 
house on South Main in Memphis where Ray 
stayed. Ray could not possibly have been in 
two different locations at the same time. 

rooming house in Memphis vanished and has the Kennedy and King murders is that both 
never been found. The only witness who could were covert operations, most likely sanctioned 
connect Ray to the King murder was a drunk- by very high-level government officials. 
ard, Charles Q. Stephens, whose wife said her 9) Ray says he met Raoul in Montreal, 
husband was in a drunken state at the time of Canada after escaping from the Missouri State 
the shooting and saw nothing whatsoever. At Penitentiary. (How the escape was accom- 
first, Stephens said he saw nothing, then later plished is also something of a mystery.) Ap- 
that evening, he switched to a second version: parently Raoul induced Ray to work for him in 

“I saw who done it was a nigger, I saw him a number of areas and then enticed him back 
run out of the bathroom.. . .” Cab driver James to Alabama. While in Montreal, Ray was look- 
McGraw says Stephens was drunk on the af- ing for false identity papers, and was intro- 
ternoon of April 5. Bessie Brewer heard duced to Raoul who claimed to be able to meet 
Stephens change his tune and said, “He was Ray’s need, provided Ray would carry out some 
so drunk he didn’t see anything.” A press assignments for him. Ray says that after a num- 
photographer, Ernest Withers, said Stephens ber of meetings, he agreed to work for Raoul. 
told him that he hadn’t seen anything. After several cross-border trips (one such 

No notice was taken of Stephens by any of trip was to Mexico), Ray says Raoul wanted 
the investigating agencies, until he suddenly him to go to Alabama. After a long discussion, 
had his memory refreshed after being shown a in which Ray says he expressed grave reserva- 
photograph of Ray by the police. At that point, tions about going to that state, Ray eventually 
Stephens said Ray was the man he had seen went to Birmingham. Ray did several jobs, 
running from the rooming house. The FBI put delivering packages of unknown content and . _ _ _A.-_ ___. 

3) The entry angle of the gunshot was Stephens in a hotel at the cost of $3 1,000 in phoning Raoul from Birmingham quite fre- 
consistent with a shot fired from the clump of order to “protect” him, but did not say from quently to get new assignments. 
bushes referred to by Jordan and Caldwell. It whom. However, Grace Walden, the common According to Ray, Raoul then told him that 
is inconsistent with a shot fired from Ray’s law wife of Stephens, was mysteriously and his last job was coming up, for which he would 
window. forcibly taken to a mental institution in Mem- be paid $12,000. Again, according to Ray, he 

4) The alleged rifle used to kill King would phis by an unidentified employee of the Mem- was instructed to buy a high-powered deer 
have had to have been jammed into the bath- phis city government. Could it be that Walden rifle with a telescopic sight. 
room wall if it was fired from the window. The could have wrecked the testimony of the 10) Ray says Raoul accompanied him to 
bathroom was not wide enough otherwise, yet Government’s only witness against Ray? buy a hunting rifle at Aeromarine Supply, and 
when the FBI examined the bathroom, there Walden was held in the institution and her Ray says Raoul later returned alone to the 
weren’t any marks on the wall, let alone damage attorney filed a suit against the FBI, the Mem- store to exchange the rifle for a Remington 30.96. 
which would have been caused by the rifle butt. phis police and the county prosecutor charg- 1 .l) The Memphis Police mysteriously with- 

5) When sheriffs deputies ran to the apart- ing a conspiracy to deprive Walden of her civil drew King’s protection about 24 hours before 
ment from where they thought the shot had rights. Walden has stuck to her story, even he was shot, and the seven-man unit stood 
come, there was nothing outside the entrance under intense pressure to change it; she says down. Memphis Police Director Frank 
doorway. Deputy Vernon Dollohite was at the Stephens was about to pass out from drinking Holloman denies ever having given the order 
door in less than two minutes after the shot when the shot rang out. She says she saw a for this and claimed that he wasn’t even aware 
rang out. He told investigators there was white man without any weapon in his hands that such an order had been issued. On the 
nothing lying by the door. Yet, in the few leave the bathroom in the rooming house soon morning of April 5, 1968, four of the Memphis 
seconds while Dollohite went into Jim’s Grill, after she heard the shot. Police special units were ordered to stand 
right next door to the apartment, someone left 8) That Ray’s trial was a mockery cannot down. No one in the Memphis Police Depart- 
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ment knows where the order came from. 
In one of the most mystifying episodes in 

this unsolved mystery, Edward Redditt, work- 
ing as a detective in the Memphis Police De- 
partment, was lured away from his post by a 
series of radio messages that subsequently 
turned out to be false. According to Redditt, 
he was watching the Lorraine Motel from a 
vantage point across the street from the 
Lorraine Motel, where King was staying, when 
he was contacted on his radio by E.H. Arkin, a 
lieutenant in the Memphis Police Department. 
Arkin told Redditt to stop his surveillance and 
return to headquarters. 

On arrival, Secret Service agents ordered 
Redditt to check in at the Holiday Inn in 
Rivermont, because there was a contract out 
on his life. Redditt balked, saying he was the 
only police officer who knew by sight ail of the 
local klansmen and members of King’s entourage. 

However, he was 
overruled by Memphis 
Police Chief Frank 
Holloman and, accom- 
panied by two police 
officers, Redditt was 
driven home to collect 
his clothes and toilet 
articles. In a most 
unusual departure 
from police procedure, 
the two officers sat in 
the front room of Red- 

tries and he specifically mentioned the Per- 
sian Gulf region in this context. Tucker said 
what was needed was a preemptive strike to 
establish control of Middle East oil and not 
wait for some crisis to pop up before acting. 

Apparently one of the architects of this 
brazen notion was Bush, who followed the 
beliefs of James Akins, U.S. ambassador to 
Saudi Arabia from October of 1973 to Decem- 
ber of 1975. Akins’ views formed the basis of 
the Reagan-Bush administration policies and 
it is interesting to note that the script, osten- 
sibly written by Akins, was followed exactly by 
George Bush when he engaged America in an 
illegal war against Iraq. 

HENRY KISSINGER-AGAIN! 

Subsequent investigations turned up the 
fact that Akins had merely been reading from 

a Henry Kissinger script, 
which Kissinger wrote un- 
der the title Energy Security. 
Kissinger at first advocated 
a direct assault on Saudi 
Arabia but the plan was 
modified and a smaller na- 
tion was substituted for 
Saudi Arabia. [H: Ah yes, 
but this better suited the 
British needs and de- 
posited a LOT of 011 and 
mineral rights directly to 

the private BUSH clan.] ditt’s ‘house, instead of in the car outside. 
Redditt had not been home for more than 10 
minutes when a special emergency radio broad- 
cast announced the murder of King. 

12) The Galt wanted poster said that he 
(Galt) had taken dancing lessons in New Or- 
leans in 1964 and 1965, when in fact Ray was 
in the Missouri State Penitentiary at the time. 
[H: Hummnn, that Missouri prison system 
does do a lot of interesting business doesn’t 
it??] Attorney General Ramsey Clark, arriv- 
ing on the scene after the FBI had pushed all 
other law enforcement agencies off the case, 
declared “all the evidence we have is that it is 
the work of one man.” Why the unseemly 
haste to announce such a far-reaching con- 
clusion, when the investigation was still in its 
infancy? Readers will agree that there is just 
too much working against the belief that Ray 
shot Martin Luther King. 

President George Bush also deserves a 
special mention. Probably Bush is the most 
accomplished president ever to conduct diplo- 
macy by deception, and there are many case 
histories to prove that statement. The prob- 
lem with Americans is that we believe that the 
United States Government is more honest, 
moral and open about its dealings than for- 
eign governments. We have been taught this 
since childhood. George Bush proved this is a 
one hundred percent wrong perception. 

The scenario for the Gulf War was actually 
drawn up in the 1970s. This was almost blown 
wide open by several newspaper articles in 
which James McCartney reported ‘A U.S. Se- 
cre t Agenda”. According to McCartney, the 
secret government of the United States de- 
cided early in 1970 to base its policy for the 
Middle East on the contro1 of oil in the region 
being wrested from the Arabs. A pretext had to 
be found to establish a substantial U.S. mili- 
tary presence in that region-but not in Israel. 

Robert Tucker, writing in the Jewish maga- 
zine Commentary of January 1975, said that 
the United States must overcome any reti- 
cence about armedintervention in other coun- 

Kissinger reasoned that seizing Middle East 
oil as a preventative measure would be accept- 
able to the people of the United States and was 
an idea that could easily be sold to Congress. 
According to my source in Washington, the 
idea was accepted with alacrity by Bush, who 
had plenty of experience in deeeption and his 
stint at the CIA sharpened his appetite for 
what some say is his natural bent. The 
Kissinger Energy Secutity plan was taken up 
by Bush and applied to Iraq. There is a strong 
belief that the quarrel between Iraq and Ku- 
wait over the Al Sabah’s theft of oil from the 
Rumalia oilfields, and the sabotaging of Iraq’s 
economy by underselling the stolen oil below 
the OPEC price, was worked out by the CIA in 
conjunction with KlsslnrCer Associates. 

[H: And guess what?! Rlght on cue, 
Kissinger 1s this day meddling in the mess 
of South Africa. Stay alert!] 

By pushing Iraq into an open conflict 
through the treasonous conduct of April 
Glaspie, Bush saw his plans coming to fulfill- 
ment. April Glaspie should have been tried for 
lying to Congress, but this is unlikely to hap- 
pen. Just when Bush thought he had the 
game in the bag, King Hussein of Jordan al- 
most threw a spanner in the works. According 
to my intelligence source, and subsequently 
confirmed by Pierre Salinger of ABC Televi- 
sion, King Hussein believed that the United 
States was acting in good faith and would 
welcome a settlement of the Iraq-Kuwait crisis by 
peaceful means rather than by armed conflict. 

Proceeding on the basis of his belief in the 
integrity of the Bush administration, King 
Hussein called Baghdad and asked President 
Hussein to submit the quarrel to the Arab 
nations for arbitration. King Hussein assured 
Saddam Hussein that he had the blessing of 
Washington for such amove. On August 3, the 
Iraqi military advance toward the Kuwait bor- 
der was halted so that the proposed arbitra- 
tion could be given a chance. But Saddam 

tator, Hosni Mubarak would have to agree to 
the arbitration proposal. 

King Hussein called Mubarak, who readily 
gave his assent to the plan. Next, King Hussein 
called President Bush, who took the call in Air 
Force I while in route to Aspen to meet Mar- 
garet Thatcher, who was sent to deliver the 
Royal Institute for International Affairs ulti- 
matum that U.S. military forces attack Iraq. 
According to intelligence sources, partly con- 
firmed by &linger, Bush was enthusiastic 
about King Hussein’s initiative and promised 
the Jordanian ruler that the U.S. would not 
intervene. 

But once King Hussein terminated the con- 
versation, Bush called Mubarak and told him 
not to take part in any inter-Arab arbitration 
discussions. Bush is reported to have called 
Thatcher and advised her of his conversation 
with King Hussein. Like Chamberlain at the 
time of Munich, King Hussein was going to 
find out that a peaceful settlement of the Iraq- 
Kuwait dispute was the last thing that the. 
American and British governments wanted. 

After getting approval from Thatcher, Bush 
reportedly called Mubarak again and ordered 
him to do everything possible to derail the 
Arab mediation effort. The payoff, as we now 
know, came later, when Bush illegally ‘for- 
gave” Egypt’s $7 billion debt to the United 
States. Bush did not have the constitutional 
authority to forgive Egypt’s debt. With Mubarak 
violently denouncing the mediation propos- 
als, Bush began making threatening noises 
against Iraq. It was only a few hours after King 
Hussein told President Hussein that they had 
both been deceived, that the Iraqi Army crossed 
the border with Kuwait. 

The role of the United States and Britain in 
starting the war against Iraq is classic diplo- 
macy by deception. While tslking peace in the 
Middle East, our government that we so un- 
wisely trust, had been planning for the war 
against Iraq since the 1970s. The Gulf War 
was deliberately contrived in accordance with 
Kissinger’s policy. Thus while Kissinger was 
not agovernment official, he still exerted great 
influence over U.S. foreign policy in the Middle 
East. [H: Now if you new readers are doubt- 
ing this information-go back and re-read 
the journals as presented, aIong with the 
references in SPOTLIGHT and a few other 
presentations-THIS IS NOT NEW NEWS!] 

The bombing of Pan Am Flight [ 1031 is 
another terrible example of covert activity. All 
the facts are not yet in and, indeed, may never 
be, but what IS known thus far is that the CIA 
WAS INVOLVED and there were at least FIVE 
top CIAAGENTS ON BOARD, carrying $500,000 
in traveller’s checks. There are reports that 
the CIA actually videotaped the loading of the 
bag containing the bomb but thus far these 
reports have not been confirmed by other 
sources: . 

[END QUOTING OF PART THREE] 

This last statement is not still true. There 
is ample PROOF of the Pan Am Flight 103 
downing, and EXACTLY who and why it was 
destroyed, available and more coming forth as 
ones who ‘know” are starting to feel protected 
enough to come forward. ‘Coleman” printed 
this book a yesr ago, in addition, and every 
DAY now great insights and revelations are 
coming forth. You, as readers, will simply 
have to keep updating yourselves constantly. 

Thank you, I salute you for your inquiring 
minds which must remain open unto the Light. Hussein had one other condition: Egypt’s dic- 
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IT’S CERTAINLY NOT EASY.... 

The information is pouring in upon us like 
chaff from the winnowing fields as we offer the 
inner workings of the Intelligence services 
and get on with the nitty-gritty of presenta- 
tions from ones whose work is so dangerous as 
to be shocking even to those who know real 
danger. As we move along, however, there are 
ones who surpass our work 
in some areas but, by and 
large, even in individual in- 
stances we HAVE the infor- 
mation, in detail, prior to 
almost all others. We sim- 
ply cannot find funds or 
space to offer it all. 

As we speak of covert 
operations, Intelligence in- 
volvements in almost every 
criminal activity and effort 
to connect these operations 

It is an unfolding time of attending care- 
fully through introspection your own choices 
and handling your public involvements and 
activities most CAREFULLY. 

There are a few things I wish to share with 
you today before moving on to the work regu- 
larly under way these days. One is reference 

to another book which again 
confirms positively the in- 
volvement of CIA and politi- 
cians in criminal activities 
such as financial frauds and 
theft and drugs. The book 
itself was signed for, similar 
to Ronn Jackson’s material, 
by a big publisher-for the 
express purpose of burying 
it. It has been published, 
however, and I can’t advise 
you as to where you can get 

with people you recognize-we can’t get it ALL it ‘generally” but I do know that you can get it 
to you. We are hoping that by our following through: 

only CLUES and SIGNS of the overall. Note 
that the big dog, Kissinger and a bigger wig 
from England are in South Africa passing out 
ultimatums. 

THE MAFIA. CIA 8s 
GEORGE BUSH 

by Pete Brewton 

[QUOTING:] 

Historically, the Central Intelligence 
Agency has been involved in drug movement 
with connections in the highest levels of the 
agency. In a shocking new book published by 
SPI books entitled The Mafia, CIA Ba George 
Bush, the story of exactly how drugs were 
brought into this country is told. [H: These 
new editions from “inside sources” will only 
confirm that which Mullins and other dar- 
ing outspoken ones such as Ezra Pound and, 

Yes, ‘Colemaus-have already given you. 
But YOU seem to need endless confirma- 
tions before you can accept possibilities.] 

. ..As director of the CIA, George Bush was 
well aware that drug money was the primary 
source of money to fund CIA covert or clandes- 
tine operations. Of course, he was not briefed 
on the specifics of most missions, but he still 
knew the overall operational methods for the 
CIA. After all, Mr. Bush did rise through the 
ranks from the CIA field agent to become 
director in 1976. 

Along with benefiting from the drug money, 
many influential individuals such as George 
Bush and Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, both from Texas, 
also received ill-gotten gains from the greatest 
financial disaster since the Great Depression- 
the Savings 4% Loan crisis. It happened very 
quietly, without any fanfare or attention. It 
happened before our very eyes, and we didn’t 
even know it. 

A small cabal of conspiracy-connected busi- 
nessmen realized that SlkLs were going the 
way of the dinosaurs. They recognized the 
institutions couldn’t survive under rapidly 
increasing inflation and high interest rates, so 

three or four authors who KNOW and have 
accurate information and yet need some of 

they decided to exploit the situation for their 

their own missing details filled in, we will give 
you a background of confirmations enough to 
help you through that which is coming-even 
as we write, with the Federal Reserve, the mon- the insulation and protection of powerful in- 
etary system, the ongoing Zionist takeover and I would share with you a write-up about stitutions and individuals, in addition to all 
even the involvement of the Russian Mafia. the volume in an advertising of CRIMINAL their endemic protections within the finan- 

Rick Martin, NoraBoyles and, today, Soltec POLITICS. The short review is presented by a cial, judicial, political and journalistic sys- 
[see p, 21 are helping us out so that Dharma prize-winning journalist, Pete Brewton. terns, would conceal their crimes. In most 
and I can stay focused on our subject as well Why do I not just tell you to get some of the cases they were probably right. Unlike 
as possible. We have people overseas who are early Journals and save your money because Watergate and the Iran-Contra scandal, this 
under direct threat. of murder and this gives we wrote of things like Zapata Oil (Bush) mov- was a bipartisan scandal. There WAS no op- 
cause for interruptions which negate ability to ing drugs in through off-shore rigs, etc., sev- posing party to push for an inuependent in- 
stay right on the subjects at hand. Readers, eral years ago? Because somehow I seem to vestigation. [H: I will refer-later to these 
“IT” is under-way! I can only urge you pre- represent a threat to you readers-you have ‘independent”, and otherwise, investiga- 
cious readers to remain without panic in all difficulty making anyone pay attention to my tions as set up by the very perpetrators.] 
circumstances-there are no major changes- presentations. So, you have wasted some It is interesting to note that much of the 
only the realization of the happenings. three to seven years and finally when it is all borrowed S&L money went to the St. Joe Paper 

You MUST not stop paying close attention but too late to take action, WHAM, “new” Co. owned by the Du Pont empire, one of the 
to signs and happenings of natural appearing evidence is presented. I don’t care, readers, if richest and most powerful bastions of wealth 
instances. Every time you have a claimed someone else can reach through to your sen- in this country. [H: Gosh, do you think the 
Shuttle in orbit-WATCH IT! Today you in the sitive eyes and ears- 
U.S. sent up a satellite which had been de- 

we will push the work as Du Ponts could have any association with 
hard as we can. Will there be errors in each the Committee of 17?] 

layed for two years (really??) and things are presentation? OF COURSE! You are unfolding The evidence uncovered is clear, convinc- 
heating up in man-made activities. Your history-each one will not have ALL-it requires a ing and compelling that the CIA participated 
Shuttle is mapping by radar and sonar? I don’t coalescence of the many and from that you will in the nation’s S&L debacle. Some of the 
think so, readers! Now, you have Krakatoa have ability to discern truth and through that richest and most powerful people in the coun- 
erupting [see p.2 land this has the capability truth-you will be able to decide action. try did business with the participants and 
of blowing out the entire island structure I still push volumes such as CONSPIRA- profited from the S&L crisis. I will name many 
around it. The monitors and publicity agents TORS’ HIERARCHY: THE STORY OF THE of them in my book. 
are again talking about the ‘Big One” on the COMMITTEE OF 300 by ‘Dr. John Coleman* These S&Ls were also used to launder drug 
San Andreas along with possible total de- [see p. 31, however, because it goes further money, which was brought illegally into this 
struction of major parts of the West Coast. Is back up the line to the BRITISH and the East country. One of the guises used was real 
any of this possible? YES! Moreover, to bring India Company. Do plan to work on your estate schemes. Money could be placed into 
you all into line is easily accomplished if YOU homework, readers-the time for letting“some- an S&L by a middleman broker, who could 
are completely helpless. These are, however, one else do it...“‘is long since past. , then secure loans to people based on deposits. 

., ., ’ I -1. L... <I., . . L. ,, I ,,. .‘,. I _ -. _ . _ _ _ ;, _‘. _. r_: I- 
. . . *1 .-A’,*? <L 1 ,I 1 ‘.,‘,i ,,*t.” I? , , I! f i)‘) rir!II ‘,,TC :1,;r: j?, ,a, *. Li j 1 ls+J*eeJ ;;iOci..3i fiLlitii’kivi5:.C,i !,.>rra’.?i r;fk>k<F. ‘I ~(7” -, 
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Not only was the money laundered, but many 
high-ranking CIA and government officials 
received loans for their personal ventures at 
very low interest rates. I name them! 

I was surprised to learn the drug story even 
touches CRIMINAL POLITICS Magazine’s home 
base. A famous Cincinnati billionaire by the 
name of Carl Lindner has some interesting 
connections to this puzzle of drugs. Although 
allegations of CIA connections to Lindner waft 
around him, nothing has ever been proven. 

What I do .know is that Lindner owns the 
Ocean Reef Club, which is on the north end of 
Key Largo. On March 10, 1984, four U.S. 
representatives, Thomas Foley (D-Wash.), 
Dante Fascell (D-Fla.), Edward Boland (D- 
Mass.) famous for the Boland Amendment, 
and Jim Wright, (D-Texas) and Speaker of 
the House, MET AT LINDNER’S CLUB IN 
FLORIDA. Oliver North was also present at 
this meeting and noted in his diary that 
President Bush WAS THERE, along with an- 
other man with the initials of H.A.K. THE 
ONLY PERSONLISTED IN THE IRAN-CONTRA 
CHRONICLE WZTH THE INTZIALS H.A.K. IS 
HENRY KISSINGER1 No friends of Reagan 
were present! 

Of the Congressmen who met together, all 
would later serve on the House elect commit- 
tee to investigate arms transactions with Iran. 
Boland became the chief sponsor of the Boland 
amendment, which 
prohibited the CIA and 
U.S. Government agen- 
cies from providing 
military support to the 
Contras. James Wright 
would later resign un- 
der a cloud of impro- 
prieties relating to the 
Savings 86 Loans and 
other matters. 

Cincinnatians may 
be interested to know- 
that during the presi- 
dency, George Bush of- 
ten went fishing off the 
coast at the Ocean Reef 
Club. Carl Lindner was 
one of George Bush’s 
largest donors. DUr- 
ing the 198Os, the Lindner family contrib- 
uted nearly $850,000 to Republican cof- 
fers... 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I do believe you would find this an interest- 
ing book. You must also realize all along this 
pathway that Bush and Bentsen are two peas 
from the identical pod and, being Secretary of 
the Treasury, Bentsen wields tremendous 
POWER. Remember-HE IS PAID BY THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND-NOTTHE 
U.S.! 

WHAT ABOUT THAT 
“AMES” CASE? 

Well, THAT is a good one because it is all 
entangled with the Government, the CIA and 
DRUGS! Even your FBI has charged the CIA 
with cover-up from the mid-80s when the 
Ameses, so-called, defected. There is no ques- 
tion as to how and what the Ameses were 
doing-they were getting incredible amounts 
of money (cash) from drugs and it had nothing 
to do with espionage. Wake up sleepy-heads. 

CIAwork shifted to ‘%mrcotics” in the 1980s 

and it is time you realize it. mate inquiries from the Press and Congress. 
What is even more interesting to you who Well, they are in it also so I’m sure it is far 

pay taxes and do without -there is an more political on the part of ‘DJ” than meets 
unimagined amount of money held by the the eye. The editorial did cite a lawsuit which 
Ameses and yet there has 
been no interest from the 
IRS-WHO KNEWABOUT 
THE CASH DEPOSITS 
AND NEVER DID A 
THING. So what do you 
REALLY have out of the 
Ames mess? Well you 
will have another incred- 
ibly larger set of scan- 
dals because your laws 
don’t make it automati- 
cally OK, to launder 
money or deal in drugs 
for anyone-not even the CIA. 

But maybe Clinton is NOT involved? Per- 
ish the thought because ifyou are naive enough 
to think Billy is innocent-better check out 
Hillary! When the Whitewater disclosure hits 
truthville-Whitewater itself will be the least 
of any of Clinton’s troubles. 

IZATION BY THE 

can be checked out, Dow 
Jones vs. the Department 
of Justice. The suit is to 
obtain reports on the 
death of Vince Foster 
under the Freedom of 
Information Act. You see, 
people, even nice people 
who might work for the 
Wall Street Journal are 
getting suidded all over 
the place-along with 
Vince Foster. This, read- 
ers, is a DIRECT VICTIM- 

WORLD ZIONIST CON- 

WHO INVESTIGATES 
THESE THINGS? 

The same ones who perpetrate the crimes! 
Robert Fiske, the independent prosecutor in 

this little play is deeply in- 
volved in cover-up politics. 
Specifically, Robert Fiske 
is a law partner of Lawrence 
Walsh, the individual who 
ran up over $30 million in 
bills for the American 
people Investigating Iran- 
Contra-to no avail other 
than to find that Bush was 
uninvolved in October Sur- 
prise and such other cute 
two-stepping lies. 

Get this one, though: It 
so happens that Mr. Fiske 
represented Clark Clifford, 
the leading Democratic 
power broker who worked for 
the CIA, drug-laden BCCI. 
Mr. Fiske was able to get the 

venerable Mr. Clark Clifford off without so 
much as a hand-spank or a scratch, in spite of 
obvious violations in, if nothing else, banking 
statutes. 

The Democratic Party therefore owed a debt 
of gratitude and let him receive the publicity 
and whatever fees are generated for his law 
firm in connection with Whitewater. Don’t we 
just wish we had some lawyers on OUR side, 
like that? He won’t have to DO anything 
except work with the other insiders and allow 
nothing to happen. 

A retired Supreme Court Justice in Arkan- 
sas has laid it all out and has gone public 
through video tape [along with Larry Nichols 
who is a former marketing director of Arkansas 
Development Financial Authority (ADFA)] re- 
garding the criminal activities of both Bill and 
Hillary [to order call Clinton’s Circle of Power 3 - 
800-253-82731. He is Judge James Johnson. 
He has given PUBLIC testimony which was 
instantly buried. 

You think I jest? Well, Mr. Fiske proves his 
loyalty to the criminals in point. The Dow 
Jones organization openly charged Mr. Fiske 
with a massive cover-up in its editorial of 
March 14, 1994. The WaZ2 Street Journal said 
Fiske is doine “all he can do” to block leeiti- 

SPIRACY! IT IS NOW PUBLICLY RECOGNIZED 
REGARDLESS OF WHAT THE ADL TRIES TO 
PREVENT COMING FORTH. 

To add to the recognition that Fiske is a 
cover-agent it is noted that Bentsen was caused 
to testify, and what were the results? Mr. 
Fiske’s response to this lawsuit has been to 
simply stonewall-across the board-and 
refuse to release anything. Mr. Fiske’s cru- 
sade against congressional hearings has be- 
come an all-purpose shield for the President’s 
staff, When the subject was raised at a House 
committee hearing, the Wall Street Journal 
reported that Secretary of the Treasury Lloyd 
Bentsen replied-“On the advice of Mr. Fiske, 
the special counsel, I refuse to answer.” So 
guess. what this is technically? It is nothing 
more than the entire staff, Clintons and the 
Cabinet members are taking the Fifth Amend- 
ment on instructions of this ‘independent 
counsel”. Moreover, Mr. Fiske himself re- 
fuses to answer any personal questions AT 
ALL. Thank you, Janet Reno, for another 
superb job of criminal action1 

Is Hillary guilty of something or other or is 
it just “meann politics? Hillary ORDERED ALL 
THE PAPER SHREDDING and started the 
shred-mill going all the way back in 19921 She 
is simply going to find that other “criminal 
politicians” are not stupid in the blackmail 
game-MOST OF THE STUFF WAS NOT “AC- 
TUALLY” DESTROYED AND WILL COME 
FORTH TO GIVE A BAD HEADACHE. 

The things being talked about are the mere 
tips of icebergs so don’t get upset over 
commodities income, etc. There are some 
REALLY BIG “KEATING 5” TYPES OF CRIMI- 
NAL ACTIVITIES IN THIS BOX OF WORMS. 

FISKE WILL 
UNCOVER NOTHING 

It is a guarantee that Fiske will allow noth- 
ing uncovered: His own lawfirm represented 
the International Paper Co., which originally 
sold the property to Whitewater Development 
(Oops!). This in itself should have put Fiske 
OFF the consideration list-by his own integ- 
rity (of which he has none). This, with being a 
law partner of Lawrence Walsh, the indepen- 
dent counsel in the Iran-Contra matter, is 
twice reason enough. 

So what happens to ones who #know some- 
thing”? Well, it is pretty simple-suicide them. 
We have here a paper which was sent which 
was put together by Chuck Harder (radio) with 
LindaThompson and we offer it to you readers 
as you might well find it quite interesting. 

IOUOTING:l 
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PEOPLE WHO, 
HAVE DIED 

SINCE 
BZZL CLINTON 

‘WHO ARE OF‘ 
IN’I’ERES’I? 1 

, A. 

2. 

July 30, 1992, Victor Razor, 52, Alaska, 
Natl financial Co-chairman of Clinton Cam- 
paign, and his son, Montgomerv Razor, 
22, also very active in the campaign, were 
both killed in a private plane crash in 
Dillingham, Alaska. [Hr Perhapa it ia wise 
that George Green didn’t take the job of 
financial chairman for the Carter cam- 
paign aa he claimed he was aaked to do. 
It aeema the Carters and the Clintona are 
relatively unsafe PARTIERS.] 

September, 23,1992, Liffle Rock, Ark. paul 
Cnllev, a Clinton campaign aide, Demo- 
cratic Nat’l Committee political director. 
He was the architect of Clinton’s strategy 
which allowed him to be competitive in the 
electoral voting. He was found dead in his 
hotel room of unknown causes. He was 48. 
Heart attack speculation. But nothing 
kIlOWIL 

3. Dec. 9, 1992, Monticello, Ark., Paula Gil- 
bd, 36, travelled with Clinton as governor 
aud during campaign. She was killed in a 
one car accident and the police said there 
were no witnesses and no reason for the 
accident. 

4. Dec. 2 1, 1992, Aspen, Colo., Jim Willhite, 
Arkla executive, 54. He was a close friend 
and bus. assoc. of White House Chief of 
Staff and a friend of Clinton. He suppos- 
edly ran into a tree while skiing and died. 
Mat McCarty used to work with Clinton at 
the Rose Law Firm along with Bubble and 
Hillary. McCarty was the last person to 
speak to Jim W. and was also an executive 
of Arkla, a multi-state natural gas co. and 
had dealings with the same banks that are 
now being investigated in Ark. 

5. Bonn, Germany. Maior General Jarrett J. 
Robertson, 52, deputy Commanding Gen- 

eral of V Corps died when his UH-60 
Blackhawk ‘copter crashed as it tried to 
land at Weisbaden, Germany Air Base. Also 
killed was William 3. Ginsburg (chief of 
ops), Cal. Robert Kelly (chief of intelli- 
gen-4, and crew chief Gary Rhodes. 
Robertson was responsible for the First 
Armored Division which played a key role 
in the Bosnia peace-keeping plan along 
with the carrier Roosevelt. He was an 
opponent .of the Bosnia “plan”. Several 
people that are dead were Clinton’s escorts 
on the carrier, the only time he was there. 
Five people are dead who were associated 
with Clinton’s only visit to that carrier- 
his escorts and the people involved with 
the planning of the troop movements. m 
of the escorts. Naw aviators, were killed 
when their ETUC Hawkeye early-warning 
plane crashed into the sea. They were 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

waved off because of a supposedly rough 
sea and pitching deck and then %omehow” 
crashed. 

4 agents killed in the Waco tragedy were 
Clinton’s bodyguarda: Conway, Bleu, 
McKeen and DeWillis. They often use ATF 
agents as bodyguards during campaigns. 
All of these were out of the Little Rock, Ark. 
area, and had guarded Clinton when he 
was Gov. 
Each of these aaenta had one wound to 
the left temple that blew out the back 
side of their heads, lust like an execu- 
tion. Each one of them had an identical 
wound to the Ie# temple. 

4 presidential helicopter crewmen, Ma- 
rines, Ssct. Hainev, 32, Yaior Barclay, && 
Sable Cant. Revnolda. These 4 did not -J 
usually fly together. They were the four 
that flew Clinton TO THE carrier 
Rooaevek 

June 22, 1993, Paul Wilcher, DC lawyer 
who was investigating many of the same 
things that Linda Thompson was investi- 
gating. He had talked to the same people. 
And people who talked to him then sought 
her out. Some of these were gov’t. sgents 
and not very good guys. He also talked to 
a producer who also talked to LindaT. He 
was found in his apartment, no known 
cause of death. He had written a 99-page 
letter to Janet Rena some 3 weeks earlier 
detailing CIA drug running, mind control 
used on Branch Davidiana. He was con- 
cerned about the death of reporter D. 
Casolaro, who was investigating the theft 
of a computer program [INSLA~ by the 
Department of Justice. He was also mur- 
dered but not in relation to the Clinton 
body count. [H: Forget this old hog-wash. 
And someday, some of the self-styled 
reporters are going to realize WE DO 
HAVE information which might save them 
egg-covered faces. Gunther Russbacher 
had just sent [to Wilcher] a full set of 
disclosure tapes, video tapes, etc., of the 
Bush escapades-and they certainly DID 
relate to the drug trade, CIA involve- 
ment and other “goodies”. This was a 
close personal friend, as well, of 
Russbacher.] 

In July 1993, the death of Vincent Foster. 
[H: ALL the representations of Foster’s 
death are erroneous except the one of- 
fered right in CONTACT by one who 
KNEW the details right from the horse’s 
(gunman’s) mouth.] {See the 7/27/93 and 
3/22/94 issues ofCONTACT.) 

10. The Health Reform Committee Chairman 
and its attorney. Stanlev Heard, a chiro- 
practor from Hot Springs, Ark. had met 
Clinton playing pinball years ago. Steve 
Dixon, the lawyer, was the advisor on the 
health reform issues; Both were killed on 
a plane. The men had rented a plane which 
developed mechanical problems on the way 
to DC. They rented another one in St. 
Louis and it crashed. Shortly after takeoff 
he said there was a fire on board; that was 
the last heard. You have to work to crash 
a small plane in such circumstances. 

So what will be reflected? Long, long-time 
Kissinger associate Maurice lAce” Greenberg, 
chairman of American International Group, 
is set to take full advantage of the 
depressed prices now emerging as seen from 
the Hang Seng Index from sharp sell-off in 
prices in the Hong Kong stock market (which 
actually represents the Chinese mainland). 
What is going to be done? Along with other 
things, there will be set up a new billion dollar 
closed-end investment fund established to 
make equity investments in INFRA- 
STRUCTURE PROJECTS IN CHINESE- 
RELATED MARKETS. 

Readers, make no mistakes here-it is 
going to be very, very difficult to topple this 
Zionist New World Order. The vipers have a 
tooth-hold in your very carotid arteries and 
are pumping in the venom. May you somehow 
come to your senses before the final act is 
over. May God have mercy as you stumble 
around trying to light your candles that you 
may be able to see. 

11. Nov. 30,1993, Ed Willy, Clinton fund raiser, Let us close this writing and we will return 
a prominent real estate lawyer and land to our other projects under way. Salu. 

developer, a hunter, sportsman. He was 
found dressed in a suit in the deep woods 
with no suicide note. He had a ‘self- 
inflicted” gunshot wound to the head just 
like V. Foster’s. His wife works regularly 
for Hillary. He had substantial debts for 
some time and the news connected these 
two items as excuse for his %uicide#. This 
is not true. 

12.Hershel Friday, an attorney from Little 
Rock, Ark. He too had been a Clinton fund 
raiser. He was killed in a single-engine 
plane accident. Details not known. 

13. Jerry Parka, Clinton’s director of security 
in Ark. He was found dead, riddled with 
bullets, alongside a road in Jacksonville, 
Ark. Suicide? How did he shoot himself 
multiple times? [Same ‘incorwenience~ as 
Vincent Foster case in # 9 above.] There was 
some effort on follow-up to make it appear 
to be a random-crime shooting. 

So there appear to have been at least 29 
confirmed deaths with 12 of those being 
Clinton’s body guards. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Thank you, Chuck and Linda. 

CHINA 

Since we have, in the past, written on the 
possibilities of China involvements I want to 
leave you with a~serious and sobering thought 

regardt?gh- rights, favored nation trade, etc. 
Know that Christopher’s China visit was 

prearranged well in advance. 
You must be very clear about who is in 

charge of the foreign policy of your nation- 
especially as regards China at this moment. 
Henry Kissinger, Brent Scowcroft and Lawrence 
Eagleburger are going to sink well over a BIL- 
LION DOLLARS into ChinaTHIS SPRING. This 
is being set up and orchestrated through 
Kissinger Associates and these three PLUS 
Christopher meet weekly at Kissinger Associ- 
ates. The trade conflicts between China and 
the U.S. are fully orchestrated. Believe us 
when we suggest that the New World Order 
WILL NOT WANT HUGE TARIFFS ON THEIR 
IMPORTS! 
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Corporation Format 

We will now take a look at just what makes 
up a corporation and how the components of a 
corporation come together. As we move 
through this next section, keep in mind that 
there is a flow and a process to setting up a 
corporation and that everything that the cor- 
poration is doing needs to be properly docu- 
mented. This section has been compiled in 
the order of just how a corporation comes to 
life. From its birth to its first breath and then 
on to crawling and walking. Keep in mind that 
everything that is happening is giving this 
corporation its own identity and its proof of 
existence. 

Flame: After the decision has been made to 
incorporate, the next step is to name your new 
creation. This question can be as simple as 
the first thing that pops into your head to 
spending days figuring out “THE NAME”. The 
amount of thought you put into a name should 
depend exactly on how you plan to use your 
corporation. 

Corporate Address: Resident Agent: Use 
your Resident Agent as the lightning rod. Al- 
ways place the focus of the corporation on to 
your Resident Agent and towards their loca- 
tion. The Resident Agent, Nevada Corporate 
Headquarters, Inc., will draw focus away from 
you as much as is possible. When you need to 
utilize the physical ,address of the Resident 
Agent, use 3132 W. Post Rd., Las Vegas, NV 
89118. We prefer that for routine corporate 

If your corporation was created to protect 
you and to give you privacy, you obviously 
would not want to go with TOUR NAME, INC.” 
If you have had other businesses that you 
were or are associated with, you should be 
sure not to use those names or derivatives of 
those names, You need to think out all of the 
ways in which aname can promote your plans. 
For instance, if you created your corporation 
for the purpose of purchasing real estate, you 
may find great benefit in using a name that 
can benefit you when it comes time to negoti- 
ate a deal. if the name of the corporation was 
National Real Estate, Inc. the impression is 
that this corporation is a large company that 
deals in real estate. For instance, when you 
were to approach a seller to buy property, you 
would say that &I’m Jim Johnson and I’m an 
agent for..... and my client is interested in 
your property. This can give you a great 
advantage as you go back and forth cutting a 
deal for your ‘client” who you get on the phone 
with periodically to consult. 

In deciding on aname for your corporation, 
you may want to convey the image of a large, 
older, respectable institution by using a name 
such as uLandmark” or “First National”. You 
can also dpiggy back& by using well known 
names that are no longer in business like 
‘Youngstown Sheet and Tube” or ‘United 
States Steel”. You may also find it a great 
advantage to use a name similar to an existing 
company such as IBM which may stand for 
your company, Iowa Business Machines. 

Some companies use names giving them 
the image of being a part of the Federal Gov- 
ernment - such as The Federal Reserve, Fed- 
eral Express, Inc., and the one no one is too 
sure about,- the Internal Revenue Service. 
There can be many advantages to using names 
such as these if your business was interested 
in government contracts. You may want to use 
a name which sounds familiar to them, such 
as Federal Maintenance, Inc., Federal Con- 
struction Agency, Inc., etc. Conversely, you 

,ion-Structure, Part I 

can completely hide your corporate identity by 
having it file for a legal alias (doing business 
as). Thus, Fred’s Cafe might be the trade name 
for International Capital, Inc., thereby creat- 
ing a complete change of image and identity. 
Most Las Vegas casinos are known by trade 
names rather than by the names of their par- 
ent corporations. The Sands is really Hughes 
Property Management Corporation. The 
Aladdin is really a Japanese company called 
Ginji Corporation. 

Whatever you decide to name your corpo- 
ration, you should be sure to give that deci- 
sion plenty of consideration. As you can see, 
there can be a lot in a name. A great name can 
be a major catalyst for the future success of a 
new business. 

mail you utilize our P.O. Box 27740, Las Vegas, 
NV 89126. This box allows us to maintain the 
utmost privacy for ail of your corporate mail. 

Resident Agent Function: All corpora- 
tions are required to have a physical office 
within the state of Nevada. The Resident 
Agent’s responsibility is merely to represent 

you in Nevada. This means that any time that 
there are legal papers to serve on a corpora- 
tion, that the Resident is there to accept that 
service. Also, if someone has a court order 
requesting documentation on a corporation, 
the Resident Agent is required to have specific 
documents on every corporation that they rep- 
resent on file. These are the Resident Agent’s 
most significant responsibilities. They are 
also required to have office hours all week long 
and they are required to have a location that is 
accessible by the general public. Every corpo- 
ration that is represented by a Nevada Resi- 
dent Agent must be sure to have on file at the 
location address of the Resident Agent, a copy 
of the corporation’s Articles, Bylaws and their 
Stock Ledger Statement. Ifyou have aneed for 
other services, such as phones answered, 
business license hanging, etc., call Nevada 
Corporate Headquarters, Inc. directly at l- 
800-398- 1077 for more information. NCH, 
Inc., P.O. Box 27740, Las Vegas, NV 89 126. 

***ORDER OUR COMPLETE NEVADACOR- 
PORATION MANUALTODAY FOR$27.95. CALL 
1-800-398-1077. 

GaiaSorb Tkavel Pack 
The convenient way to carry your GaiaSorbs 

Always have your Nutra-Bonds handy: at home, at the offhze, or in a restaurant. 

The Travel Pack is a compact case that fits easily into any briefcase or purse and consists of 6,1/2 ox. bottles: 
1 each of Gaiaudriana, Caffeine Sorb, Starch Sorb, Nicotine Sorb, Alcohol Sorb, and Sucrose Sorb. The Travel 
Pack can later be customized to your own needs,* but initial orders must be for the complete kit. 

’ Travel Pack, complete with all 6 products, is now available for $15.00 
(plus $5.00 shipping & handling) 

*To customize your personal kit, additional may be purchased individually at the following prices: 
l/2 oz. bottle (full) S3.00 

l/2 oz. bottle (empty) $1.50 
Carry case (empty) $3.00 

Original 2 oz.-size bottle, full (for refill purposes) $6.00 - - 
TOORD&R: 

New Gaia Products, P.O. Box 27710. Las Vegas. NV 89126 
For credit card orders, call: l-800-NEW-GAIA (639-4242); Dhwer, kc; and MasterCard accepted. 

Please make all checks and money orders payable to: New Gaia Products. 
(Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax.) 
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4/14/94 RICK MARTIN 

FIREBALL IN OREGON 

In an article from the March 30 edition of 
THE HONOLULU ADVERTISER, ‘Oregonians 
who happened to look skyward for a few sec- 
onds Monday night saw a moon-sized fireball 
streak across the sky, then fizzle out in a flash 
of light. 

‘Sightings were reported shortly after 9: 15 
p.m. from Portland to Christmas Valley in 
southern Oregon’s Lake County, said meteor- 
ite scientist Dick Pugh of Portland. 

‘A woman driving north from Klamath Falls 
along Highway 97 said she saw what looked 
like a ball of fire falling from the sky to the 
northeast. 

“I saw a real bright streak of light, kind of 
bluish-white at first,’ John Clay said. ‘Then 
there was a big flash of orange-white light. It 
was very bright and then it just disappeared.’ 

‘Clay said the fireball appeared to be head- 
ing almost straight down.. 

s ‘There were flames and sparks coming off 
but no apparent breakup,’ Pugh said. ‘There 
were no reports of sonic booms or sounds 
during the fireball.’ II) 

MALAYSIA BANS 
SCHINDLER’S LIST 

In an article from’the March 24 edition of 
THE HONOLULU ADVERTISER, ‘The Malay- 
sian government confirmed yesterday that 
censors have banned the movie Schindler’s 
List. 

“In a letter to Universal, the movie’s dis- 
tributor, the Malaysian Film Censor Board, 
said the Oscar-winning film was ‘propaganda 
with a purpose for asking for sympathy (for 
Jews) as well as to tarnish the other race.’ It 
did not specify the ‘other race,’ but presum- 
ably meant Germans.~ 

SUPER-VACCINE 

In an article appearing in the March 24 
edition of WEST HAWAII TODAY, written by 
Lauran Neergaard, ‘A polio vaccine that sur- 
vives without refrigeration. A one-dose ma- 
laria vaccine that kills the parasite in three 
different stages. An oral vaccine for the most 
virulent ,cholera ever seen. 

‘Scientists unveiled three new vaccines 
-Wednesday as signs of technological break- 
throughs in the global search for a super 
vaccine that will protect children against .a 
dozen major killers in one oral dose. 

‘The ultimate goal is an oral vaccine that- 
in one dose given at birth-protects against all 
major child killers, with a booster to protect 
developing countries from such local scourges 
as malaria and cholera.* 

AZT FINDINGS 

In an article from the April 8 edition of THE 
(LONDON) FINANCIAL TIMES, written by Clive 
Cookson, “Results published today in THE 
LANCET medical journal dash the hopes of 
Wellcome, manufacturer of the leading Aids 

drug AZT, that fresh data and analysis would 
vindicate the drug’s benefits. 

‘Full findings’of the Anglo-French study of 
AZT confirm the preliminary ones that shocked 
the medical world a year ago. People who are 
infected with HIV derive no long-term benefit 
from taking AZT before they show any symp- 
toms of disease. 

‘The team of scientists from the United 
Kingdom Medical Research Council and 
France’s National Aids Agency, who carried 
out the so-called Concorde study, conclude 
that ‘the results do not encourage the early 
use of ,AZT in symptom-free HIV-infected 
adults.’ = 

‘Evolving cultural standards, the spread of 
AIDS, changing laws on abortion, a worldwide 
trend to delay marriage and economic changes 
are all affecting the way young people deal 
with burgeoning sexuality. 

‘In a report released Sunday, Population 
Action International-a nonprofit family plan- 
ning advocacy group-concluded that millions, 
if not hundreds of millions, of teens are at risk. 

=Around the world, adults are reluctant to 
admit that their children are having sex, but 
studies in several countries show that most 
adolescents, no matter what their culture, are 
sexually active before age 20.” 

CHEMICAL 
CIGARETTES 

“DESIGNER” SPERM 

In an article from the April 8 edition of THE 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, LONDON-“Two U.S. 
scientists have applied for a European patent 
for genetically engineered designer sperm that 
would allow a father to pass down only ‘healthy’ 
genes to his children, a British magazine re- 
ported Thursday. 

The NEW SCIENTIST said the patent appli- 
cation had provoked.outrage and concern on 
both sides of the Atlantic as it raised the 
specter of eugenics-using science to ‘improve’ 
the human race to some subjective standard. 

“It quoted an official at the European Patent 
Office as saying this was the first attempt to 
patent a technique for human gene-line 
therapy-treatment to pass down altered ge- 
netic traits for generations.” 

In an article form the April 9 edition of the 
LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL, WASHING- 
TON--‘Chemicals added to cigarettes can 
cause liver damage and convulsions in ani- 
mals, a radio network reported Friday, adding 
to the furor over regulation of tobacco. 

“But some experts say the uproar over a 
top-secret list of additives is overblown, be- 
cause scientists have known for 30 years of 
dozens of toxic elements in cigarette smoke 
and tobacco itself that probably far outweigh 
the danger from any added chemicals. 

‘The list is but one issue in the battle over 
tobacco. The Food and Drug Administration is 
considering naming nicotine a drug, which 
would force it to ban most cigarettes. 

‘Also in question is a federal law that makes 
companies tell the government the more than 
700 additives that go into cigarettes, but which 
must be kept secret under penalty of jail. 

‘National Public Radio on Friday made pub- 
lic 13 chemicals that it said were from that 
top-secret list.” 

UNLIMITED CORN MOTHER TERESA 

In an article from the-March 31 edition of 
the JOHNSON CITY PRESS, (TN), CHAMPAIGN, 
IL-‘Imagine an expanse of farmland nearly 
twice the size of New England, plowed into 
countless neat furrows and ready to be planted. 

“The corn crop planted around the United 
States could reach those proportions. With 
supplies low after last year’s flood-ravaged 
harvest, the federal government has lifted lim- 
its on how much corn farmers can plant this 
spring. 

In an article from the April 1994 edition of 
FLASHPOINT, =Now, Mother Teresa-has joined 
the brave few who are willing to stand up to the 
pro-abortion oppressors. Mother Teresa’s 
frame may be frail and her voice soft, but her 
message came through loud and clear on Feb. 
3 as she spoke to dignitaries in Washington 
attending the National Prayer Breakfast. 

“This kind-of corn won’t end up salted and 
buttered on the cob: This crop, worth $16.5 
billion in 1993, is turned into livestock feed, 
alcohol fuel, sweeteners, food ingredients- 
even packing material. 

“Lamenting the violence in American soci- 
ety, Mother Teresa asked, ‘If we accept that a 
mother csn kill even her own child, how can 
we tell other people not to kill each other? Any 
country that accepts abortion is not teaching 
its people to love but to use any violence to get 
what they want.’ 

*On Sept. 1, the surplus from last year’s 
crop is expected to be only 802 million bush- 
els, or 61 percent of what Illinois alone pro- 
duced in 1993. 

I “To replenish stocks, nearly 7 million addi- 
tional acres could be planted in the United 
States, pushing totalacreage to 80 million in 
dozens of states around the country, the high- 
est since the mid-1980s.” 

TEENS AT RISK 

#The audience listened in respectful si- 
lence until she reached her conclusion: The 
greatest destroyer of peace today is 
abortion...Every abortion is the denial of re- 
ceiving Jesus.’ Then the hall erupted in ap- 
plause. As television cameras pulled back to 
show the crowd’s reaction, viewers could see 
every member of the head table joining in the 
applause-everyone that is, except President 
Bill Clinton and his wife, Hillary Rodham 
Clinton. The.power couple, both of whom are 
aggressively pro-abortion, sat there soberly 
with ashen, poker faces. 

In an article from the April 4 edition of the “The ovation was repeated when the 83- 
JOHNSONCITYPRESS, WASHINGTON-‘Some year-old nun said, ‘I am willing to accept any 
700 million teen-agers around the world are child who would be aborted and to give that 
struggling with increasingly complex ques- child to a married couple who will love that 
tions about sex, but a new report says most child and be loved by the child.’ Again the 
are not getting the help they need to find Clintons abstained.” 

answers. 
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SISTINE CHAPEL 

In an article from the April 9 edition of THE 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, VATICAN CITY-“The Last 
Judgme& finally is at hand. 

“The Vatican unveiled Michelangelo’s restored 
masterpiece fresco Friday, revealing the Sistine 
Chapel unfettered by scaffolds for the first time in 
14 years of work. 

“The impact of the world’s most famous room 
was, in a word, breathtaking.” 

CLERGY SEX 
ABUSE 

In an article from the March 20 edition of the 
FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, written by Jenny 
Owren, “Servants of God sexually abuse youths 
and a Roman Catholic archdiocese faces bank- 
ruptcy because of clergy abuse suits. A treatment 
center for pedophiles is closed, and other churches 
try in vain to insure against clergy abuse. 

“Acts of retribution from God? No, insurance 
companies. 

‘As clergy sex abuse cases unfold and court 
judgments pile up into the hundreds of millions of 
dollars, insurers have become important arbiters 
of issues including compensation for victims and 
how sex offenders will be treated. 

“Some religious andmental health otlicials are 
concerned that as insurers take an increasingly 
hard-line approach to settling lawsuits or renew- 
ing liability coverage, abusive clergy seeking help 
and their victims will be forsaken. 

“Cost estimates for the priest sex-abuse scan- 
dals in the United States reach as high as half a 
billion dollars. And that is only in the Catholic 
Church; experts say the scandal cuts across de- 
nominational lines.” 

RABBI CONVICTED 

In an article from the April 9 edition of THE 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, LOS ANGELES-“An Ortho- 
dox rabbi was convicted of conspiracy to launder 
millions of dollars in drug money through a holy 
network’ of charities. Rabbi Abraham Low faces a 
maximum of five years in prison and a $250,000 
fine after Thursday’s conviction.” 

UNDERGROUND 
ECONOMY 

In an article from the April 9 edition of the (So. 
l CA Valleys) DAILY NEWS, written by Richard Cole, 
SAN FRANCISCO-“California government may 
be short of money, but the state is awash in cash 
and analysts point to drug trafIlcking, the state’s 
underground economy and instability in Asia as 
the likely reasons. 

“Economists say the cash infusion may have 
insulated the region partially from its four-year 
recession. But it also has cost the strapped state 
treasury at least $1.8 billion a year in unreported 
revenue at a time when the budget deficit has hit 
$3 billion. 

“Since 1990, .the annual cash surplus re- 
ported by the Los Angeles branch of, the San 
Francisco Federal Reserve Bank nearlyhas tripled, 
from $3.4 billion to $9.3 billion in 1993. 

“Since 1992, the Los Angeles surplus-the 
excess cash the district bank collects from finan- 
cial institutions compared to what it distributes- 
has soared past Miami’s to lead the nation’s 36 
distlicts. 

*‘ We don’t know where sll our excess cash is 
coming from down in Southern California,’ con- 
ceded district spokesman Ron Supinski. 

“But law enforcement officials note the cash 

switch from Miami to Los Angeles followed a simi- 
lar trend in drug-t&G&&. 

=‘ Now a large portion of the drugs-some say 
70 percent-come through the Southwest,’ 
Lockridge said. ‘And they have also developed 
money-laundering systems along the West Coast.’ 

‘Nationally, estimates of laundered cash run 
as high as $100 billion.” 

HEROIN 

In an article from the April 5 edition of THE 
OItTANDO SENTINEL, “A government report warned 
Monday of a possible U.S. heroin epidemic in the 
1990s and said trtickers from Colombia and 
elsewhere in Latin America are poised to cash in. 

=‘ In the past five years, there has been a 
steady increase in the flow and purity of heroin to 
the U.S. [yes, they’re trying to keep the masses 
asleep, one way or another-J, suggesting that the 
taste for the drug is growing,’ the State Depsrt- 
ment report said. 

“It said this was a logical consequence of more 
than a decade of cocaine abuse since it is normal 
for a depressant drug such as heroin to succeed a 
stimulant such as cocaine. 

‘The implications are serious, the report said, 
because heroin can hold its prey for decades while 
the staying power of cocaine is usually limited to 
five years. 

YEconomics also are contributing to the revival 
of heroin.” 

RUSSIAN TREATY 

In an article appearing in the April 9 edition of 
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES, NEW DELHI-“A se- 
nior Russian official said Friday that Moscow 
wouldbeboundbyat.reatywithPyongyangtohelp 
North Korea, which is at the center of a dispute 
over its nuclear program, if it were attacked. 

=‘ We have informed North Koreans as well as 
South Koreans and the United States that Russia, 
as the country which is a legitimate successor of 
the Soviet Union, is carrying obligations from 
treaties which are still in force,’ said Deputy For- 
eign Minister Alexander Psnov, aformer ambassa- 
dor to Seoul.” 

RUSSIANS DELIVER 
REACTORS 

In an article from the April 2 edition of THE 
ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, ‘Four RussianTopaz II 
space power reactors arrived at Kirtlsnd Air Force 
Base on Thursday morning aboard a Ukrainian 
Antony An-124 cargo plane, the world’s second 
largest aircraft. 

‘Phillips Laboratory at Kirtland received two 
Topaz II reactors t?om Russiain 1992. It has been 
conducting non-nuclear tests on the reactors to 
see if such’ Russian technology, which is more 
advanced than the United States’, can be benefi- 
cial to the U.S.” 

_-_ --.. -- ---- 

NORTH KOREAN 
WARNING 

In an article from the April 7 edition of THE 
(LONDON) FINANCIAL TIMES, written by John 
Burton, “A North Korean official warned yesterday 
that if his country was to develop nuclear weap- 
ons, they would be primarily aimed at Japan, 
rather than at South Korea or the U.S. 

‘The warning, one ofthe most explicit made by 
North Korea about the intent of its possible nuclear 
weapons program, is likely to heighten concern in 
Tokyo that Pyongyang poses a serious military 
challenge .” 

CHINA’S 
DIFFICULTIES 

In an article from the same edition of THE 
FDIANCJ~Z TMS, byTony Walker, Thinasounded 
the alarm yesterday over rising unemployment, 
growing industrial unrest and the deteriorating 
health of state industry, which is under pressure 
in the transition to a market economy. 

“Commentaries in the PEOPLE’S DAILY-the 
Communist Party newspaper-andthe ECONOMIC 
DAILY drew attention to potential instability in 
China’s cities where state enterprises are under- 
going a painful transformation. 

“China is grappling with a huge surplus of 
rural laborers numbering between 130 million 
and 200 million. Millions are seeking employment 
in the cities, adding to pressures on hard-pressed 
municipal authorities.* 

CALIFORNIA 
EXODUS 

In an article from the April 3 edition of the 
STATESMAN JOURNAL, ‘More than three times 
as many California drivers moved to Oregon 
last year than Oregonians who moved south of 
the border. 

“Driver’s license statistics compiled by the 
Oregon Department of Transportation showed 
that about 32,000 Californians moved to Or- 
egon in 1993.” 

OREGON ANTI-GAY 
TREND 

In an article from the March 20 edition of the 
ROCKYMOUNTANNEWS, ‘Voters in three Oregon 
towns and one county adopted anti-gay-rights 
ordinances despite a state law rendering them 
toothless. 

“Mail-in elections Tuesday in Marion County 
and its towns of Turner, Albany and Junction City 
brought to 20 the number of local governments in 
Oregon that have passed such ordinances. 

‘The measures bar homosexuals from being 
guaranteed the same anti-discrimination protec- 
tions as racial minorities and prohibit spending 
public money on programs seen as ‘promoting’ 
homosexual behavior. 

=A challenge t,o the state law barring local 
governments from enforcing them is pending be- 
fore the Oregon Court of Appeals.” 

BOY SCOUTS 

In an article from the March 3 1 edition of THE 
MODESTO BEE, me Boy Scouts are not covered 
by California civil rights law and can bar homo- 
sexuals as Scout leaders, says a state appeals 
court.’ 

DENVER RECRUITS 
GAYS 9 

In an article fi-om the March 24 edition of the 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, written by Michael 
Romsno, “For the first time, the Denver Police 
Department will conduct a recruitments drive for 
a different type of minority officer: gays, lesbians 
and bisexuals. 

“Representatives of the department-includ- 
ing lesbian patrol officer Angela Romero-plan to 
meet tonight with as many as 40 gays who sre 
potential officers. 

“The higher-ups, including Police Chief David 
Michaud, want the department to reflect the com- 
munity. But there’s not as widespread support 
among the rank and file.’ m 
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GUATEMALA 

In an article from the April 2 edition of THE ’ 
ORLANDO SENTINEL, GUATEMALA CITY- 
“U.S. citizens in Guatemala are trying to lie 
low after a spate of attacks against tourists 

1-1 

accused of stealing local children and selling w 

their organs for transplants. 
“‘Now I don’t even look at kids,’ said an 

American businessman waiting for a flight to 
Miami in Guatemala City’s international air- 
port on Friday. 

“He said he was accosted last week in the 
capital by students.brandishing a bloody pig’s 
liver and asking him, ‘Gringo, how much will 

Russian Style 
you pay for this organ?’ 4113194 62 HATONN netic translation, in order to distinguish it 

“The businessman, who asked not to be from its Western counterpart. All figures cited 
identified, said he had stopped taking photos ON THE RUSSIAN ‘FRONT’ in this article, except where otherwise noted, 
of Guatemalan children because of the hostile come from the Russian Ministry of Internal 
reaction doing so had provoked. I said some time ago that I would share Affairs. Since facts about organized crime are 

‘An American woman was in a coma Fri- with you a reprint from FOREIGN AFFAIRS, still largely unpublished, much of the mate- 
day, after being savagely beaten Wednesday March/April 1994 issue. [For information on rial presented here is based on private inter- 
by a mob of peasants in northern Guatemala how to subsctibe to this pubzication see box on views with leading police officials, politicians 
who saw her trying to photograph a local child. this page.] Why would it be important? Be- and gangsters themselves.” 

“The U.S. Embassy on Thursday warned cause you have no REAL idea of what is actu- 
U.S. citizens in Guatemala not to travel alone, ally going on in Russia these days. You are THE R USSIA N ‘MAFIYA ’ 
to avoid crowds and to be extremely cautious. handed stories on silver platters according to by Stephen Handelman 
The embassy also recalled more than 200 U.S. what you are supposed to see and hear and 
Peace Corps volunteers to the capital from you can’t tell one end from the other in Russia. [QUOTING:] 
rural areas.= The Government is still run by the Bolshe- 

viks (Khazarian Zionists-“Jews” by “their” POLITICS BY 
THE MAFIA terminology). This is the same ‘group” that OTHER MEANS 

also runs your nation and many, many other 
In an article from the April 3 edition of THE nations. There is, however, upheaval and a Organized crime is the most explosive force 

ORLANDO SENTINEL, “The term Mafia has long desire on the part of the Ufreedom” seeking to emerge from the wreckage of Soviet Com- 
conjured up images of big bucks, big cars, big Russians to again effort to overthrow that munism. The so-called Russian Matiya has 
houses and big cigars. If it ail disappears, blame Bolshevik element. Along with that comes undermined reform, spawned extraordinary 
it on big mouths. the high-riding criminal elements which are levels of violence in major cities, and helped 

“The oa*h ofloyaltyis as empty as John Gotti’s also networked across the nations-the so- fuel a growing ultranationalist backlash. Al- 
suits these days, as a stream of informants, sev- called Mafia (In Russ@ called the Mafiya). though it is considerably less organized than 
eral t?om the mob’s highest echelons, continues to In atime of supposed terrible hardships on its Western counterparts, and for that reason 
shake upthe worldoforganizedcrime. The silence the Russian people from all of the old East often misunderstood or underestimated in the 
that was once so golden was shattered again last Bloc nations-comes the fact that well over West, Russia’s crime syndicate constitutes a 
month in Philadelphia, where the word of a Mafia $25 BILLION have been brought out of Russia serious threat to post-Soviet democracy. 
hit man helped indict two dozen reputed col- and into Western Bankster systems. This is The ‘Mafiya”, Russian-style, is a hydra- 
leagues. no small patty-cake dealing, readers, THIS IS headed phenomenon that feeds on the emerg- 

‘Veteran mobsters blame the new breed of BIG TROUBLE AND IT IS CONNECTED TO ingmarketeconomy. Between3,OOO and 4,000 
Mafiosi-men of hubris, not honor, they say. YOUR OWN BIGGER TROUBLE! gangs operate in Russia, including several 

y‘ We all could have gave guys up. But is was The article we will offer here is very good in hundred whose activities span the territory of 
not our forte,’ said former Gambino family associ- explanation value. It has been sent to us by a the Commonwealth of Independent States and 
ate ‘Joe Dogs’ Iannuzzi, who turned state’s evi- reader in Missouri. I am going to give credit to cross the old Soviet borders in Central Europe 
dence only after surviving a 1981 attempt to kill the publication and to the author of the article and the West. 
him. in point. We are told that since this will be The definition of Russian organized crime 

-‘ I wasn’t built that way,‘Iannuzzisaid. ‘GUYS placed in a valid ‘newspaper” that we can use is sometimes stretched for domestic political 
that I knew, the Gambinos, would never do that. the material-IF we present it in full so that purposes. Police and politicians still fall into 
The Colombos would never do that.’ %ontext’ is not subject to our own interpreta- the Soviet habit of ascribing Mafiya connec- 

7’he latest canary is John Veasey, a Philadel- tion. We are very pleased to do so as it would tions to anyone who possesses what seems an 
phia bad guy who survived an attempt to kill him detract from the investigating journalist’s own unreasonable amount of money. Total active 
and talked about reputed boss John Stsnfa. summary to try to simply offer tid-bits of some gang membership in Russia is estimated at 
Twenty-four people were indicted with Veasey’s sort. I SIMPLY CAUTION YOU TO READ THIS less than 100,000 people. Nevertheless, the 
help. WITH ONE EYE OPEN TO THE FACT THAT hazy boundary between criminal and legal 

“Veasey, an admitted hit man, was shot four MUCH OF IT IS NOT ACCURATE BUT IT IS business activity has allowed Mafiyagroups to 
times while wearing a hidden recording device to THE TREND WHICH IS NOTABLE. YOU ALSO penetrate most areas of the Russian economy, 
a Jan. 16 meetingwith two Stanfaassociates. He MUST REALIZE THERE IS A MAJOR PROB- giving them disproportionate influence. 
has been in FBI custody ever since. LEM WITH CHINESE MAFIA AS WELL-THE According to the Russian Ministry of Inter- 

?hen there are the mob stars turned star POINT IS THAT IT IS NOW WORLD-WIDE, nal Affairs (MVD), organized crime controlled 
witnesses: Sammy The Bull’Gravano, once Gotti’s 
right-hand man, and ‘Crazy Phil’ Leonetti, who 
ratted on his uncle, former Philadelphia boss 
Nicodemo ‘Little Nicky’ Scarfo. 

OUT OF CONTROL, CONTROLLED IN MANY! 
INSTANCES BY THE AGENCIES SET FORTH 
FOR CONTROL AND, THUS, YOU WILL ALL 
PAY DEARLY. 

To subscribe to fOf?E/GN 
AFFAIRS: U.S., $3 8.00; 

Canada. $47.00: other coun- 
tries ;ia. air, 17568.60 Per 

‘why are so many mobsters turning? Revenge 
is a prime motivation. Gravano decided to cooper- 
ate against Gotti after hearing a government tape 
in which the boss bad-mouthed him. 

“Then there’s a breakdown of ‘family’ values. 
=‘ That sense of honor...is tremendously di- 

minishedfiomwhat itwas 12,15yearsago,‘said 
James Fox, who headed the FBI’s New York o5ce 
when three mob bosses went down.* 

The article is entitled: The Russian Mufiya. 
It is presented by Stephen Handelman. Mr. 
Handelman is a Visiting Scholar at Columbia 
University’s Harriman Institute. He was Mos- 
cow Bureau Chief of the The Toronto Star from 
1987 to 1992. He is in the process of complet- 
ing a book on the subject of Russian crime so 
this is but a token of his work. He states: “I 
have spelled ‘Mafiya” using its Russian pho- 

.. year.. Write to FOREIGN 
AFFAIRS,. P.O. Box 420235, 

Palm Coast, FL 3’214200235. 
.’ 
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as much as 40 percent of the turnover in goods 
and services by 1993. Few entrepreneurs can 
expect to remain in business for long without 
being asked to pay money or provide shares in 
their companies to gun-toting ‘protectors”. In 
the absence of government regulation, crimi- 
nal cartels have infiltrated banks, real estate 
markets, stock exchanges and even the rock 
music industry. Meanwhile, more traditional 
criminal pursuits have transformed the 
economy of regions like Central Asia, which is 
fast becoming the newest hub of the world 
narcotics trade. Most unsettling of all, per- 
haps, is the involvement of organized crime 
groups in the marketing of stolen Red Army 
weapons, which then turn up in the ethnic 
quarrels on Russia’s southern borders. 

oppressive state. The traditional gang struc- 
ture, fortified by a code of honor and rituals 
that discouraged outsiders, became a model 
for the early Bolshevik clandestine organiza- 
tions. 

What makes the Russian Matiya distinc- 
tively menacing is its connection to key sec- 
tions of the government 
bureaucracy. No crimi- 
nal enterprise of this 
complexity could have I -Mafia 
succeeded without the 
support and encourage- 
ment of officials at ev- 
ery level. According to 
government investiga- 
tors, more than half the 
country’s criminal 
groups in 1992 had ties 
to government. A num- 
ber of cartels are fronts 
for the former Soviet 

The future founders of the Soviet state not 
only admired the gangs’ antiestablishment 
ethos, they also secured employment for them 
in the revolution. Bandits were recruited for 
so-called expropriations-bank heists and 
kidnappings-carried out in order to raise 
funds. The young *Josef Stalin counted gang 
leaders among his closest associates, eventu- 
ally recruiting some of them into his secret 
police. After the establishment of Soviet power, 
members of the criminal underworld were used 
as enforcers and informers against political 
dissidents in the gulag prison system. 

But the most profitable form of cooperation 
emerged in the 1960s 
with the rise of the black 
market. Soviet gang- 
sters acted as unofficial 
middlemen in the “gray” 
and ‘black” economies, 
circulating privately 
produced goods or state 
materials with the tacit 
cooperation of factory 
managers and 
apparatchiks. At the 
same time, the archaic 
structure of the old Rus- 
sian gang began to . - . . 

1. .y ‘%Jhtit makes the. Russian I 
#‘a distinctively menacing 

is its tonnection to key sec- 
tion& ‘of the Govern.ment bu- 
reaucracy, Nd criminal enter- 
prise of this complexity could 

-:,,have succeeded without. the 
.s’iipport and, encouragement 

.: df officials at every level. ” .:. ‘..’ 

change. Large criminal organizations sur- 
faced in many Russian cities, led by mob 
chieftains known as vary u zakonye (thieves in 
law), who ran the equivalent of territorial mo- 
nopolies in trade. As tradi- 

elites-the “nomenklatura capitalists”, who 
have shed their party cards en route to becom- 
ing wealthy monopoly financiers. Mounting 
evidence indicates that nomenklatura capi- 
talists use organized crime groups as instru- 
ments in the fierce struggle over the spoils of 
the former Soviet Union: the’industries, banks, 
defense facilities, ports and factories once 
exclusively controlled by the Communist Party. 

In one notorious 1992 case, Chechen mob- 
sters were intercepted in an attempt to swindle 
about $3 50 million from private banks in Mos- 
cow and other cities by using promissory notes, 
a form of interbank transfer inherited from the 
Soviet era. [H: Could the Whechen” actually 
refer to the CHEKA which is that incredibly 
vicious and dreaded Bolshevik secret police 
apparat and military intelligence which was 
the forerunner of the GRU? Do not be naive 
enough, readers, to believe that just by the 
change of a name or initials that much of 
anything ACTUALLY changes.] Four employ- 
ees of the Russian State Bank were later ac- 
cused of supplying the false promissory notes 
to the Chechens in return for a cut of the 
profits. Profit may not have been their only 
motive. The president of the country’s largest 
commercial banking association believes the 
inspiration for the swindle came from senior 
Finance Ministry officials determined to un- 
dercut private commercial banking activity. 
Crime in the post-Soviet era, in other words, is 
often a continuation of politics by other means. 

THE GREENING OF 
RED GANGS 

To understand the Russian Mafiya’s role in 
the nation’s political wars, a brief look back is 
useful. Russia’s criminal underworld has an 
impressive history. Societies of smugglers, 
thieves and highwaymen existed on the mar- 
gins of nationat life for centuries. In the’late 
tsarist era, outlaw bands were glamorous sym- 
bols of struggle against landowners and the 

MVD investigator, a comment others repeated 
dozens of times. The secret wealth accumu- 
lated by underground tycoons and party bar- 
ons found a legitimate outlet when the govern- 
ment expanded the permissible area of private 
commerce. Black and gray money poured into 
the stock exchanges, joint ventures, coopera- 
tives, banks and joint stock companies that 
were otherwise celebrated abroad as harbin- 
gers of economic reform. At the same time, 
party bodies (and the KGB) quietly siphoned 
funds to trading companies and export-import 
firms that were being positioned to take ad- 
vantage of the widely anticipated new era of 
“market socialism”. Russian entrepreneurs 
who tried to operate by the rules found it 
impossible to survive in the face of both offi- 
cial and criminal competition. By the late 
198Os, according to Russian analysts, the 
majority of small cooperative businesses es- 
tablished during perestroika were either con- 
trolled by or heavily in debt to criminal ele- 
ments. 

The stage was thus set for the shifting 
alliances and violent struggles that have come 
to characterize modern Russian organized 
crime. Russian mobsters have been as unwill- 
ing as their political counterparts to abide by 
the rules of compromise and consensus re- 
quired of large organizations. This diffusion of 
Mafiya power across the country has had a 
devastating effect. Gangland murders, bomb 
explosions, kidnappings and gun battles have 
become part of daily life in dozens of Russian 
cities. This increased violence has been the 
most visible sign of underworld competition 
for a stake in the new economy-and of a 
criminal sophistication beyond anything seen 

before in Russia. 
tional underworld proscrip- ,... ,. .,‘. ,.,,. ,,.:. ::.,.. :.. . . . 

“The, Ru.ss#i,atj ;-.ga’Q’g:,, :‘[S’ 
The Russian gang is ar- 

tions against involvement eably the only Soviet insti- 
with authorities weakened, arguably th,e...-.on,ly:i::‘:56.71 tution that benefitted from 
many mob leaders began to 
operate in tandem with gov- 

Viet i.nst.i’tu,t-i:o.,n~,:~:t.hia:,t.i: the collapse of the U.S.S.R. 

ernment officials in their re- 
gions. By the close of the COllap~C!. df-:thi’:I’U;S,SIR;“‘:I,. the old empire fell apart, the 
Soviet era, more than 600 15 new nations that emerged 
vary populated the length and breadth of the represented easy pickings for criminals who 
Soviet Union. perceived the entire Eurasian continent as 

Communist authorities themselves, how- their natural domain. For instance, the smug- 
ever, took second place to no one in criminal gling trade flourished as enormous quantities 
behavior. During the 1970s and 198Os, scan- of copper, zinc and other strategic metals were 
dais such as the Cotton Affair, in which party shipped from central Russia in unmarked 
bosses in Uzbekistan raked in huge profits by trucks or military aircraft to Baltic ports and 
falsifying production reports, revealed a previ- then to Scandinavia or Western Europe. The 
ously unsuspected talent for larceny beneath smugglers took brilliant advantage ofthe Com- 
the puritanical exterior of the Soviet leader- monwealth clash of sovereignties: products 
ship. Russians first began to use the word stolen from a Russian factory were regarded as 
“Mafiya” in those decades to describe the vast legal goods the moment they left Russia’s 
networks of corruption lurking inside regional borders. So much illicit metal from Russian 
and central ministries. defense factories passed through Estonia on 

Perestroika did little to break the power of its way overseas-an estimated half a million 
these networks. In fact, it brought various dollars’ worth a day in 1992-that the tiny 
criminal strands of Soviet life together. Baltic republic earned the distinction of being 
‘Perestroika was the real beginning of orga- one of the world’s largest exporters of ftished 
nized crime in our country,- said one senior metal without operating a single metal plant. 
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Smuggling profits have formed the founda- 
tion of postcommunist Mafiya wealth and the 
basis for the working cooperation between 
criminals and the nomenklatura. By the time 
Commonwealth governments awoke to the 
dangers created by their porous borders, and 
hastily began signing (largely ineffective) cus- 
toms treaties, the income from the illicit trade 
in Soviet resources was being plowed into real 
estate, privatization vouchers and financial 
institutions. It soon became difficult to sepa- 
rate the gangs from their government patrons. 

Russian authorities readily acknowledge 
that the mixture of unbridled capitalism. or- 
ganized crime and official chicanery had pro- 
duced a crisis of governance. A frustrated 
Boris Yeltsin said last year that mob activity 
had (Lacouired such scale and character” that 
it threatened the future of the Russian state. 
He complained it was destroving the economy, 
destabilizing the political climate and under- 
mining public morale. LLCrime.* he concluded, 
“has become problem number one for us.” It 
was impressive rhetoric. But it sounded, un- 
fortunately, like an admission of defeat, 

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 

There has been much bluster in the Rus- 
sian Parliament about crime prevention but, 
since casting aside communist rule in 199 1, 
Russia’s new leaders have failed to adopt any 
significant measures to curb organized crime. 
What’s more, the reformers’ most substantial 
achievements-demolishing the last vestiges 
of the police state and lifting most restrictions 
on private ownership-have had the perverse 
effect of creating the perfect environment for 
Mafiya growth. 

Russian policymakers committed a funda- 
mental mistake: they tried to develop a free 
market before constructing a civil society in 
which such a market could safely operate. As 
a result, businessmen, poli- 
ticians and law enforcement 
agencies suffer at the mercy 
of the lingering ideological 
prejudices of Soviet juris- 
prudence. Many activities 
that are required for a mar- 
ket economy to function re- 
main illegal or unprotected 
by legislation; other activi- 
ties that are considered un- 
lawful according to Western 
norms, such as organized 
crime, are not specifically 
prohibited. 

Under the existing sys- 

This will not even begin to guarantee that 
you will survive intact but it will give you 
some kind of a pattern for action as other 
things come to the surface.] On the other 
hand, making a profit--“speculation,” a seri- 
ous offense under the old Soviet criminal 
code-remains an ambiguous area for post- 
Soviet law enforcement. Provisions for set- 
tling disputes between private companies have 
yet to be clarified, and no guidelines yet exist 
for establishing contracts or declaring bank- 
ruptcy. Russia has no independent judiciary 
and no way of tackling more sophisticated 
varieties of white-collar crime-- Current laws 
offer no means of impounding the-records of 
fraudulent companies or checking the crimi- 
nal provenance of bank accounts. Even if 
such provisions existed, their enforcement 
would be doubtful. Russian 

to grant them free grazing rights in the politi- 
cal system. [H: Please don’t forget this au- 
thor is a traditional “journalist”, a “visit- 
ing” scholar at COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY’S 
HARRIMAN INSTITUTE. These are as ELITE 
as you can get, dear readers, so don’t expect 
other than the 4party line” of the ELITE. 
Yes indeed, these are the SAME ELITE that 
set up the whole criminal plan!] 

THE MAFIYA’S CONNECTION TO 
GOVERNMENT MAKES IT A 
DAGGER POINTED AT THE 

HEART OF RUSSIAN DEMOCRACY 

[H: The key word in all this may well be 
Udemocracy”. A democracy is a terrible way 
to function-as BAD as you can get. What a 

nation and people of the 
nation must acquire is a 
WORKING, EQUITABLE RE- 
PUBLIC!] 

policemen are so poorly 
equipped that some pursue 
criminals by bus and taxi. 
In such an environment, it 
is no wonder that crime 
flourishes. 

Several ambitious plans 
to increase spending on po- 
lice and security forces and 
replace the old Soviet crimi- 
nal code languished in the 
last parliament. The new 
Russian constitution, ap- 
proved bv a narrow margin 
iast December, establishes 
some important principles for reforming the 
justice system, such as an independent judi- 
ciary and the right to private property and 
business. But it remains to be seen whet.her 
those principles and plans will be translated 
into law. [H: Good grief, wherein is the 
author’s head? Why would you establish 
laws which would then have to be hidden 
and overridden by the criminals in power? 

“There has. be’en mu,rh~” “There has. be’en mu,rh~” 
bluster 61. the Russi’a.n bluster 61. the Russi’a.n 
Parliament about -crime Parliament about -crime 
prevention but,,, since.. prevention but,,, since.. : , : , 
casting aside Commu.n.~stI:~ casting aside Commu.n.~stI:~ 
rule in 1991’, Russia% n.ew’. rule in 1991’, Russia% n.ew’. 
leaders have f~il’kd’~,to:. leaders have f~il’kd’~to:. 
adopt any sign./,ficant, adopt any sign.i,ficant, 
measures to c,u rb. $+a~.. measures to c,u rb. ~&+a~,, 
nized crime.!’ nized crime.!’ 

.’ ,‘,. .’ ,‘,. 
.;:..,,I. ..‘.:.. :: ,, :: ..,, j. ..‘,:.. :: ,, 

You would not have such 
problems in such as 
Singapore, would you? Or 
how about in China where 
they just executed an ex- 
ecutive for taking money 
from his company? You 
have let the criminals take 
CONTROL and now there 
will be an entire World 
Order to insure their stay- 
ing in power and control. 
And who do “they” con- 
trol and take FROM? YOU! 
Are you beginning to un- 
derstand?] 

tern, police may arrest a group of felons caught The greatest obstacle to a coherent anti- 
in a criminal act, but the lack of Western-style 
conspiracy laws means police’ cannot pros- 

Mafiya policy remains perceptual. Many Rus- 

ecute the mastermind if he or she stays off the 
Sian policymakers (and some foreigners) be- 
lieve that corruption and crime are the price 

scene. Under Soviet law, ‘racketeering” was that must be paid for Russia’s experiment 
considered a capitalist concept and therefore with free enterprise. They argue that other 
inapplicable to Soviet reality. [H: I wonder nations (including post- 19 17 Ru+ssia) also ex- 
how long it will take for you-the-U.S. citizen perienced high crime rates during periods of 
to come into REALITY that you will have acute social and economic change. Today’s 
been shattered into typical Soviet-type ar- 
eas wherein no typical laws of any Constitu- 

smuggling tycoons and shady entrepreneurs 
are often compared to the robber barons of 

tion will apply as you have known them. 
Some states within the U.S. are really mak- 

nineteenth-century America. Perhaps, too, it 
is only reasonable for those whose notions of 

ing an effort to regain sovereignty-but it is order were shaped by Soviet authoritarianism 
hard and you should look to Colorado this to wonder whether the cure might not be 
day as to how you might be going about worse than the disease. But arguments for 
reestablishing such sovereignty. [The en- accommodating the Mafiya break down at a 
tire bill was printed in the 4/S/94 edition critical point. It is one thing to tolerate the 
of CONTACT on Page 19, and a timeZy up- 
date was in last week’s paper on Page 30.) 

excesses of future Russian Carnegies, 
Vanderbilts and Morgans; it is quite another 

The Russian Mafiya’s 
connection with govern- 
ment, born of its symbiotic 
relationship with the former 
communist establishment, 
makes organized crime a 
dagger pointed at the heart 
of Russian democracy. The 
danger is especially appar- 
ent outside the urban cen- 
ters of Moscow and St. Pe- 
tersburg, where local crime 

lords and their government allies have filled 
the vacuum created by the departure of com- 
munist authority. These alliances are joined 
for political as well as economic reasons. As 
regional leaders seek more power over re- 
sources, they share a common interest with 
black-marketeers and underworld figures in 
resisting central control. [H: Can you see 
WHY so many in the Russias and other 
freedom-seeking nations of the world who 
once flourished even under Czars and Kings 
WANT BACK THEIR SOVEREIGNS? THERE 
WAS TOTAL UNDERSTANDING OF FUNCTION 
AND THERE WERE NOT RAMPANT GANGS 
OF THUGS-EVEN THOUGH THE KING HIM- 
SELF MIGHT WELL BE A BIG THUG. WHERE, 
HOWEVER, NATIONS ARE RUN BY LAWS- 
ENFORCED-WITH EQUAL PUNISHMENT 
FOR EACH OFFENDER-EVEN IF IT BE FOR 
GUM (AS IN “CHEWING”) VIOLATIONS, 
THERE IS ORDER AND JUSTICE. ALL KNOW 
THE LAWS AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
BREAKING THOSE LAWS. AS IT HAS BE- 
COME IN YOUR “FREE” NATIONS-ONLY 
THE CRIMINALS ARE FREE. However bad 
you may believe the players in your Govem- 
ment and Jjudicial System may be-IT IS 
FAR WORSE!] 

Organized crime has infected the central 
nervous system of Russian politics. Through- 
out 1993, successive corruption scandals para- 
lyzed the Yeltsin government. No institution 
was left untainted: senior commanders of the 
Red Army were caught in smuggling rings; 
cabinet ministers and police officials were 
discovered working for shady commercial firms. 
In the most celebrated case, members of the 
ill-fated Supreme Soviet, led by then Vice 
President Aleksandr Rutskoi, forced several 
reform ministers out of office over charges of 
corruption. Government officials, in retalia- 
tion, released documents attempting to prove 
that Rutskoi and his political allies were guilty 
of money laundering and weapons smuggling. 
In Februarv 1993, Russian Defense Minister 
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Pave1 Grachev announced that 46 generals 
and top officers were to be court-martialed on 
corruption charges and that an additional 
3,000 officers were to be disciplined for “ille- 
gal business deals” ranging from smuggling 
weapons to black-market sales of military 
equipment. A few months later, Grachev him- 
self was hit with corruption charges related to 
the acquisition of official cars from Germany. 

The burlesque of charge and countercharge 
politicized even the slender efforts the state 
was making to. halt corruption and further 
reduced the government’s 
credibility. Russians could 
easily remember how cor- 
ruption cases during the 
Soviet era coincidentally af- 
fected only the losers in po- 
litical battles. While Yeltsin 
himself was not linked to 
any scandals, the president 
plainly found it awkward to 
deal with evidence of wrong- 
doing among his political 
allies. Several of his top 

don’t even see it.] 
The strong support for the neofascist 

Vladimir Zhirinovsky in the December 12, 
1993, parliamentary elections owed at least as 
much to the backlash against crime as to 
economic populism. The continuing appeal of 
both ultranationalist patriots and 
neocommunists is largely based on their in- 
vective against Mafiya” (read ‘Western”) val- 
ues. Zhirinovsky, like many opposition candi- 
dates, campaigned on a harsh law-and-order 
platform. In his last television appearance 

before the election, he advo- 
cated a return to Russian 
civil war-era decrees order- 
ing the shooting of crimi- 
nals on sight. 

Draconian solutions to 
the law-and-order crisis are 
now part of mainstream po- 
litical thinking and will prob- 
ably dominate the agenda of 
the new State Duma. [H: 
Sounds pretty bad to you? 
Why? If you are not a crimi- 

anticorruption investigators quit in disgust. nal doing unlawful acts and you are serving 
As the euphoria of August 1991 faded, most within the laws of God at all times under a 
people concluded that hardly anything had just legal system of constitutional LAW- 
changed except the faces in power. “To tell 
you the truth,” one prominent Moscow jour- 
nalist admitted to me, “if someone staged a 
new coup tomorrow, I would not know what or 
whom to defend.” 

why would YOU be concerned? ONLY THE 
CRIMINALS WOULD BE CONCERNED, CITI- 
ZEN! My people think that sounds pretty 
good because they wouldn’t ever again have 
to worry about being shot! YOU PONDER 
IT.] Having failed to develop a society guided 
by the rule of law, the first post-Soviet govem- 
ment is reverting to the habits of its predeces- 
sors. Retrograde attitudes emerged in the 
aftermath of Yeltsin’s battle with Parliament 
during the crisis of October 1993. Shortly 
after the assault on the Russian White House, 
the government imposed a curfew on Moscow 
and sent squads of soldiers and police to 
patrol the streets. Not surprisingly, crime 
rates plummeted. [H: They did in Watts, 

To,suggest to an increasingly disillusioned 
populace that crime is an unfortunate but 
unavoidable by-product of political and eco- 
nomic transition is an insult. The rising cost 
of living might be politically acceptable to 
ordinary Russians who, as they are the first to 
inform foreigners, have endured tough times 
before. But when economic discontent is joined 
to anger over official corruption and criminal 
violence, it becomes a potent political force. 
The sight of the country’s newly rich emerging 
from luxury restaurants and gambling casi- 
nos, of Western cars jamming the roadways, of 
gunmen strutting down the streets, intensi- 
fies the nationwide sense of betrayal and, 
more significantly, the loss of personal secu- 
rity. 

Rising crime rates have turned what was 
once an ordered, communal society into a land 
of fearful strangers. In a 1992 survey, three 
out of four Muscovites admitted they were 
afraid to walk the streets at night. [II: So what 
else is new? Do you get the feeling this 
REALLY IS just a VISITING scholar?] And in 
1993 another opinion poll found that 49 per- 
cent of Russians rated crime higher on their 
list of concerns than unemployment. In the 
first year after the fall of Communism, the 
Russian public prosecutor reported 2.7 mil- 
lion crimes, an increase of 33 percent over 
199 1. The rates for murder, rape and aggra- 
vated assault continued to climb during the 
first six months of 1993, along with categories 
of crime that had been negligible during most 
of the Soviet era, such as drug trafficking, 
embezzlement and theft of government prop- 
erty. [H: My, my-that good old Western 
democracy has really helped out those 
abused Russiana, hasn’t it? You have just 
spread wonders and miracles upon these 
poor hapless vi&ims through the Bolshevik 
Khazarian Zionist commercial capitalistic 
system haven’t you? Well, good friends, the 
Zionists developed Communism and now 
you are but a reflection of, already taken 
over by, this system and most of you still 

also!] The incidental 
success of these tempo- 
rary measures strength- 
ened the advocates 
among police and politi- 
cians for a Soviet-style 
war on crime. Yeltsin 
ordered police to drive 
“unregistered aliensD out 
of the capital in an effort 
to cripple the powerful 
crime syndicates who 

There are also signs that the government is 
preparing to take a harder line against en- 
trepreneurs, conforming to right-wing preju- 
dices that identify private business with crime. 
The Ministry of Internal Affairs dusted off a 
KGB tactic used in the last year of the Soviet 
era-the search of commercial enterprises and 
confiscation of property without a warrant- 
and proposed it as psrt of an anticrime pack- 
age. [H: No! Really? Readers, any of you 
sick to your stomachs yet? You’ve had this 
going on for a long, long time already, haven’t 
you? Go back and read our transcription of 
“America in Peril” {the first part of which 
appeared in the l/4/.94 CONTACT on p. 10, 
and continued in the I/ I l/94 CONTACT on p. 
?} about the troops coming over from the 
safety of Canada to raid and conf’iscate prop- 
erty in the U.S.] Yeltsin rejected the proposal 
after it was leaked to newspapers. But it 
surprised no one that the idea received sym- 
pathetic attention from nomenklatura capital- 
ists and the right wing. [H: Right wing? 
Capitalists? And tiYeltsin rejected the pro- 
posaI..irw. ONLY “after it was LEAKED TO 
THE NEWSPAPERS”??] 

A reversal or slowdown of reforms is the 
goal of the former Soviet establishment, which 
prefers a subsidized, corporate capitalism to 
the unlimited expansion of private property. 
[H: Whose private property? Who is actually 
getting all the property in your own nation? 
Please, readers, give us a break...!) It also 
happens to be the goal of the larger criminal 
syndicates, which sre eager to transform their 
wealth into political influence. Gangsters 
ranked among the staunchest defenders of 
democracy during the August 199 1 coup, par- 
tially because of their traditional antipathy 
toward Communists. But several have since 
confided that they no longer support reforms 
because of the “disorder” in the Russian 
economy. “In this kind of environment, who 
can do any business?” said one gangster with- 

out a trace of irony. 
During the December 

campaign, some opposi- 
tion candidates in the 
regions were believed to 
have received campaign 
contributions from 
Mafiya groups, and there 
are reliable reports that 
ultranationalist parties 
have used gangs to ha- 
rass Caucasians and 

move easily between Moscow and other cities 
across the Commonwealth. The measure was 
targeted primarily at gangsters from the 
Caucasus. Chechens and Azeris in particular 
are responsible for a large percentage of drug 
trafficking. [H: And who is the big dealer in 
the rest of the “Free” world? Enforced by 
who?] But the blunderbuss approach re- 
sulted in the expulsion or beating of thou- 
sands of otherwise innocent traders. Such 
violence indicated growing racial intolerance 
among Russians as much as any serious de- 
termination to root out crime. [H: NOW, who 
does this sound like writing this article? 
We would be speaking about Yanti-Semitic” 
racial intolerance, would we? What gar- 
bage-it is EXACTLY the same way in the 
U.S.A. and I would guess the Russians and 
most of the world have ample reason to call 
you the “Great Satan”.] And, as some observ- 
ers noted dryly, most of the Russian crime 
lords welcomed the move as a way of eliminat- 
ing their biggest competitors. 

other ethnic minorities. Whether or not such 
reports can be believed, the maneuvering room 
of the Yeltsin government has already been 
narrowed. 

GOOD COP. BAD COP 

Westerners underestimate the extent to 
which organized crime and corruption have 
hampered Russian political and economic re- 
forms. Early assumptions that the introduc- 
tion of free enterprise would smooth the way 
for democracy failed to tske into account the 
lingering power of the former Soviet establish- 
ment. Organized crime has reinforced the old 
structures in their battle to retain control over key 
sectors of the economy and strengthened popular 
hostility toward the free-market democratic poli- 
cies pursued by pro-western reformers. 

’ The West should take Russian organized 
crime far more seriously than it has up until 
now. The current situation poses a double 
dilemma to policymskers in Western capitals. 
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While internal Russian developments have Right here I want to point out the total gangsters have become active in the United 
movell once again to the top of the interna- stupidity of this prior statement. This little States, as suggested by the growing number of 
tional agenda, the West has increasingly less town in Kern County, California would be a murders, interceptions of smugglers and evi- 
influence over Russia’s domestic affairs. West- good example RIGHT NOW! From this little dence of substantial capital transfers. The 
ern advice and financial assistance, albeit tiny township in California have gone SWAT MVD estimates $25 billion was transferred 
limited, have been discredited by Russia’s team members, who have received honors from Commonwealth states to Western banks 
bruising encounter with the chaos of the mar- and public pictures in the local paper, for by organized crime structures in 1993. [H: 
ketplace. Nationalist and authoritarian rem- GOING AND CROSS-TRAINING IN MOSCOW! Yes, and more-all of which was facilitated 
edies are now ascendant. But important areas There is a full exchange program going on by the governments and enforcers of the 
of influence remain unexplored. and ones from ‘their’ police come and train New World Order!] The sobering possibility 

The first arearequires aconceptual change in Los Angeles’ academy. What is this that the former Communist establishment, 
in economic aid policies and in strategies for disinformation nut trying to do? Well, I through its mob allies, could become a major 
developing the Russian market. [H: Oh, good think we all know what he is trying to do, investor in Western economies reinforces the 
grief, could this man mean to pattern it don’t we?] but several agents admit that wide- need for closer attention to the West’s own 
after your unsuccessful system?] Until re- spread corruption inside Russian law enforce- economic security.’ [H: What security? Did 
cently, the West concen- ment has kept relations less this man actually say “economicsecurity”?] 
trated on helping Russia .’ :,, H: ,+&&,,e: wa+;;~&~ naIm: th= congenial- However, Russia’s internal conflicts have dampened 
meet its international debt . . the West has more than an the triumphant mood of the post-Cold War 
load while discouraging it to t]otra],‘, ‘d:F,F! n.@,k her,: is: academic interest in forging era. The turmoil of the past two years has 
carry on with austerity poli- ih;titi irr the.4;or:~~O.iRl,~~:. tith Russia,s police agen- a collaborative relationship shaken several assumptions made by the West 
ties. Since the December ::’ ” : . :. : -: :’ after the fall of the Soviet Union: that the 
elections, opinion has -‘,~l’Q,N:~i:~:‘OLL.~R I’:‘&!.@@,: ties. [H: Yes indeed-and communist establishment has lost its grip on 
shifted toward providing it until you find out politics, that Russians would eagerly grasp 
more overt support for so- th about that state- democracy with both hands, and that capitsl- 
cial safety-net programs as ism would provide the engine of Russia’s trans- 
a way of easing economic dis- old rhetoric of the formation. The uncertainty surrounding the 
content. But these policies ‘evil -Wren has been .fe- third assumption is the most troubling. As 
still do not address the cen- ,,’ .y...y: ,...,.. ..:., placed by fears of Russmn Russians increasingly identify free-market 
tral problem: the legal Mafiya penetration of West- democracy with organized crime and corrup- 
vacuum at the heart of the Russian economy. ern economies. Those fears are well grounded. tion, they will turn toward much less conge- 
Western advice and assistance in creating a Russian gangs have been responsible for a nial forms of governing. Unchecked economic 
commercial infrastructure, including a viable wave of violent crime in Central Europe and chaos and gang violence could well foster the 
banking system and regulatory agencies, and Germany. The smuggling of Russian resources rise of hostile, authoritarian power on the 
in developing a legal framework for business abroad has depressed world prices for com- Eurasian continent, instead ofthe prosperous 
activities would go far toward meeting the modities such as aluminum. Weapons-grade partner the West requires for a stable 21st 
security concerns of Russian and foreign in- uranium and other by-products of the Soviet century world. 
vestors. nuclear arsenal have turned up for sale in 

If the obstacles in the Russian market- West European capitals. [H: Well, you sell [END OF ARTICLE] [H: Thank goodness.] 
place hamper Russian entrepreneurs, they the stuff! Is this just a toss-up at trying to 
have a chilling effect on foreigners, for whom prevent that ‘competition”?] Now what do I REALLY think about this 
the nexus between organized crime and poli- Russia’s criminal syndicates are also at- author and the message itself? I think that if 
tics exacerbates with cultural barriers be- tracting unsavory partners in the West. [H: you study FOREIGN AFFAIRS articles you will 
tween the ex-socialist East andcapitalist West. Oh my goodness -the Government, do you find the CFR written within EVERY MESSAGE 
[H: It certainly hasn’t been a barrier to such suppose? By the way, your national debt and it will give you hints as to exactly WHAT IS 
as General Electric and Kissinger Associ- number is not in the 4 or 40 TRILLION COMING DOWN. It may be presented in its 
ates (the first major mover-inner into Mos- DOLLAR area, good buddies-the U.S.A. debt actual OPPOSITE (AS IN BACKWARDS) FOR- 
cow following the so-called break-up!) is now well over $140 Trillion and risins!] MAT BUTYOU CAN CERTAINLY SEETHE NEXT 
Gorbachev was made President of Kissinger Gang leaders from Moscow and the Baltics STAGES AS PLANNED BY THE NEW WORLD 
Associates’ Moscow branch!] Bribery was have held %ummitsI with members of the ORDER-SETTING YOU UP! 
always a hidden cost of doing business in the Italian Mafia, and Russia’s growing impor- Let’s get out of here, Dharma-enough al- 
Soviet era. Today, the hapless foreign busi- tance as a drug transit [H: Oh oh-getting ready! Oh, I see-you thought it enough be- 
nessman can find himself the target of extor- close now, aren’t we?] corridor has aroused fore we even began? Well, so much for another 
tion demands or worse. And he finds little interest from Colombian cartels. Post-Soviet long day. Thank you. 
sympathy from already overworked police and 
courts. [H: B(alderdash g(askwatch)l] 

International assistance in bringing 
Russia’s justice and law enforcement system 
into the modern era is therefore crucial. This 
task involved more than familiarization courses 
in the principles of Western jurisprudence 
and police exchange programs. [H: Yes ia- 
deed-it requires total destruction of any 
goodness left in their system in copy of your 
own!] Russian police are deficient in just 
about every area, from police cars and com- 
puters to techniques of crime detection and 
prevention. Aid in reforming the hoary ma- 
chinery of Soviet justice, with its bias toward 
prosecution and disregard for individual rights, 
would go a long way toward removing a princi- 
pal factor behind the widespread Russian con- 
tempt for law. {H: As you might surmise-I 
am having one big problem just going on 
with this outright drivel and stupidity.] 

The Western police establishment, for un- 
derstandable reasons, has been gun-shy about 
working closely with its Russian counterpart. 
The recent decision by the FBI to open a 
liaison office in Moscow is a step forward, [H: 
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JOURNALS OF THE WEEK-BOOK REVIEW 
“When You KNOW, It Can Make All The Difference: 

You Can Help Yourself And Your Loved One@ To Understand” 

S uccessllly taking charge of your quest Be One-- How It Will Be--The Light And The time shift and energy shift-into a time of 
‘or KNOWLEDGE brings you into the dimension Law--BackTo Square One-- For Those Who See experience of LIGHT.” -Hatonn 
,fthe“infotied” andinso doingcomesgreatjoy. The Light. 

In our review of this week’s JOURNALS we 
lave selected four which offer a cross-section of 
nformation, which may help to put important 
pieces of the Modem World puzzle into perspec- 
tive. First there must come TRUTH, and then, bm &outhow~e Sm 

with action, is the realization that KNOWLEDGE 
IS POWER! A manual for living the life blessed of God. l 

Insightful to the heart, offering hope, direc- 
Is there a 10th planet in our Solar System? See 

Take a look at the highlights for these why the Sumarians believed there is. 

JOURNALS by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn and 
tion, promise, guidance, love, and discipline. l Is Mankind still primitive? Learn about the 

the Masters of the Seven Rays. 
Clarifying long-clouded issues and illuminat- 
ing concepts of higher reason. This JOURNAL 

seven segments of realization, and where we 
are on this scale. 

offers gentle direction, insight into the planet, ~0 

s$?qz&r;: :.,-TO :, E~C&?lyOn@ ..; ‘, 
our purpose and God’s involvement. Unbend- . Earthly Proofof the Photon Belt. 

‘..’ : 
I.‘!: !’ ‘~~~!s.~~~ ‘( .#p )’ ;I; I;,:,,: ,; ‘:! 

ing in strength, these words renew hope, in- . Atlantis: mat and why. 

..‘. : 
still lpve, and give ‘trust in God’ a deeper . De&u&ion of ~lexandrian ~ibrsry. 

,‘.:,j:‘:..;;.,: :... ,,,,,,. 
‘This document is offered in response to me%?50URNAL is written by the Masters ij” Go& :rQoi. &4$‘$ ;p&N: @o@,! 

ones who continue to ask me, ’ When?’ and themselves: El Morya, First Ray, The States- ‘.: 
What do we do?‘. In an economic vein, it has man; Lanto, Second Ray, The Sage; Paul The 
gone beyond the ability to reverse it; therefore, it Venetian, Third Ray, The Artist; Serapis Bey, - 
will have to pass through the equalizer of col- Foz,trth Ray, The Architect; Hilarion, Fifth Ray, “Did you not KNOW that God Creator has a 
lapse. I only present possible ways to salvage The Healer; Nada, Sixth Ray, Lady Nada; Divine PLAN for the unfoldment into LIGHT? 
your stability on a personal basis.” Germain, Seventh Ray, The Alchemist. Would HE who chetishes you as self allow you 

-Hatonn The Foreword to this warm and magnificent no port unto which to enter and find refyge? 
. !,earnhowtoprotectyourassetsin today’s JOURNAL is presented by Esu aJesusm Ah, but you thought--? No, if you percewe~ 

collapsing economy. Immanuel Sananda and Chapter 1 is an enlight- there would be no plan by which that of em1 
. Discover the “Grey Men” tapes informa- ening offeting from God (Aton). This is Tnrly would be put down, then you erred in’ 

tion and understand what has happened one of the most important books you will ever knowledge and must attend, better, ~/our 
to our economy and why. read. lessons. YOU turn from GOD-GOD TURNS 

l What is money, debt and credit? A com- 
plete and understandable explanation. 

l Learn about corporations, how they can 
protect $our assets and why Nevada 
Corporations are best. 

l A special chapter on survival preparation. 
y’In the beginning’ is only an actual ‘Once ization ‘found” in ancient records. 

Esu *Jesus” Sananda discusses: The Follow- Upon a Time’. . .I But you MUST come to realize, l Discover why Christ was not a Jew. 
era Of Lucifer; The Time Of His Cruci6xion; and very quickly now, that you didn’t just go l Find out about the persistent Earth 
Mohammed’s Coming Prophesied; Prophecies; ‘big bang’ and neither did you’swim ashore’. movements around the Ring of Fire. 
The Seven Year Countdown; The Fall Of Israel; You were created as Man and brought unto l Dharma’s conversation with God. 
The Deliverance For Mother Earth, The PlacesOf this placement by your elder species. Also ALSO 
Safety; and much, much more. and ‘further more’ you did not assemble from l ADL comments by Jeffrey Steinberg- 

God (Aton) concludes this JOURNAL with a the asteroid belt of the ‘big bang’. But you did Time to shut down the Anti-Defamation 
message for aU who wi.lI hear. The topics He have a very large happening occur and now League (ADL). 
discussesare: I Am Aton, Thy Source--Ye Plead you are making it back around to the place in l “Hate Crime” Law struck down. 
For Signs--Thy Mother Earth Has Suffered the cycles wherein you can expect another l Falures of Banks. 
Enough--I Am The Creator--We Shall Again even more powerful ‘Bang-Bang’, time warp, l Freemasonry and ‘Mark of the Beast”. 

YES! Please rush me these JOURNALS on smart survival. I understand that if1 order the four JOURNALS together, my cost will be U.S. $S.SC 
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New Series Begins: 
THERE’S A FISH IN 
THE COURTHOUSE 

4114194 #l HATONN begin to touch the piles of pertinent informa- 
tion but we will do that which we can. Please 

AS MANY AS IT TAKES! keep up with the Telephone Hotline (I-805- 
822-0202 ] because the economy is moving, and 

Why this heading? Because I am asked changing also, aswe write. Youare atwar. Itisno 
continually, =How many topics can you have ACCIDENT that your own planes shot down the 
going at once, Commander?” It is through two (your own and so-marked) large choppers in 
integration of all of the topics we cover that Iraq today-YOU ARE AT WAR! 
you will find the players who control your The whole scenario reminds me of the anti- 
lives. We add authors to our presentation list, Jewish paper flyers which have been placed in 
not by the sequence in which information several Los Angeles schools. Readers-the 
arrives, but as the next segment relates. To ADL produced the papers and paid to have 
enter a new author into the picture may seem them placed there-for attention and to raise 
a bit much at the moment but you will see how trouble to accompany the thrust with 
it all fits into the tapestry. It is time tomove to Spielberg’s movie. It is exactly the SAME 
the West Coast of the U.S. to pick up some more thing they did by desecrating their own cem- 
key players and remind you about the SLO con- eteries and blaming the ‘anti-Semites”. This 
nections. Some of the very highest level players is SICK and you are all sucked in-and, I 
are puddled on the West Coast. WeIl, at least they remind you that Israel has F- 15s and 16s and 
come to the West Coast as necessary. THEY were the first to bomb Iraq in your last 

So who is sharing with us now? A man who ‘Gulf War”. There were some very important 
KNOWS! He has supplied us with a copy of his persons on those helicopters that were de- 
work called THERE’S A FISH IN THE COURT- stroyed today. There is great SHAME upon 
HOUSE. His author tag is identified as G.L. America this day! 
Wean. He has been sharing with us for many 
months but it is just now time to begin to THERE’S A FISH IN 
publish his overall information. He needs a lot THE COURTHOUSE, Part 1 
of protection as the heat is turned up on ALL by G.L. Wean 
of our information-bringers. 

One thing did pass through my mind. . . that 
the police would most likely come up with a 
suspect and I would get the task of investigat- 
ing to prove that the suspect was innocent. 
Since September of 1966, I had been the Chief 
Investigator for the Office of Public Defender 
for Ventura County, a new department which 
had just been formed by the supervisors of the 
county. After a lot of thought the local politi- 
cians had come to the conclusion that it would 
be far more economical to create the county 
department of Public Defender than to have 
the judges appointing private attorneys to rep- 
resent indigent people. There was a belief that 
maybe the court was playing favorites in the 
selection of certain attorneys and law firms 
and possibly these lawyers were conducting 
far too many unnecessary courtroom appear- 
ances in behalf of their clients. Each separate 
appearance called for higher fees and expenses. 

This would not be the first murder case 
that I had been involved in through the years, 
but it sure as hell was destined to be one ofthe 
most involved and far-reaching cases to me 
personally.. .changing my whole existence and 
future. 

You will all remember Ray Renick. Cover [QUOTING:] 
him in your prayers, please, for he is not doing 
well. He is still in incarceration and now it is FOREWORD 
worse-they are giving him drugs continually 
to alter his mind function. The best thing we, A multi-billion dollar master-plot by aveiled 
can do to help him is to offer backup for the group of local politicians and financiers to 
information he has already shared with us defraud the people was about to be exposed. 
[see the 8/24/ 93 CONTACT Jso that the adver- Their indictment through a secret investiga- 
sary KNOWS that the truth is already out tion by the Ventura County Grand Jury was 
there and destruction of the persons in point imminent. 
is not WISE. Treachery by a member of the Grand Jury 

Our offices were on the third floor of a 
newer building which had been constructed 
behind the old courthouse. The original and 
more elaborate building was situated on a site 
overlooking the older section of Ventura. 
Walking out the massive front doors you looked 
down California Street, on across Main to the 
white sands of the beach and the blue ocean 
and sky. Usually a fat oil tanker lay anchored 
out beyond the fishing pier. Indeed, this 
beautiful view met your eyes as you left the 
front doors of the stately old courthouse. At 
least it did before the purveyors of cement and 
steel decided to build their master-size free- 
way including exits and on ramps at the foot of 
California Street. All this within several hun- . __ -_ aa 

Will this be about all of the all-going-at- brought swift orders from the presiding judge -dred teet of the white sand and blue ocean. 
once volumes? Nope, we have ‘at least two of the Superior Court to kill the investigation. Now all you could see were Greyhound busses 
more insiders. One is called John Doe and the The judge’s evil command to subvert the and. huge smoky trucks hauling their enor- 
other we won’t even give initials since he is in due process of law triggered a succession of mous loads of merchandise between San Fran- 
hiding, under protection-right now as we murderous, treasonous events: a trail that led cisco and Los Angeles interspersed with the 
write. I am going to leave the daily updates to to the highest offices of the land.... Volkswagens and Winnebagos. Progress, what 
Rick Martin and Brent Moorhead for the Tele- would we do without it? 
phone Hotline. You are stuck again, readers, DEDICATED TO: I parked the county car up on the hillside 
with long, long papers for as long as we can and walked down to the newer courthouse 
stay in print and mailing costs. This is, EVERY Evil men and their structure that housed our offices. I decided I 
BIT, so important that we simply cannot re- totaldertruction! would watk up the severat flights of stairs 

. duce this output -for convenience or other- thinking a little-exercise wouldn’t hurt. Start- 
wise. Neither-.can I keep the *amountm of [H: This is a TRUE STORY but is written ing up the second-flight of stairs I heard 
writing restricted to Dharma, in some in- in the same forest as that style of Ronn somebody coming down. Looking up quickly1 
stances, to ‘measure” the amount of informa- Jsckson-as a story and not a factual list- saw it was Woodruff J. Deem, the District 
tion we feel you can handle because we need, ing” of events. I’m sure you rlll find it as AttomFy. I gave a friendly ‘Hi,’ and he nodded 
from time to time, to offer Soltec’s input [see enjoyable in the reading and the realization as he kept going at afaat pace down the steps. 
p.2)and other pertinent information, tapings of the truth of it will hit you u “incredibly w 1 figured Woody was doing the same thing 1 
and materials. Rick’s Nsws Desk can’t even as hare the other presentations. . Dhsrma, was by trying to get a little workout. But 

you will just bear with us please as I know 
you are totally wiped out from all the writ- 
lng-but we are doing important work here.] 

CHAPTER 1 

MURDER!! The paper’s headline blared 
large and black, ‘BARTENDER MURDERED”, 
Merle Harter, night bartender at the Captain’s 
Table killed.. .knifed many times and left lying 
in a pool of blood behind the bar.... 

There weren’t too many murders occurring 
in the beautiful city of San Buenaventura by 
the sea, but even so I did not read the entire 
story because it did not appear to be much 
different from what was happening every day a 
little farther south along the coast in the 
metropolis of Los Angeles. 
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knowing how he pushed himself with his du- 
ties, he probably just didn’t have the patience 
to wait for the one and only elevator to arrive. 
Woody, as he was known to almost everybody, 
was of average height and had an athletic 
build. As I turned to watch him for a moment 
I noticed that he still had a hutch haircut and 
thought, ‘Lord, why doesn’t he get anew suit.’ 

I had known Woody for a long time, having 
taken many criminal investigative files to him 
to read and issue complaints on while I was a 
Det. Sergeant with the Ventura Police Depart- 
ment and he’d been a Deputy D.A. He was a 
shrewd lawydr, extremely fair while consider- 
ing both sides of a case and whether or not 
there was sufficient evidence to warrant tak- 
ing a defendant to court and trying to convict 
him. You would expect a knowing and ex- 
tremely long, sharp look, if he felt that you, as 
the investigating officer had come up with a 
poor report. 

I started on up the stairs while nursing the 
feeling that Woody didn’t seem quite so friendly 
since I was with the Public Defender’s office. 
On the other hand I had heard rumbles that 
there was a strong antagonistic feeling being 
nurtured among the staff of the Public De- 
fender against the District Attorney-this in a 
loud, boisterous and quite profane manner by 
Richard E. Erwin, the lawyer who had been 
appointed to the position of Public Defender 
by the Board of Supervisors. In fact, Erwin 
had been appointed in a hurry and under 
pressure by the Board because the attorney 
they wanted for the position had decided at 
the last minute not to take the job. Unless the 
position was filled in a hurry the courts were 
going to start using court appointed attorneys 
and this would create considerable problems 
with funds and client’s cases. 

It was early afternoon yet and I could see 
several of the deputy Public Defenders stand- 
ing in the large front office discussing their 
problem cases and hoping for advice- and 
encouragement from their fellow attorneys. 
Beyond them was a desk where sat Claire 
Brotherton, the woman who Erwin had se- 
lected for his executive secretary. She was an 
average-height female with mousy blonde hair 
and apparently at the age where a woman 
starts getting unwanted bulges in fairly obvi- 
ous places. She had placed her desk in a very 
strategic corner of the room where her eyes 
from behind a pair of powerful glasses could 
see every object, moving or otherwise, with 
one swift upward glance from her typewriter. I 
received one of these upward glances as I 
entered the main door, only she stared at me 
for what seemed like a longer period than she 
gave most, individuals, and I was sure I de- 
tected a hostile gleam behind the glasses, 
along with the start of a, sneer on her thin, 
tight lips. Just to the right of her desk was a 
door and gold letters on it announced, ‘Rich- 
ard E. Erwin, Public Defender.” 

I was about to proceed to my left and go on 
back to my own office, but I could see Erwin 
standing inside his door and he was beckon- 
ing me to come in with a “right now” gesture of 
his arm. I changed directions to head for his 
office and Claire, sensing where I was head- 
ing, leaped from her swivel secretary’s chair to 
intercept me before I could enter the sacred 
chambers. The heavy chair banged loudly 
against some metal files behind her, and the 
attorneys who were engrossed in their conver- 
sation became suddenly still and turned to 
observe what was taking place. I speeded up 
as fast as I could and still not appear that I was 

running- I passed through the door of the anyway. Besides, now I am working for the 
sanctum one breath ahead of Claire. Erwin Public Defender and as well as I know them 
stood in the middle oi his office staring at our ELnd they like me, they still don’t trust our 
maneuvers and I turned to see Claire standing motives. It’s like being friends with a soldier 
in the doorway holding a bunch of papers- the from another country, but your countries are 
blood had drained from her face leaving her about to declare war on each other.” He stood 
very pale. This time I could see her hatred up straight andstaredatme. “Alright, goddamn 
glaring at me with no thought of concealment. it! Then you take one of our cars with the 
I had to wotider why she felt like this toward county emblem on it and go up there in the 
me because I had never tried to be anything cul-de-sac and sit there and watch them- 
but polite and helpful to her as we had maybe they will think you are from the sheriff’s 
struggled to organize the new office of Public office.’ I was anxious to leave his office and 
Defender. assured him I would do something about his 

I was brought back to the present by a loud neighbors and their kids. 
rasping voice saying, “Sit down, I want to talk Retreat&g from his office I saw Claire be- 
to youl” I sat down on the couch and looked at hind her desk trying to give an impression of 
the owner of the voice. Richard E. Erwin was just a normal secretary doing her job. 
a tall, thin man with graying hair and he I continued down the hall toward my own 
combed it in a conventional man’s manner office. On my right were several cubicles 
except for a strange curly-cue in the front. He which served as offices for the Deputy Public 
was standing there staring out of the window Defenders, and I could see that most of them 
with a paper clip in his hand. He had opened had returned from their combat duties in the 
one end of the clip, with the loop end he courtrooms and were relaxing in their shirt 
probed .into his right ear, quite fiercely and sleeves. John Russell was in his shirt sleeves, 
with an extraordinary depth. Shortly he re- but he wasn’t relaxing. He was talking to a 
moved the clip from his head and stepped young Mexican, trying to interview him and 
closer to the window where the sun was get facts relating to the bust the cops had put 
brighter. He examined the results of his probe on him. John looked up as I passed and yelled 
on the loop end of the clip. I thought, what in “Hey, Gary, come in here for a minute. Meet 
hell can he be looking at because from that Jesus Lopez.” I looked at Jesus and said “Hi”. 
distance I couldn’t see anything on the end of Jesus just stared at me. John said, #Jesus has 
the clip. I was feeling squeamish when he a problem and I would like for you to get a 
suddenly threw the clip in the trash basket police report from Oxnard Police Department, 
and sat down. He said, ‘I want you to do if you will. Jesus tells me the police busted 
something for me. I am just getting settled in him for nothing. All he was doing was sitting 
my new house out in the east end of Ventura on a dark street about midnight last night 
and my flowers and grass are coming up beau- smooching with his chick when two cholos 
tifully.” came running around the corner and threw a 

I figured I was going to get roped into some bunch of loot in the back seat of his Chevy and 
kind ofagardeningproject. Acouple ofmonths kept on running. About the same time two 
before I had been invited out to his house for cops came running around the corner, opened 
lunch, he wanted me to see what a beautiful the front door of his Chevy, jerked him out on 
location he had picked. It was very nice and the street and handcuffed him.” 
was in a cul-de-sac along with six or seven “Yeah, sure sounds like abum beef. Listen 
other homes. As I stood on the sidewalk Jesus,” I said, “will your chick swear that YOU 

looking at the scenery I heard apowerful truck were just sitting there smooching and YOU 
turning the corner. I saw that it was a large didn’t know anything about the two other 
furniture van that had just pulled up in front guys?” 
of Erwin’s house. We had a lunch served by “Well.. . man, she wasn’t actually there when 
Mrs. Erwin, and I finished the afternoon help- it happened.” 
ing to carry five rooms of furniture to upstairs ‘What do you mean by she wasn’t there? 
bedrooms. “Yeah! My flowers and grass were You said you were smooching when it hap- 
coming up beautifully until the people started pened.” 
moving into the other houses. Everyone of “Naw man, she got mad and left just before 
those bastards must have at least ten shit- the cholos came around the corner.” 
assed little kids and their mothers send every ‘You told me you were smooching with 
one of them outside to play in my yard. They your chick when it happened and now you say 
are killing all my grass and flowers-you have she wasn’t there.” 
to do something about it. You used to be on Jesus tensed. “Hey, what’s the matter 
the Ventura Police Department and you have man? You on my side or you one of those 
friends over there. Get hold of some of your cops?” 
buddies and have them go up there in black “Alright, what kind of loot did they find in 
and white cars and harass those people, pick your car? D “Man, those dirty cops found aTV 
up those little bastards, take them over to set, two stereo speakers and a bag of golf 
juvenile hall and make their parents come to clubs.” 
the hall to get them.” I looked at John, “Okay, I’ll get a police 

I noticed that he was really serious and report for you first thing in the morning, but it 
getting madder by the minute as his face was sounds like you got a bigger problem than 
now dark red and his small black eyes flashed Jesus.- 
behind his gold-rimmed glasses. I could see John Russell was one of the first attorneys 
Claire’s shadow on the floor in front of the door hired by the Public Defender’s office and I had 
and I realized she must be out there listening investigated quite a few cases for him. I’d 
to every word. I reached over and pushed the found him to be a fine and extremely able trial 
door shut. The whole conversation was mak- attorney. Along with avery analytical mind he 
ing me nervous and I was feeling a slight touch had an amazing memory for statements which 
of anger when I said, ‘Christ! Mr. Erwin, I can’t prosecution witnesses made on the Stan?. while 
go ask men on the Police Department to do being questioned by the prosecuting attorney. 
things like this--first of all they would think I Under John’s patient cross-examination, if 
was nuts, ~~34 necnnd, they wouldn’t do it they were telling anything but the truth it was 
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sure to come out in a manner quite devastat- 
ing to the prosecution’s case. The most impor- 
tant thing about him, I found to be, was his 
dedication to a client if he had determined 
that the client was indeed innocent. I knew 
that h,e spent many hours after getting %me 
at night, studying the evidence, reading tech- 
nical interpretations of law and preparing his 
defense for the next day in court. 

Beyond John Russell’s cubicle I passed 
into a large room which served as the Bureau 
of Investigation quarters. At this time there 
were two desks in the room besides my own 
and a large file cabinet behind my desk in 
which I kept investigative tiles. The only other 
piece of furniture was. a table about six feet 
long and several hard backed chairs which we 
used for clients while interviewing them. 

James Hronesh, one of the two investiga- 
tors besides myself, was already at his desk 
talking on the telephone. He had his back to 
me and you could tell at first glance that he 
was quite husky, but when he stood up it 
seemed like he must have stretched himself to 
make the height requirements for the Police 
Department. Jim had been a Ventura Police- 
man when I first met him. When I was pro- 
moted to Detective Sergeant he worked as 
court officer in the mornings, taking all the 
misdemeanor prisoners who had been arrested 
overnight to court for arraignment. He would 
help me with investigations in the afternoon 
when his court duties were over. We both said 
“Hi” as he hung up the phone, picked up some 
papers and left the room heading for the 
attorney’s offices to give them some informa- 
tion they had requested. As Chief Investigator 
I was the first investigator hired by Erwin; 
Glen Kuhn was hired a couple of months later. 
He was a Los Angeles Police Department of- 
ficer but had to wait until he had all his time 
in to retire from L.A. before he could report to 
Ventura. 

After a few phone calls to tie up some loose 
ends on a couple of minor cases I noticed that 
it was getting dark outside. When I looked 
down from the window I could see that the 
clock watchers were pouring out of the court- 
house rear door into the parking lot and were 
wasting no time getting their cars down the 
driveway to Poli Street. Looking at my wrist- 
watch it was thirty seconds after five p.m. 
Heading down the hall to the main entrance of 
our office I saw Paul Clinton standing by the 
door of his cubicle. 

‘Hi Paul, how did things go in court today?,, 
He nodded, ‘Well you know how it is-you 

do your best then you hope for the’best.” Paul 
and John Russell had both come to the Public 
Defender’s office about the same time. Paul 
was an impressive individual, fairly tall and 
husky, with gray hair and a gray mustache 
that gave him an aura of distinguishment. 
Paul, like John, was also a very accomplished 
trial lawyer. He believed that a client should 
get the benefit of all the knowledge and effort 
that he could put forth. 

: I. 

the wall next to Claire’s desk and they were our client to Jr. Gilliam, a major league base- 
engaged in a private conversation. Kuhn was ball player who was also quite dexterous with 
doing most of the talking. Claire’s face was a ball bat on the baseball diamond. 
alternating in smiles and frowns in accor- “I’ve told you guys a million times, Deem is 
dance with Kuhn’s efforts to inform her of in cahoots with a head shrinker up in Santa 
occurrences throughout the day that would Barbara. Every time there is a killing Deem 
surely be their own little secrets. I had no- calls Dr. Battson down here to Ventura, the 
ticed lately that this little scene between these doctor talks to the suspect before anybody 
two had been occurring with greater frequency, else does and gets him all screwed up. He then 
and going down the stairs I was beginning to turns in a report to Deem with statements that 
wonder if this little tete-a-tete had anything to the suspect made. There is hardly any way we 
do with Claire’s feelings towards me. I thought, can get around these statements and Deem 
no, it couldn’t be anything that Glen was beats UJ in court every time. We could have 
telling her. gotten the baseball player off on self defense if 

Glen had called me numerous times and it hadn’t been for that rotten head-shrinker.,, 
asked me for assurances that I wouldn’t hire “Well, how do you figure that makes Woody 
any other investigator before him and that he a crook? I have known him for a long time and 
was doing everything he could to expedite his there has never been even a whisper of such a 
retirement with the Los Angeles Police De- thing about him. I know that he’s very re- 
psrtment so that he could report for duty in ligious and he stands quite high in the Mor- 
Ventura. I had assured Kuhn that Mr. Erwin mon Church.,, 
and I would wait for his retirement and that he The mention of Deem’s standing with the 
would be the next investigator hired. No, it Mormon’s served to set Erwin off into a frenzy 
couldn’t be that Kuhn would try to undermine of profanity. He was getting louder as we 
me with Claire after I had kept my promise to continued this conversation in the hallway, 
hire him. but he suddenly seemed to control himself. 

The next morning I left my desk to go into Lowering his voice he said, “Woody never calls 
the front office and pick up some crime reports any doctors in Ventura. He always calls Dr. 
I needed. Coming down the hall directly to- Battson from Santa Barbara. I know they have 
ward me was Erwin. ‘Hey, Gary, you’re just been splitting the money the Dr. gets from the 
the guy I was looking for.‘, He lowered his County for interviewing the suspects and 
voice to a more confidential tone and took a Woody gets the statements just the way he 
quick look around him. There was no one else likes them. I want you to go to Santa Barbara 
in sight. “Here, take this piece of paper. It has and check this Doctor’s past history, see if he 
a bunch of license plate numbers on it. I want is connected with Deem. I also want you to 
you to get the owner’s names and check them find out how high he is in the Mormon Church. 
all out for criminal records.,, I want to know which one of them is the big 

The paper had eight license numbers pooh-bsh in the hierarchy-then I will know 
scribbled hap-hazardly on both sides. who is boss. You get on this right away.’ 

“Sure, I can check them out for you. Is it “This puts me on the spot, Mr. Erwin. I 
one of the cases I have been working on?,, have quite a few cases I am working right now 

‘Christ no,,, he rasped, and his voice got and our attorneys need the information as 
back to its normal loud level. I could see that soon as possible.,, 
he was working himself up over something. ‘Don’t worry about them. They will get by 
‘That rotten son-of-a-bitch next door to me is one way or another. You just get going on this 
making my life miserable, and goddamn it, I’ve deal with Woody and Dr. Battson right away.’ 
told you that I want you to do something. His For several days I’d been doing my best to 
name is Bruce Dodd, he’s a bookmaker or get some critical work out for the attorneys to 
narcotic peddler or something like that. He assist them in their courtroom appearances. 
never works, just loafs around his place day At the same time I avoided Erwin, who I was 
and night. Last night there were cars all over hoping had forgotten about his orders regsrd- 
the cul-de-sac, it looked like a bunch of hip- ing the District Attorney, the doctor and also 
pies come up from Los Angeles to buy narcot- Mr. Dodd, his neighbor. I thought, Erwin 
its. So I got my dog on a leash and we walked must have some kind of super-sensitivity that 
around the houses. When no one was watch- tells him when I am in the hallway...here he 
ing I wrote down those license plates.,, comes heading right at mc. I could see the 

‘Mr. Erwin, if you are convinced this guy look in his small black eyes behind the gold- 
Dodd is really bad I’ll talk to a detective friend rimmed glasses. it was a look such as a small 
on the Police Department and let them check child might have on his face when he catches 
it out.,, sight of Santa Claus and is waiting for the 

‘No, goddamn itl I want you to do it. And magnificent gift to be handed to him. “What 
something else, that friggin’ Woody Deem is did you find out? Let me have it,” he said. 
just as crooked as they come. You know Christ, how I wished I was some place else. 
Gilliam, the colored guy we just made a deal ‘Mr. Erwin, I spent two whole days here and in 
for and got him second degree murder...?,, Santa Barbara trying to tie Deem and Dr. 

I remembered Gilliam, a colored man that Battson into something together. There just 
had been working in the lettuce fields in Ox- isn’t anything that goes along with your infor- 
nard. He had shot and killed another worker mation. In fact, Dr. Battson isn’t even a Mor- 
during a late hour argument in the barracks man.’ Though he was getting red in the face I 
where they lived. Gilliam was a completely figured I might as well give him the bad news 
illiterate black man of low mentality. His past about his neighbor, Mr. Dodd. ‘Your enemy 
record disclosed that he had done along stretch moved to Ventura from up north around San 
in the state penitentiary in Tennessee for mur- Luis Obispo or Santa Maria where he was at 
der. As he had put it, “I done bashed that one time a city councilman and a successful 

“Paul, I see you’ve got a new sport coat, 
that Scottish plaid looks real sharp on you.) 

He smiled and entered his cubicle tu wind 
up his day’s work. Paul was the sharpest and 
most stylish dresser in the office and he looked 
the part of a competent attorney which hc 
indeed was. I reached the main door of the 
office to leave and took a quick backward black man’s haid in with a baseball bat.” It businessman with a good reputation. The car 
glance. A number of attorneys and office girls had happened so long ago that he couldn’t license numbers you gave me all checked out 
were also preparing to leave. even remember why he did it, Erwin always to be reliable citizens down in Los Angeles.” 

I saw that Glen Kuhn, the other investiga- referred to Gilliam as the baseball player, I could see by Erwin’s face that my infor- 
tor, had come in. He was sitting back against which to him was exceedingly funny to liken mation was going over like a lead balloon. I 
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knew that he had been waiting for his gift all 
wrapped up in beautiful Christmas paper. He 
was sure that it would contain all sorts of 
goodies that would incriminate Deem, the doc- 
tor and Mr. Dodd. The information would put 
them away in cold dark cells forever, where 
they could never bother him or his flowers 

I was real glad that he turned around and. 
walked off before I could completely formulate 
the answer I wanted to give him. Things kind 

again. 

of quieted down with Erwin for the next couple 
of days. 

His face got redder and his black eyes 

The few times I saw him from a 

got smaller. His lips started to move, he said, 

distance he just sort of looked at me and then 
cast his eyes down at his hands where I could 

l Damn it! You’re a helluva investigator! You 

see he had a paper clip that had been opened 
on one end. 

couldn’t fmd anything if it was right in front of 
you.B 

I had been at my desk for a while when I 
heard Hronesh coming into the investigators’ 
room. My watch said 8:30 a.m. Some of the 
attorneys had been complaining to me that 
Jim had been doggin’ it ‘and wasn’t making 
decent reports on the information they had 
requested. Now...here he was walking into the 
office a full half hour late. ‘Jim, what’s with 
you being late all the time? Also, the attorneys 
are complaining about your piss-poor reports 
or complete lack of them.” 

Banging a briefcase down on his desk he 
said, “Shit! I’ve been up all night over at 
Erwin’s house-me and Kuhn too.* 

“What in hell happened over there?” 
“Right after dinner Erwin called me at home 

and told me to get over to his place quick, that 
he needed me. 

“Oh hell! Mrs. Erwin turned her hose on 
Mrs. Dodd. For some reason the cops became 

I jumped in my car and dashed 

peed-off at the whole damn affair and I couldn’t 
talk them out of taking a report.,, 

over there, Kuhn had already arrived. It seemed 

‘What in the world was Erwin doing?” 
*Everyone was arguing and the cops were 

Mrs. Erwin had assaulted Mrs. Dodd over the 

coming in and out of the house and that silly 
son-of-a-bitch sat there playing the piano all 

fence, the p&ice had been called and Mrs. 

through the whole scene. After the cops left, 
Erwin made Kuhn and me go out into his 
garage which is attached to the house, and sit 

Dodd wanted to file a criminal complaint.,, 

in the dark watching the Dodd’s place through 
the window.,, 

‘Lord, how.bad was it?,, 

“What in hell did he want you guys to 
watch for?,, 

“Damn if1 know, but his silly-ass daughter 
kept coming out to the garage with black cof- 
fee to make sure we didn’t go to sleep.,, 

‘Where’s Kuhn now?’ 
‘He called Claire and told her he was going 

to take a sick day off. Erwin told us we could 
take overtime for all the time we were there, 
but my wife is pretty sore about it.” 

“Hell! Ite got work stacked up on my desk 
a foot high, the lawyers are screaming for help 
and Erwin is using you guys for bull-shit like 
this-and all you can do is cry about how mad 
your’wife is.” I put a pile of cases on his desk, 
‘Here, damn it, get started.’ 

[END QUOTING OF CHAPTER 1, PART ONE] 

I realize that you think this could move a 
bit faster-but Mr. Wean is laying the ground- 
work for you. Remember these are real people 
in real positions-and how do you begin to feel 
about THAT? 

How would you feel if you were like Ray 
Renick and the only hope you had between life 
in prison, brain alteration and freedom-being 
innocent-was one like Erwin? Well, that is 
EXACTLY THE WAY IT IS-RIGHT IN VENTURA- 
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY WHERE RAY ISII 
Justice system? All you really have, dear 
readers, is a SYSTEM and it should scare the 
living daylights out of you. The players get 
VERY BIG in these counties in California, 
alongwith KemCountywhere Dharmaislocated. 
And remember that you also have the NINTH 
FEDERAL DISTRICT OUT HERE ALSO. But, bssi- 
cally,America--thisISAmericaU.S~--anywherel 
And THIS story has& even yet begun! Salu. 

Latest 

Goes 
JOURNAL 

To Press 
Editor’s note: Readers, please keep in mind 

that it takes a good 8-10 weeks of publication 
and printing activities between the time that we 
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only 
WING to press, and when that new JOURNAL 
is actually completed and available for 
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors. 
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT for 
JOURNAL availability information. 

4116194 #l HATOIW 

A CROOKED WAY... 

Crooked men walking crooked roads using 
crooked tactics enforce+. by crooked sticks 
and thus and so...! 

FOREWORD 

In the wondrous beauty of each new day 
the-mind is awakened from sleep to view that 
which is about it-it matters not at which hour 
begins your ‘day”. 

In protection against mental assault many 
will deliberately turn FROM any input which 
will somehow spoil the perceptions of things 
being ‘OK” or cause thought processes to spin 
around “doing something” which will interfere 
with personal “plans” of work or recreation. In 
fact, the psychiatrists will tell you to do this- 

‘do not watch that which upsets your calm 
state of being.,, So what do you have? You 
have a society walking around in the continu- 
ation of dreamland. However, the mind will 
“out,, its truth in ‘knowing. So the continu- 
ation is not of ‘dreamland” as in the calming 
data-handling of truth-it is a turning from 
the nightmares of reality. One place or the 
other-the mind will process that which IS 
and in the so-doing will often render the per- 
son bearing that mind to become disturbed, 
depressed and ultimately ‘mad”. Balance 
comes from squarely FACING that which IS 
and dealing with it. .Fulfillment comes from 
dealing with that which IS in 
a manner of goodness which 
elevates soul and self-worth. 
You cannot legislate morality 
and neither can the mind, 
body and soul PRETEND that 
morality exists when indeed 
it is not present. 

It is good to know when to 
“take a break,, but it is better 
to confront those things 
which oppress and not allow 
them to come into power. 

wilI curtail freedom, the Constitution or man’s 
rightful application of living,‘? However, now 
you awaken to the dirty deeds having been 
done while you pursued the trivia of the mo- 
ment in protection of self from any assault Of 
that which ‘doesn’t feel goods-the exact op- 
posite of ‘if it feels good-do itl” There is 
magnificent difference in the soul ‘feeling good” 
and one or more of the “five sensesm feeling 
good. Ah, but if something can be achieved 
which makes BOTH feel good-you have 
touched on Glory1 

I promise you that ifyou will LEARN TRUTH 
and what is planned in the takeover of a world- 
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE TRUTH IN THE 
NEWS TO GET THE NEWSI 

WHY THESE JOURNALS? 

Why do we deal with the subjects presented in 
the journals which would seem outdated and 
quite disturbing and, now, only appear to be 
novels for movies and scripts for TV? Because you 
have lost ability to tell one TV ‘story, from an- 
othe-ss to reality. If you show a war underway 
and bloodshed with bodies lying about and the 
next hour comes forth a “Miami Kc& with bodies 
laying about in pretend-THE MIND WILL SOON 

BE UNABLE TO DIFFER- 
ENTIATE DIFFERENCE! 

I have been presented 
with a copy of The McAlvany 
Intelligence Advisor for 
March 1994 with a couple of 
petitions to ‘put it in the 
CONTACT.” Well, the CON- 
TACT has responsibility to 
present these types of things 
unless I choose to use them 
but we will consider portions 
of same for the points are 

What would you have this day if some two well-taken. If you don’t unify in presettation 
centuries ago the citizens of the U.S., as a for of truth-you will NEVER have THE truth, only 
instance, said each morning, “I will check and opinions of this writer or that writer-includ- 
will not allow anything to arise this day which ing myself. 
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Mr. McAlvany, Mr. Patterson of Criminal 
Politics and lots of others, when questioned 
about CONTACT will tell you not to read that 
rag-sheet as it is filled with plagiarisms, evil 
presentation from a being we deny exists and 
on and on and on. The facts are that none of 
these people so much as read our material for 
they DONT WANT TO FIND OUT TRUTH and 
have to come to grips with the fact that al- 
though they tell you the “time is at hand”- 
THEY CANNOT BELIEVE GOD WOULD SEND 
MESSENGERS AND BRINGTRUTH AND “THEY” 
MIGHT HAVE TO COME TO TRUTH INSTEAD 
OF MISPERCEPTION-AND TO TRUTH RE- 
GARDING GOD AND TRANSITION. 

Does this make =our” truth or ‘their” truth 
less truth? No, not in the realms of what is 
happening on your place in your human expe- 
rience. It does represent that ‘someone” is 
WRONG in the perception of how GOD works, 
the “messeng;ers” work and how the evolve- 
ment will coGe about, 
go by some words in 
a book whose infor- 
mation is sent by 
ones, invisible, some 
2,000 years AGO- 
why is it not possible 
that someone equally 
invisible can bring 
you some updated in- 
formation-since 
‘that one” is on ‘his” 
return visit right on 
schedule? Remem- 
ber the prophecies? 

Moreover, why 
would our informa- 

Well, if you are going to 

rately repeated and totally “in contextl. 

[QUOTING:] 

TOWARD A WORLD 
GOVERNMENT 

BY THE YEAR 2000 

tion distress these so-called “Godly, born- 
again Christ‘ian’ men?” If they bothered to 
read our presentations they would find that 
we absolutely adhere to all of the LAWS OF 
GOD AND CREATION-they fabricate what is 
allowable and what is possible and give you 
lots of fluffy clouds to rest your minds and 
souls upon. The only thing wrong with that 
presentation is that it will get you dead not 
saved. Ours is to bring the facts about these 
things-not whisk you away-nor make you a 
bundle of money on gold, bonds or tiddle-de- 
winks. We will offer that which we SEE to help 
you “make it” TO THE POINT OF TRANSITION 
AND THROUGH THAT PROCEDURE-THE 
REST, CITIZENS OF EARTH-IS UP TO YOU! 

SO-AGAIN... 

We have written over and over ‘again about 
Plan 2000 and thus and so; however, as with 
Mr. McAlvany and other presenters-it does 
require presentation over and over and over 
again. This is because coritinualljl ones are 
waking up to the probabilities involved and 
won’t go BACK AND GET INFORMATION AL- 
READY PRESENTED. So be it. 

In an effort to respond in some measure 
without totally abandoning our projects from 
other authors and eye-witnesses to such as 
the Kennedy murder, etc., we will offer re- 
minders and do, in fact, give appreciation for 
the able writings offered. There is a clause in 
this particular document asking that we copy 
and send far and wide to inform the people. 
Well, we have no resources for doing that in 
our particular circumstances and we need not 
waste our funds on total re-presentation of 
that so well covered prior to This. However, we 
will offer some ofthe pertinent topics and I will 
effort to keep that which we do reprint-accu- 

y When all government, domestic and 
foretgn, in Little as in great thtngs, shall 
be drawn to Washtngton as the center of 
all power, it will render powerless the 
checks provided of one government or 
another, and will become as venal and 
oppressive as the mvemment from which 
we separated” - Thomas Jefferson. 

[H: In this instance read: Aew York as 
well as Washington.] 

Both the New World Order and the New Age 
Movement proclaim that their world gov- 
ernment will be in place by the year 2000-the 

dawning of the Age of 
Aquarius! Elitist 
groups (such as the 
Trilateral Commis- 
sion, the Council on 
Foreign Relations, the 
Bilderbergers, the 
Club of Rome, the So- 
cialist Internationals) 
which have staffed 
most of the key posi- 
tions in the Clinton 
Administration (and 
prior to it in the Bush 
Administration) and 
most of the major Eu- 

ropean governments, have written very openly 
for years about their plans for world govern- 
ment by the Elite. 

People who deny these groups’ power and 
influence in the world’s major governments 
have simply not read their writings, studied 
their membership rosters, and considered that 
most of the key positions in the U.S. and top 
governments of the world (from President, Vice 
President, Prime Minister, or Chancellor on 
down) are staffed from the groups. 

For almost 50 years (since the end of World 
War I I) the globalists have systematically (and 
secretly) been building the edifice or super- 
structure for this world government. Most 
major developments over the past five de- 
cades, including wars such as the Korean and 
Vietnam Wars, Desert Storm (described by 
George Bush as “a major stepping stone to the 
New World Order”), which is designed to eco- 
nomically, and then politicallv merge the U.S., 
Mexico and Canada: the massive Western fi- 
nancial/industrial/hinh tech aid to the former 
Soviet Union (now Russia); the Western be- 
trayal of South Africa; America’s present gun 
control and environmental movements; and 
much more have all been part of an elaborate, 
long-term stratenv or anenda bv the elitists to 
move the world toward one aiant world Eovern- 
ment-which will be an Orwellian socialist 
dictatorshit, la giant global Tower of Babel). 

30 YEARS AGO: 
THE BLOOMFIELD 

MEMORANDUM 

Over thirtv vears rpo, in a study known as 
Memorandum No. 7 entitled A World Effeo 
tively Controlled By The United Nations, written 
by Lincoln P. Bloomfield of the Council on 
Foreign Relations (and delivered to the State 

Department on 3/ 10/62), the elitist wrote: ‘A 
world effectively controlled by the United Na- 
tions is one in which ‘world government’ would 
come about through the establishment of 
supranational institutions, characterized by 
mandatory universal membership and some 
ability to employ phgstcal force. Effective 
control would thus entail apreponderance 
of political power in the hands of a 
supranational organization.. . . The present 
U.N. Charter could theoretically be revised in 
order to erect such an organization equal to the 
task envisioned, thereby codu’,ng a radical 
rearrangement of power in the world.” 

The Bloomfield Memorandum was commis- 
sioned by the State Department, then headed 
by Secretary of State Dean Rusk (CFR), to 
study how disarmament could be used to usher 
in “world government”. The Bloomfield memo- 
randum wrote: ‘The principal features of a 
model system would include the following: 1) 
power, sufficient to monitor and enforce disar- 
mament, settle disputes, and keep the peace- 
including taxing powers; 2) an international 
police force [Ed note: Bow openly called BEW 
WORLD ARMY, balanced appropriately among 
ground, sea, air, and space elements, consist- 
ing of 500,000 men recruited individually, wear- 
ing a U.N. uniform, and controlling a nuclear 
force composed of 50 to 100 mixed land-based 
mobile missiles and undersea-based missiles, 
avemging one megaton per weapow 3) a gov- 
emment divided among three brctnches; and 4) 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Ini zmational Court.’ 

CONTROLLING THE 
AMERICAN PEOPLE 

#When the righteous ure in authority, the 
people rejoice; but when the wicked beareth 
rule, the people mourn. * -- Proverbs 29:2 

The strategy of the Liberal Eastern Estab- 
lishment regarding the American people is to 
control the people and to confiscate their 
wealth. Their people-control agenda is now 
moving into high gear in the second year of the 
Clintonista regime. 

The Government is moving to control pri- 
vate property; to nationalize the family; to 
monitor and keep the public under survei!- 
lance from the cradle to the grave; to replace 
old standards of merits with affirmative action 
and quotas; to force banks to loan based on 
race instead of merit; to tax and regulate 
business (especially America’s 5.3 million 
small businesses) out of existence; to license 
all U.S. gun owners as a prelude to total gun 
confiscation; to control all aspects of the Ameri- 
can medical system; to put a condom h? every 
child’s pocket; and on and on ad nauseam. 

Over 2,500 new laws were passed in 1993, 
to be implemented by 86,000 pages (in very 
fine print) of new regulations in the Federal 
Register in 1993, at a cost to the American 
economy of over $800 billion. Most of these 
thousands of new laws and regulations carry 
criminal (as well as civil) penalties, including 
property seizure and forfeiture provisions. The 
FDA is now talking about a total ban on smok- 
ing in America. This writer hates cigarette 
smoke and is allergic to same, but if the Fed- 
eral government can arbitrarily ban cigarette 
smoking today, then why not gun ownership 
tomorrow, political dissent the next day, etc. 
[H: By the way, don’t be feeling sorry for the 
“tobacco companies” and how -broke” they 
are going to be. The tobacco industry has 
had years to phase oat of tobacco and into 
myriads of other major business concerns 
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as they took over cookie manufacturers, impose nearly continuous electronic surveil- 
millers, hardware, nuclear industries and lance over the population. 
you name it-they now own it! It is only the “The centerpiece of Vice President Gore’s 
middle-man, the small farmers, etc., who 
will dearly pay 

‘Report on Reinventing Government’ is to es- 
-along with you in higher tablish a state-of-the-art nationwide electronic 

taxes and on and on. How can you pay for transmission network. Thus the ‘information 
that health program out of cigarette taxes if highway’ for which Gore has been seeking 
you can’t have cigarettes? It is all hooked funding for more than a decade, his ‘Reinvent- 
firmly together and you will PAY dearly- ing Governnient’idea, and the Health Security 
even to becoming CRIMINALS and subject Card are part of the same plan. Thefr com- 
to imprisonment for “just lighting up”!] mon denomfnator:.lfnkfnggovernment com- 

Ron Paul recently wrote in his Survival puters capable of collecting, transmitting 

the pits! May you be given into straight think- 
ing and away from the crooked miles of crooks’ 
planning and map instructions. 

Gyeorgos C. Hatonn 

This journal shall be called: 

Report of an example of Federal controls on the and analyzing massive amounts of per- 
people: ‘Up to 30,000 home seamstresses oper- sonal andfinancial data. m Inotherwords,the 
ate illegally in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. Hun- govemment will soon have access to total financial 
dreds of thousands of similar workers do sew- 
ing in their homes nationwide. Since World War 

data (all computerized) on every American. 

!I, this wonderful form of work for mothers, the 
elderly, the disabled, etc., has been illegal 

[END OF QUOTING] 

thanks to labor union-induced laws. Recently We do not have space in this ‘Introduc- 
the U.S. Department of ‘Justice’ issued 35 in- 
$nctions against companies who use these home 

tion” segment to continue with this topic-but 
it deserves repeating as does the remainder of 

WALK A CROOKED 
ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 

sewers. Criminals roam the streets, in BATF the presentation. Suffice it to say that a lot of 
uniforms and otherwise, and the Government is caring, good writers now have access to the 
wom’ed about women sewing at home. * ‘way it IS” and they, remember, can only offer 

it to you-you must process it and do that 
BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING: which you choose. 

KEEPING THE AMERICAN I want you to remember-as the days and 
PEOPLE UNDER SURVEILLANCE weeks pass-that these %rookedD hoodwink- 

ers are after m-and through the crooked 
‘IOur aim is nothing less than to create a pathway-m can find yourself’straight” into 

There was a crooked man who walked a 
crooked mile.. . He walked the crooked roads- 
believing the crooked ?oads*. He liked the 
crooked *feel good” lies and sought the crooked 
way. He followed crooked leaders and has 
come to rue the day1 His very thoughts became 
as crooked as the life he CHOSE to lead-until 
all was heaped in bondage in the false and 
crooked seeds-provided by the crooked lead- 
ers in serving Satan’s steedsl-TIiE FAT IS 
IN THE FIRE-AND BURNING1 

DEDICATION 

world system of financial control in private 
hands, able to dominate the political system of 
each country and the world economy as a whole. 
Freedom and choice will be controlled within 
very narrow alternatives by the fact that every 
man will be numbered from birth, and followed 
as a number, through his educational training, 
his required military or other public service, his 
tax contributions, his health and medical re- 
quirements, and his final retirement and death 

benefits. f, Carrol Quigley (Bill Clinton’s men- 
tor) in Tragedy and Hope. 

’ To all the crooked crooks-we 
intend to “straighten out”. 

T*E WORD 
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

Totalftarfan societies are surveillance 
societies. To control people, a government 
must be able to watch people, to know their 
every move. In a democratic society, the only 
way for Quigley’s plans to be implemented is 
to create a sense of crisis so that the citizens 
demand more surveillance. So, crises, real or 
contrived, such as the “drug crisis,” the ‘crime 
crisis,” the “Social Security crisis,” the “bud- 
get crisis,” the ‘child abuse crisis”, etc., be- 
come the excuse for greater government sur- 
veillance interference in our lives. 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of 
some taped topics, ME W0IZD also offers other tapes and videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 66.00 for two tapes and $2.50 per 
tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico 
3r Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add SO.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is 
included in tape and transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: rtfE WORP, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582 or 
call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50 
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches 
zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this material is 
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

(a) THE NATIONAL ID CARD: The con- 
gress is presently passing laws imposing 
mandatory surveillance over our financial 
transactions, monitoring firearms purchases, 
requiring-registration of children at birth, in- 
creasing the power of.the IRS, the EPA, the 
FDA, the ATF, o$, OSHA; etc. The newest 
“crisis” is health care; so, in response, the 
Clintonistas have introduced legislation (S- 
1757 and HR 3600) mandating that eyejr 
American be issued a tamper-proof ‘Health 
Security Card” (HSC) through which medical 
data on each citizen can be collected, cata- 
logued, and transmitted to a federal computer 
center. Failure to register for the card will 
be a criminal offense, punishable by jail, 
heavy fines, or both. 

The following is a partiallist of older items but including all of the most current meeting dates, 
with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

As Mark Nestmann wrote in a recent issue 
of Low Profile, YZlinton’s plan doesn’t call for 
HSC to be a ‘smart card’ (capable of recording 
health care ‘transactions on its own), only a 
‘dumb’ card that only verifies the patient’s 
identity when treatment occurs. But the HSC 
corld still be involved in a federal plan to 

4/l 3/92(l) # “What Is A Semite?“; 2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK featuring 

4/l 7/92( 1) # ‘Who Were The First Christians?‘; Soltec with Hatonn; 
4/25/92(2) # “The Photon Belt”; 4/4/93(3) including Soltec and Sananda; 

4/26/92(3), 5/l /92(l) “L.A. Riots and The 4/l O/93(2) radio program KTKK; 
Bigger Plan”; 4/24/93(3); S/2/93(2); S/l 6/93(2); 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; S/23/93(3), 6/20/93(Z); 
S/30/92(3) + “The Divine Plan and places In 6/20/93( l)*Mystery Virus iti New Mexico 
Between”, tapes l-3; 7/2/93(2)* Rayelan Russbacher on KTKK; 
6/28/92(2).radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 7/l l/93(3); 7/l 8/93(2); 7/30/93(3); 
City, UT; 7/31/93(l) KTKK Little Crow; 
6/30/92(3) l “The Divine Plan and places In 8/8/93(2); 8/2 l/93(2); 
Between”, tapes 4-6; 8/22/93(3) Gunther Russbacher interview; 
8/3 l/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 8/23/93(2); 
12/3 l/92( 1) l Constitutional Law Center; 9/,c,‘O3(3); 9/l 4/93(2); 9/l 9/93(3); 

l/2/93(2); 1 O/9/93(3); 1 O/l 6/93(3); 1 O/30/93(2); 

1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired Police 11 /13/93(2); 11/21/93(3); 11/27/93(2); 
Officer Jack McLamb; 12/5/93(2); 12/l 2/93(2); 12/l 8/93(l); 
1 /16/93(2); l/23/93(3); l/30/93(2); l/8/94(2); 1 /16/94(2); l/23/94(2); 
2/6/93(l); 2/l 3/93(2); 2/l 8/93(2); 2/7/94(t); 2/l 3/94(4); 3/6/94(2); 4/3/9-I(1); 

VISA, DISCOVER AND 4/ 17/94(2). 

MASTER CARD ACCEPTED #1-#5 Corporation Lectures ($5 each tape). 
. 
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“Sovietizations’ Of America 
(Continued from Front Page) 

of American children now being raised either 
by a single parent, or in a home with a steppar- 
ent, or by the state. Over 25% of American 
children are now born out of wedlock into a 
single-mother family. Teenage crime, rebel- 
lion, gang warfare, pregnancy, and suicide is 
the highest in the world in America, as is 

the day so we will observe that which we rian, wrote (between 1776 and 1788) in his domestic violence and physical and sexual 
have in common, please.] classic six volume History of the Decline and abuse against children and wives, 

(Editor’s note: To order THE McALVANY Fall of the Roman Empire about the five pri- Over 25 years of poisonous women’s lib- 
INTELLIGENCE ADVISOR, please write to mary causes for the collapse and destruction eration philosophy directed at two genera- 
P. 0. Box 84904’ Phoenix, AZ 85071.) of Roman society: tions of American women is now bearing its 

[QUOTING:] .: ‘. ‘:I l):‘::..The. &id. i&ease: in: -di&ck axid.. 
ugly fruit as record numbers of American wives 

. . 
the tihd&&$mipg. of .&haz iaactity ; of; t&k I. 

are leaving their husbands, children, and fami- 
lies in the mid-908 to “find themselves” or ‘do 

March 1994 j~o&$~; ‘j”;, ,; j{,, .,.::‘:“‘:~ 1 ::,:“‘:‘.,~:‘:,:;II.i.‘,.,i;.~:..i::,..:. theirownthing”andrecordnumbersofAmeri- 
‘. . . ., ., ,:; ,. can women are rlemaining single or are turning 

TOWARD A SOVIET AMERICA : ., ‘;h):,. ,:,‘&j,, ~&a&& ‘&e:;;@f’ -ti;lP;CLI~:;&d.. to lesbianism for fulfillment. 
STRANGLING AMERICANS’ 

,. . . ; ,. ” j, 
nxtrav~~nt:apcrndine;~‘. j,; ‘.: ‘1 :, :: . . . . Y., ., ..: : j Again, like Rome, Americais the most highly 

FREEDOM AND CONSTITUTION . . .;.:.“.:::, ;., .,:, ‘: . . . . :. .’ ;.‘-:‘. ::. : .: :.,.,,,’ ::.;’ 
.: i .::,::I,s)l.~~hi.moanti~~ crai&if#9a+y~ a+.- 

taxed major country in the world today, with 
SO-60% of the income of her most productive 

I.. . a wise and frugal government which shall 
. . 

thd b’titaI+ti,cii :oEkp,++$ : ! !.f., I,,:. : .: ;, : class now going to income redistribution and 
restrain men from injuring one another, shall : .~~“;‘~~~~“!Ls: .I:.. ,:::,A,:~z V;, .‘I ,,,, ..:... .;;,, .: to pay for the socialist welfare state. Half a 
leave them otherwise free to regulate their own : ‘. 4.) The building of .@gunUc armaabenw; 
pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall :&ad’ ,&&.;, failbe’.. to’ ,&,,li&:.: t’hat;: the:, rt&. 

century of explosive economic growth, ex- 
travagant materialism, overindulgence and 

not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has -en&$ lap within the.&ater #t&e empire;!: prosperity (since the end of world War II) has 
earned. This is the sum of good government. . . * In the~mbifilidh*y’of .tIia’:pe&pie; aP;d...;- j, 

- Thomas Jefferson ::I,;, :~,::.:'~j~\ .!I, 
I : : . now given way to gross overindebtedness, . 
.. ;' ,: ;.A ..:: ..::: ,,,. .. 

. . . :,... .." . ..i... ..: '.. . . ,, ,,,, y.,. ,.,, '.. y:;,:; ., '.' record personal and business bankruptcies, 
‘5) ,.:The:.d&a$ of i;eligicizitind:,the f&a+ 

It is ‘Bad men cannot make good citizens. ‘of’~fiitlif i&S :W3&e’: .h;irrGiiati~: .,fqm, 
and a declining ‘?eaY standard of living for 
most Americans. 

impossible that a nation of infidels or idolators -Is&&g r&Ii” :qqi@le, with&t: +,jgaidii, .: : T: : :..., As in Rome, Americans now worship the 
should be a nation of free men. It is when a b 

,:, : 
‘god” of entertainment, pleasure, and distrac- 

people forget God that tyrants forge their chains. All of these and much more of Gibbon’s tion, whether it is sports (participatory or 
A vitiated state of morals, a corrupt public con- great work, as well as much of William Shirer’s spectator), travel, television, movies, videos, 
science, are incompatible with freedom. B epic history of The Rise and Fall of the Third recreational drugs, or sex, etc.-diversions 

- Patrick Henry Reich’ describe America today in the mid- that preoccupy almost all of Americans’ non- 
1990s. We are in moral collapse, with homo- working leisure time, leaving little time for 

BIG BROTHER’S sexuals and sexual degenerates now running reading, thinking, reflecting or observing what 
. CONTINUING ATTACK AGAINST our Government, our entertainment industry, is happen&g to our peop’ 5, our country, our 

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE and much of our public education system- culture, our families, or ourselves. W3er, 
with free, uninhibited sex outside of marriage brutality and distraction characterized the 

“The strength or weakness of a society de- now being officially promoted down to kinder- Roman circuses of ancient Rome and other 
pends more on the level of its spiritual life than garten, and with the largest pornography in- diversions designed by wicked leaders to keep 
on its level of industrialization. Neither a mar- dustry in the world producing, promoting and the masses’ minds off of the realities of a 
ket economy nor even general abundance con- distributing pornographic filth on a global declining decadent empire. And the same can 
stitutes the crowning achievement of human basis. [H: Note that the author is able to be said today of our spectator sports and of 
life. If a nation’s spiritual energies have been pronounce all of these allegations and gen- television in America. 
exhausted, it will not be saved from collapse by era1 accusations on a “groupA without even Today, as in ancient Rome or in the Ger- 
the most perfect government structure or by’any mentioning the group in point. Why then, is many of the mid-1930s, the socialists have 
industeal development. A tree with a rotten the ADL not after him for Uanti-Semitiam?” captured the U.S. government and are system- 
core cannot stand.,, Do you not find this Interesting? So, who atically destroying virtually all of the free- 

- Alexander Solzhenitsyn owns the media, the press, the Government, doms, traditions and morality of an American 
the banks and the big business? How is it people who have forgotten their history, their 

America in the mid- 1990s is declining as that the major lobby in Washington and the heritage and their greatness, and whom can 
rapidly as Germany in the mid- 1930s or Rome major PACa are from the same reaotiree as no longer even tell the difference between 
as it was approaching its terminal stages. well as almost ALL advisors to the Adminia- right and wrong or good and evil. As in Rome 
Morally, culturally, spiritually, politically, and tration AND THE COMPROMISE OF ALMOST and Nazi Germany, the American people are 
financially, America is now plunging down the ALL OF CONGRESS IS FROM THE SAME becoming slaves and don’t even know it. 
slippery slope to collapse. And as with most GROUP-and yet ones MUST NOT MENTION Their freedoms are being taken from them, 
countries in decline, the great majority of THE LABEL?] and they can’t even remember what those 
Americans do not recogeze the decline and That the family has disintegratedin America freedoms were. Thirty million babies can be 
would argue vehemently that America is as is a gross understatement. Over half of all mutilated and killed in their mothers’ wombs, 
great as ever. marriages in America (including Christian and most Americans can no longer even dis- 

Edward Gibbon, the great British histo- marriages) now end in divorce, with over half tern that that is wrong-that that is murder. A 

“..wE’PE 00WG I -. 

man who is an open womanizer, adulterer, 
drug user, draft dodger, and wartime collabo- 
rator with America’s most deadly enemy can 
run for President and be elected by an elector- 
ate who know his background but don’t really 
object to it and don’t believe that it will affect 
his ability to govern and improve their own 
economic condition-which is their primary 
concern. 

And as in R&me and the Germany of the 
19309, America has gone into a spiritual and 
moral free fall, leaving the people without 8tp 
anchor, or a compass. America’s mainline 
religious denominations are as immoral, so- 
cialist, and devoid of spiritual content and 
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truth as their counterpart state-sanctioned 
churches in Nazi Germany and the old Soviet 
Empire. From a social gospel and liberal the- 
ology devoid of almost any redeeming spiritual 
content, to the morality of the day, to homo- 
sexuals in the clergy, to most of the tenets of 
socialism, collectivism, and big government 
control of the people, America’s mainline 
religions have gone along with or even been 
in the forefront of the decline. And America’s 
evangelical churches have watered down 

responsible if you hedge any bets. As to 
unlawful cause to ‘file” those returns-yes it 
is unlawful to force you to file such %olun- 
tar-y” papers. However, you NOW FUNCTION 
UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND NOT CON- 
STITUTIONAL LAW-so whether or not the 
cause will stand in court is doubtful-since, 
indeed, the courts are more corrupt than the 
IRS private police (and collection agency for 
the banksters). 

What I would like to noint out is not so 
their message and content over the past 30 much %ucation” but just 
years as to se only a shadow 
of their former selves, offer- 
ing little or no resistance to 
America’s decline. 

And as America has gone 
into spiritual decline, and sub- 
stituted the secular humanist 
gods of man, materialism, plea- 
sure, high technology, etc., for 
the God of the Bible, His Son, 
Jesus Christ, and His Biblical 
blueprint for successful living, 
America has gone into a moral 
free fall. Exploding violence, 
crime, divorce, massive drug 

what has really HAP- 
PENED TO YOU. As 
the big day came 
there were many re- 
porters and mail- 
box watchers who 
had all sorts of in- 
formation which you 
MUST CONSIDER. 
Several respected 
#mouths’ counted 
your taxes for you. 
One particular lady 
accountant pointed 
out that out of EV- 
ERY dollar you get- 

consumption, promiscuity, pornography, baby 
killing, teenage rebellion, gang warfare, ho- 

all but 33 cents go to taxes one way or another. 
Another ended up with less than 12 cents for 

mosexuality, etc., are the result. And loss of your own spending. 
Americans’ freedom is also the result. As 
Antonio Gramsci, founder of the ItaIian Com- 
munist Party, said, UIf you want to take 
down a Capitalist country and convert it to 
Communism, first undermine its morality, 
its culture, and its spirituality-and the 
subsequent transition to Communism (and 
slavery) will be a short and easy one.” 

This issue of MIA [that is, The McAlvany 
Intelligence Advisor] will examine the-global 
plunge toward world government, targeted for 
the end of the decade and the efforts of a 
socialist government (Big Brother) (and Big 
Sister) to control the American people via 
electronic surveillance, a national ID card, a 
national police force, a financial dictatorship, 
growing police state tactics, the confiscation 
of private property and wealth, gun control, 
socialized medicine and much more. 

It will analyze how Big Brother and Sister 
are educating or programming ( i.e., brainwash- 
ing) Americans for socialism and the New World 
Order; how the persecution of Christians, con- 
servatives and traditionalists by the socialist 
“change agents” now in control of America is 
approaching; and how the judgment of the 
righteous God-who, according to the Bible, 
takes a very dim view of baby killing, homo- 
sexuality, promiscuity, pornography, rampant 
divorce, immorality, and rebellion to His laws- 
could be descending ‘upon America in the 
1990s. 

Editor’s note: You are encouraged to copy 
and distribute as widely as possible. 

[END QUOTING] 

I would like to discuss a few very current 
topics and let’s look at them as they are-not 
as they SEEM to be. 

TAXES 

Two days ago tax-day was upon you. I am 
not going to discuss ‘taxes” as you may well be 
expecting for I do not advocate further disobe- 
dience to laws. Once you have filed your 
‘return*, citizens, I believe you have signed 
your own contract and you will be held 

Now what do you have going on? 

SIN TAXES 

“Ah,” they say, ‘we will over tax those awful 
sinful people and place BIG sin taxes.* And, 
do so. Also, it is proclaimed that tobacco will 
REALLY be taxed heavily and pay for health 
costs because, after all, it is so damaging to 
the health. But what are you going through 
right now? Indeed, an all-out effort to make 
smoking ILLEGAL. That means a loss of rev- 
enue to the government of incredible sums of 
tax money. So, are you not concerned as to 
just WHAT IN HELL those idiots are doing? 
Next comes booze-there is an opening attack 
on advertising for liquor. Please, readers, I 
am totally ‘against” both items-but what 
about income for the Government? Who is 
going to make up the faster growing deficits 
and pay the bills of your nation? No, not you, 
citizens-for alarge portion ofYOU are already 
on WELFARE, FOODSTAMPS and other pay- 
ments which come directly FROM FORMS OF 
TAXATION. Jobs are now at a premium and 
few can depend on having one. As payments 
from resources available stop being available- 
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? 

I point this out, not to ruin your day, but to 
encourage you to look at the opposing damage 
from your pressure to ‘do good*! Will regula- 
tions stop smoking? No, so there will be 
revenue acquired by lawbreakers but it will 
not be sizable enough to offset the costs to you 
as citizens for illegalizing the product. It 
certainly WILL NOT HURT THE TOBACCO 
COMPANIES-OILY THE TOBACCO USERS 
ARD GROWERS1 Note, in addition, that legal- 
ization of now-illegal drugs keeps popping up 
even as de-legalization of tobacco is brought 
forth. What kind of games do you suppose are 
being played on you now? 

SHOT DOWN 
BY FRIENDLY FIRE 

Does that mean that Ekkers, after all, will 
get rich and famous? No-they hold no claim 
to any funds, then or now. They do, however, 
hope that one day they can live in security of 
SOME kind from the hounds of hell. It will not 
be through any of the Institute’s assets. It 
would be nice, however, if some return from 
years of labor could be realized by the ones 
who have given everythingthey own and are to 
this work in progress. They have, however, 
had to LIVE THE INSTRUCTIONS so that they 
can KNOW of the truth we offer. We are the 
wayshowers, and the way is often obscured by 
the assaults of the greedimongers, thieves 
and liars. They shall reap their own rewards 
in the spiral of sequence. 

I don’t want to comment on what is going We must close this as it is time for our 
on in the areas where the atrocities are being meeting today. We will discuss some of these 
committed today-1 don’t have time or space to items. in point. Thank 4-u. 

1 

cover them all. I do find it interesting that, as 
of yet, no OFFICIAL list of dead is available. 
[Concerning the shooting down of two helicop- 
ters in the “no fly” zone of northern Iraq, 
killing 26 people.) The Government tells you 
that they have trouble identifying the bodies 
because of any number of excuses-and no 
one even questions? For goodness sakes- 
those were MILITARY planes with known crews 
and every passenger IS WELL KNOWN. What 
are they REALLY hiding? You had better pay 
attention because, friends, you ARE at war! 
Believe me-you are at war and NOT just in 
Kurds’-ville. 

WHERE IS THAT 
NEW MONEY? 

Being passed out, delivered to the States, 
as it has to be distributed from the Texas 
‘mint” and European presses and from the 
stashes in Fort Knox-where there once was 
gold to back your currency. Now it is really 
“squeezing” the distributors for they are also 
having to make room for restoration of incom- 
ing gold-through the same conduit it LEFT 
YOUR NATION-through the NAVY. Don’t think 
the delays are the denial for doing these 
things-for these are BIG PROJECTS and it is 
damned hard to do it all through deception 
and in secret. 

Give Kissinger and crew a break-they are 
paddling as hard as they can to set up billion- 
dollar industries in China AND change over 
the world currency. How much can one man 
do to supervise all this transition into a New 
World Order? He isn’t even the BIG BOY so he 
about has his hands full bringing full-blown 
war to South Africa and the Middle East, the 
Koreas, AND keep China just making money 
for hiL. Any of you thought YOU were busy? 
New urrency has been staged into a lot of 
states as trial runs as the “need” for substitu- 
tion ‘to keep down counterfeiting” is stressed. 
Well, that IS a problem because the desire is to 
have a lot of Federal Reserve notes to trade in 
PRIOR to changeover. It is a good game-it is 
too bad they don’t let you in on it. 

All of you who thought you would wait will 
be quite sorry you did not avail selves of our 
program as offered [The Phoenix Institute For 
Research & Education, Ltd.; call 805-822-0601 
during normal West Coast business hours for 
in..orrnrction]. Gold has to move up, friends, as 
a basis for the economy is reestablished. Even 
Mr. Green is starting his OWN version of this 
Yprogram*- one like he is still trying to place 
in “receivership” here. He announced it to 
hundreds at the last Global Science meeting 
in Virginia. 
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An Excerpt From 
SIPAPU OD~l’$SE Y 

Editor’s note: Thefollowing is a provocative 
and timely excerpt from pages 46-51 of the 
very first work by #Dhanna” called SIPAPU 
ODYSSEY. At the time of its writing, it was 
thought to be a work of Fantasy but, as time 
passes, it is appreciated for its vivid message 
from God’s Hosts and its %ming’ clues for 
van’ous events in the majorplanetary transition 
now well underway on Earth-Shan. 

With pokes and prods and nudges from 
Little Crow of the Lakota Sioux, Dhanna%public 
mission of translation for Higher Teachers 
began with SIPAPU ODYSSEY and continues to 
this day, some seven years and over ninety 
JOURNALS of information later1 

As Commander Hatonn said in the Forward, 
‘We of the Brotherhood of Light, and we who 
serve in the Intergalactic Fleets and Cosmic 
Federation Councils, come forth to bring you 
knowledge for a most even@ and confusing 
transition . . ..It was decided that we would first 
bring forth an ‘acceptable’ story.,.. that man in 
mass can accept of the story as fiction, but the 
heart will know of the truth..:. We dedicate this 
‘truth’ unto all of you who will pick up the 
dream and walk with us that we might fulfill 
our mission. l 

See the Back Page for ordering information. 

PRESENT REVELATIONS 

By Dorushka Maerd (‘Dharma”) 

John explained that their were many Space 
Brothers here to assist us through the transi- 
tion and time of tribulation; they could help 
us, but they could do no more. They would be 
allowed to help only as requested by Earth- 
lings-with one exception, and this was 
stressed emphatically; “YOU MAY NOT TAKE 
YOUR WEAPONS OF DESTRUCTION INTO 
SPACE. BEYOND ONE HUNDRED FIFTY MILES 
BEYOND YOUR SURFACE, YOU WILL BE 
STOPPED! NEITHER WILL YOU BE ALLOWED 
TO CREATE THE ULTIMATE NUCLEAR DE- 
STRUCTION OFTHETOTA’LITY OFTHE PLANET 
ITSELF; THE IMPACT TO THE UNIVERSE 
WOULD BE TOO DEVASTATING AND THE 
BROTHERS WOULD BE GIVEN PERMISSION 
TO PREVENT SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.’ He 
then turned and invited.Yeorgos to take the 
platform. He said Yeorgos would present the 
teachings from the aspect of Space Brothers 
and the Interplanetary Councils. 

Yeorgos was also accompanied by the 
picture projections as were appropriate to 
emphasize poixits. 

He said the Brothers were prepared to 
work closely with Earthlings as such time as 
they were accepted and asked to participate. 
He said their technology is of such magnitude 
that Earth man would be unable to compre- 
hend the power. He was assuring Earthlings, 
however, that even though they could destroy 

us or make slaves of us, etc., they came in love 
and co-existence within the Cosmos. They 
would not presume to do anything other than 
as requested with the o=e exception as told by 
John. 

He emphasized that during the upcoming 
period, until Earth moves into her new cycle, 
she would be belching forth increased distur- 
bances upon her surface. As plates shift 
beneath the oceans’ floors there would be 
increased tidal wave activity. The resulting 
shifts would bring about disturbances of those 
thought of as “sleeping” volcanos. Those would 
begin to rumble and spew forth molten lava 
that would come quickly and with minimal 
warning. This would increase as the climactic 
conditions were altered. There would be in- 
creased swelling of streams. Riverbeds would 
enlarge and they would not recede to their 
pre-existent condition. There would be penin- 
sulas and small isthmuses that were going to 
vanish most abruptly and quickly. 

The geophysical face of the Earth would 
begin its alteration during this period. Those 
areas where oceans’waters have crept in most 
gradually and quietly would be accelerated, 
and indeed, sleeping valleys would be filled 
overnight. And man on Earth would look 
about and wonder what is happening. 

Yeorgos continued: “Because of the de- 
crease in the ozone layer about Earth there is 
an increased heat that is coming from the 
Central Sun. This is bringing about resultant 
melting of your polar caps, again with result- 
ant climactic changes. 

‘Man of Earth shall quickly come to recog- 
nize that Earth is revolting against the treat- 
ment that she has received. This shall be a 
warning, a preview of what is in store for man 
if he does not immediately alter his ways. 

“At this time the vibratory pattern of Earth 
itself is such that no alteration of her course is 
anticipated; she has been released from her 
role as a buffer, and she now BEGINS HER 
OWN CLEANSING! Man will now be account- 
able for & own cleansing. 

‘Earth 1s entering a phase of two seasons, 
summer and winter, with extreme tempera- 
tures in each. FallBand Spring will cease to be 
recognized. Man should lay up stores and 
provisions, for seasons shall not be as kind to 
Earth as man h=, known in the past. Man’s 
time of great bounty and food abundance will 
greatly be altered. Space Brothers stand ready, 
however, to render help and instructions in 
that area. Food substances which will suffice 
for survival will be given to appropriate ones 
on the planet and, pt’operly prepared, will be 
quite palatable. 

‘Man must learn to share freely in order to 
survive. There will be great shortages in food 
supplies and also proclaimed shortages in 
your fossil fuels as they are hoarded and 
usurped for reasons of greed. You will find 
yourselves without transportation because 
there will be no fuel to run your machinery. 
You will need the substitute foods to feed 
yourselves. 

“There will be great energy shortages. Elec- 
tricity will become unavailable for many rea- 
sons; therefore, you must learn to minimize 
your needs. You must begin to rely on those 
elemental winds and patterns that will bring 
you those energies that you need. You must 
make your dwelling places strong, sturdy and 
well insulated, so that they will serve you well. 
We will show you methods of using compressed 
earth which will replace wood and other things 
as primary structural material.” 

‘We are prepared to teach you methods of 
health care which will allow you to remain 
active and energized during this period of 
time. There will be widespread death from 
diseases which are currently incurable by your 
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present medical methods. invitation will be extended to all remaining “Think; picture yourself standing with all 
Tou must expect gigantic changes within souls on the planet to join us. However, this the havoc around you: people screaming and 

your government structures as your present will be for only a very short time-perhaps funning, others on their knees praying, auto- 
monetary systems become chaotic. There will only fifteen minutes. There is no question of mobiles crashing, glass breaking, buildings 
be no money for taxes and without taxes there having enough space on board the ships for falling, ground &al&g and gaping with huge 
will be a rapid withdrawal of politicians and you but, because the atmosphere, by this cracks, debris fslling all around you! THINK 
the chain of events will cause the governmen- time, will be full of fire, flying debris, poison- NOW!! WHAT SHALL I DO?? ANSWER: RE- 
tal structure, as it now operates, to fail. There ous smoke, and because the magnetic field of MAIN CALM AND WITHOUT FEAR. MAINTAIN 
must be those available to fill the void and your planet will be disturbed, we will have to AN INNER PEACE OF MIND AND STEP INTO 
rebuild with anew and different type of system leave your atmosphere very quickly or we, also THE LEVITATION BEAMS WHICH FLOW FROM 
which brings harmony to the peoples of all with our spacecraft, would perish.” THE UNDERNEATH CENTER OF OUR SPACE 
Earth nations.” “Therefore, he who steps into our levita- CRAFT. 

Yeorgos continued for a long period of time tion beams first will be lifted first. Any hesi- ‘As you are informed now as to what to do, 
along the same lines of subject matter and tation on your part would mean the end of spread the word to everyone you know. Be 
then began to make his concluding remarks. your third-dimensional existence you call the faithful to God! The time is very short! Per- 
He said he wanted to frighten no one and, physical body. haps we shall no longer be able to restrain the 
certainly, all panic must be avoided. He said ‘Which brings us to the most serious and tilt of the Earth’s axis, as we have been able to 
he would, however, speak of the ultimate difficult part of the evacuation: As mentioned do with our energy beams snd transmitters for 
evacuation process, should that become a earlier,Souls of Light have a higher vibration the past several years. 
necessity. frequency than those who are more closely ‘There is still a chance-a SLIGHT chance, 

He spoke: “We have come to fulfill the ‘tied” to the Earth and its ways. that this great upheaval can be avoided. How- 
destiny of this planet, which is to experience ‘Since our levitation beams, which will be ever, it wil1 take extreme cooperation from you 
a short period of ‘cleansing’ and then to usher lifting you off the surface of this planet, are people of Earth-co-operation unlike you have 
in a new and golden age of Light. I will very close to the same thing asyour electrical ever exhibited before in this age. 
henceforth refer to that period as the Time of charges, those of low vibrational frequency u 1. Avoid giving off negative energy through 
Radiance. may not be able to withstand the high fre- your distrust, greed, hatred, and begin to help 

‘As mentioned before, the Souls of Light quency of the levitation beams without de- each other. By helping each other, you give off 
are you people of Earth who have lived accord- parting their third-dimensional bodies. If this positive vibrations (energy). LOVE GOD! The 
ing to Universal Truths and who recognize happens, then your soul will be released to positive energy in large mass will neutralize 
GOD as the SOURCE OF ALL THAT IS GOOD; join our God, the Father. ‘In His house are the weight of negative energy which has built 
THE SOURCE OF ‘ALL THINGS’. The short many mansions.’ up around the poles of your planet-this could 
period of cleansing is IMMINENT-EVEN THE ‘If you do not decide to step into the levi- keep it from tilting, if enough positive energy 
MIDN:GHT HOUR! But, we have been tation beams to be lifted up, you might be one is received in time. Your planet is a living 
informed of this and have made preparations of the few who survive the ‘cleansing’ of the organism. Send mental positive energy by 
for that event. I will explain how it will be so planet for the NEW GOLDEN AGE. However, thanking the Earth for all its bountifulness 
that it will relieve any anxietiesamongst those during this period of cleansing, there will be you have received. 
present. great changes in climate, changes in land ‘2. By whatever peaceful means at your 

“We of space have millions of space ships masses, as the poles of the planet may have a disposal, put sufficient pressure on your 
stationed in the skies above your planet, ready new orientation. This alone will create untold government(s) to permit us to land our 
to instantly lift you off at the first warning of hardship for the survivors who may still not spaceships on your planet and meet with your 
your planet’s beginning to tilt on its axis. make it to the Time of Radiance. leaders and offer them our assistance and 
When this happens, we have only a VERY ‘The most important point for you to re- technology. WE WILL NOT DO THIS UNTIL WE 
SHORT PERIOD OF TIME in which to lift you member is this: Any show of fear lowers your ARE ASSURED WE WILL NOT BE TREATED 
from the surface before great tidal waves will frequency of vibration, thus making you less WITH HOSTILITY OR BE INCARCERATED. 
lash your coastlines-possibly five miles or more compatible with our levitation beams!! There- With the cooperation of your world govern- 
high1 They will cover much of your land masses! fore: Above all else, REMAIN CALM. DO NOT ments, we cangreatly help you in more orderly 

“These tidal waves will unleash great earth- PANIC. Know that you are in expert hands, evacuation of your planet, if indeed it still 
quakes and volcanic eruptions and cause your hands which have extensive experience in becomes necessary-which it may! If it does 
continents to split and ,sink in places and evacuation of entire planets! WE CANNOT not, then we can work together in the sharing 
cause others to rise. OVEREMPHASIZE THIS: REMAIN CALM! of technology and live in brotherhood. 

‘We are VERY EXPERIENCED in the evacu- RELAX! DO NOT PANIC WHEN YOU STEP “WE HOPEYOU WILLTAKETHESE WORDS 
ation of populations of planets! This is noth- INTO OUR LEVITATION BEAMS. ABOVE ALL ON FAITH, BUT IF NOT, DO RESEARCH AND 
ng new for the Galactic Fleet! We expect to ELSE, MAINTAIN YOUR FAITH! PROVETHEMTOBETRUEFORYOURSELVES. 

complete the evacuation on Earth of the Souls ‘What is to happen to you ifyou survive the MEDITATE DAILY AND YOU WILL FIND AND 
of Light in fifteen minutes-even though they lift oft? First you will be taxied to our ‘mother KNOW THE TRUTH. PEACE BE WITH YOU.” 
are of a tremendous number. ships” anchored high above the planet where At the conclusion of Yeorgos’ program seg- 

‘We shall rescue the Souls of Light first. you will be taken care of during your great ment, Spotted Eagle again took center stage to 
On our great galactic computers we have stored trauma. Some of you may need medical atten- make closing remarks and leave his special 
every thought, every act you have done in this tion. Our expert medical staff will be there to blessings with the group. 
and previous lifetimes. At the first indication treat you with our highly advanced medical He told of the extreme importance of the 
of need to evacuate, our computers will lock equipment. You will be fed and housed until upcoming Mighty Council Gathering and said 
onto the location of the Souls of Light where such time as transfer elsewhere is advisable. elaborate plans had been made for its success. 
they are at that instant! 

‘After the Souls of Ligrht have been evacu- 
“Some of you will be taken to cities on He told those gathered that under the facade 

other planets to be trained in our advanced of filming a motion picture, the meeting could 
ated, then the CHILDREN will be lifted off. The technology before being returned to the planet take place uninterrupted by human interfer- 
children are not old enough to be accountable, Earth to start the Time of Radiance. ence. He said there would be many such 
so they will be evacuated to special ships to be “Your beautiful planet Earth is destined to activities taking place at various places on the 
cared for until they can be reunited with their be the most beautiful star in the universe. A planet in order to make The Truth known. 
parents. There will be people specially trained planet of Lightf Here, you will rejoin the After the GATHERINGS there wouId no longer 
to handle their trauma. Many may be put to remainder of the Universe in brotherly love be doubts as to the existence of Space Broth- 
sleep, temporarily, to help them overcome their and fellowship with God the Father. ers, and Earth man would know of the conse- 
fear and anxiety. Qur computers are so so- “People of Earth: We love youll Do not scoff quences he has brought upon himself. He 
phisticated-far beyond anything on Earth in at these words. As surely as the Sun shines said there would be other happenings which 
this age-and can locate mothers and fathers from the east to the west, so shall these things would also confirm the validness of these 
of children wherever they are and notify them shortly come to pass! teachings. 
Df their safety. MAKE NO MISTAKE-YOUR “The cataclysms will begin WITHOUT He chanted his appreciation to the group 
:CHILDREN SHALL BE LIFTED TO SAFETY WARNING! Everything will happen so fast, and to the ‘GRANDFATHER” and the lights 
1UKING THE EVACUATION. you will not have time to think! Think on these were extinguished, The canyon wan once again 

“After the evacuation of the children, the things NOW! silent. 
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New Gaia. Products 
GAIAlVDRIANA there is a protein covering ‘caps on viruses. we are simply reporting in an effort to explain 

The protein cap is centered on a charged zinc WHAT takes place within the cellular struc- 
Gaiandrianais a non-alcoholic health tonic atom and is the part of the virus that recog- tures of living organisms. 

which provides basic “foods” to help cells, nizes and binds to DNA-in turn allowing the 
weakened by the stresses of modern life, to virus to reproduce. MOTE 
return to a state of health. AquaG aia, in conjunction with the 

The better our cells function, the greater is Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple If any product you receive has an unpleas- 
the stamina returned to our internal defense “charge” change), which renders the protein ant odor - it is from the finishing culture 
systems, and the better we can counter the ineffective. This is a breakdown of “parts’ of process. Leave the bottle open to air and it will 
constant onslaught of biological and viral in- the Gaiandriana male-female DNA structure quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste 
vaders. The end result is a feeling of well- which releases many working variants but and preference-refrigerate after opening and 
being by, of course, being well. frees the Gaiandrionettes or “killers” to take reclosing. 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as out that zinc atom and pass right into the IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two, 
‘chondriana” in the Biological literature) are affected cell. Without the “cap”, the virus Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for stor- 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against cannot reproduce and infect more cells-fur- age as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are ag- 
cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a 
apac-msnb operation of sorts. However, be- 

ther, the damaged virus feeds the Gaiandriana gressive and begin to “eat” the Gaiandriana 
unified cells and the circulating mitochon- for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their 

yond that, the Gaiandriana are capable of dria. appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they 
stimulating cellular structurat repairs due to Healthy cells are not affected because they are not particularly compatible once the 
damage caused by, for instance, free radicals lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the vi- available fuel supply is exhausted. Juices 
and cumulative levels of so-called “back- rus. are excellent to take with the AquaGala 
ground” radiation in our modern environment. These ‘Gaia” compounds have an effect on because the mitochondria must have the 
Healthy DNA and RNAwithin the nuclei of our cancer cells because they stop au enzyme on fuel derived from same, the most effective 
cells then lead to properly formed and concen- the cancer cells from producing a ymessenge?’ juice being from the tropical “Guava” fruit. 
trated enzymes, upon which healthy cellular molecule that blocks a second enzyme from Any juice is fine, however, and is most 
function depends. attacking the cancer cell’s DNA. The corn- pleasant to intake. Diabetics should utilize 

Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually take whatever juices are available on their food 
wholesome natural ingredients. out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer plan to keep within the safe guidelines for 

cells. We have no claim to anything other than calories and other requirements. 
AOUAGAIA stating that people utilizing these simple and The most innocuous and easy intake 

natursl substances do show improved well- available is simply a few drops under the 
Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- being and do report feeling generally and, tongue, both products taken at the same 

uct, AquaGaia is also a non-alcoholic health often remarkably, improved as to state of time or at different times of the day. Once 
tonic which provides basic *foods” to help health, thought processes and stamina. the “initial” program is completed, and the 
cells, weakened by the stresses of modern life, The obvious conclusion is that there might maintenance level of intake is being fol- 
to return to a state of healthy function. well be good reports of better health and faster lowed, certainly the drops under the tongue 

AquaGaia contains mitochondria. These recovery, following infection by other viruses, are the least annoying to any daily regimen. 
are the major biochemical energy aprocessors” than those mentioned above. All viruses known 
within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes react in generally the same manner. GaiaLvte 
begin the breakdown process of organic nutri- It is known that many diseases are due to 
ents (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to retroviral DNA and these are the most affected GaiaLyte is brought forth from Kargasok 
intermediate substances such as amino and viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crys- Tea. This IS the basic component of MO-GU 
pvruvic acids. Then, in the next “bucket bri- tal formsl. We, again, make no medical claims- tea as we have used the tea bv that name. The 
&de” step, these v&ious acid molecules are 

I- - 

processed within the mitochondria to release 
chemical energy recognized as adenosine triph- 
osphate (ATP). 

About 95% of the energy needed to “run 
the machinery” that keeps each cell going and 
healthy is produced in the mitochondria. 
Unfortunately, the mitochondria are particu- 
larly damaged by free radicals and cumulative 
levels of so-called “background” ,radiation in 
our modern environment. ‘These compromised 
mitochondria, like half-dead batteries, then 
lead to impaired cellular functioning and 
health. Thus is the importance of AquaGaia, 
with its assimilatable supply of healthy mitochon- 
dria - like “fresh batteries” for the body’s cells. 

The better our cells function, the greater is 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 
systems, and the better we can counter the 
constant onslaught of biological and viral in- 
vaders. 

2/11/93 w2 HATONN 

GAIAFJDRIAILPA % AOUAGAIA 

To help in understanding the workings of 
these organic =pac-men* YOU must realize 

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart) 
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 Quart) 

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each) 
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix 

5 Audio-cassettes 
COST: $150 (for CONTACT Subscribers only) 

$180 (for non-subscribers) 

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 Quart) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each) 

4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix 

COST: $90.00 (f or CONTACT subscribers only) 

$115 (for non-subscribers) 

New Gaia Products 

P.O. Box 27710 
LasVegas, NV 89126 

For credit card orders, call: 
1 (800) NE W-GAIA (639-4242) 
We accept Discover, V~SP or Master Card 

Please make all checks and money orders 
payable to: New Guia Products 
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GaiaLyte is a fully integrated electrolytic liq- GaiaLyte-youwillprobablynotepositiveresponse me, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenylalanine, 
uid. The ‘drink” is a “concentrate” (3 to 1 in about an hour. Remember-you are activating omithine, tiyptophan. 
minimum-as much to one as you like maxi- the enhanced immune system and it takes a while 1 The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
mum). It contains EVERYTHING supplemen- to accomplish this task. per &Y. 
tal to Gaiandriana-INCLUDING A GROWING- 
PROGRAMMING BASE OF GAIANDRIANAAND ALOE JUICE ‘ECHtitiMIZEA &dLD PLUS 
BASIC DRIANAS. It also contains enough (Whole Leaf, ColdPressed (with.. American Ginseng) 
Carbragaia to equal a full schedule of what is Al06 Vera Concentrate) In recent pears, few: medichal plants 
being used in Mexico-(shark-fin cartilage). If h&e-. garnered u. math. .at$ention as 
you are using MO-GU-keep on-it can only Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history that Echinacea; (E&ik+xiw~ Z%iputea and 
enhance your full-rounded intake-but it WILL spsns hundreds of centuries, countries and cul- EChinaCe,~‘snguStjfolidr)i. {’ ,., 

: 

NOT be the same. However, the “neti drink tures, and appearsincountlessafolkremedies” as a ,,’ Echfn6cci.a:’ iq:.;ti : mhi:rp$ci5c~ ‘sti& 
will supply all you need without it. This is NOT plant revered for its hesling quslities. ,1&t ‘Ito. tEiti+imlaiis 6+6tam. Claims. for, 
A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We are Aioe Juice is awhole-leaf concentrate prepared Echinacea.lncladei itiahulation gf le+k<i- 
not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are fi-omthefieshlyharvested1eavesoftheBarbadensi.s : cytei, niwdi antibiotic rct+ity, anti&u; 
not anything-except hopefully, sharers of in- MiUer Aloe Vera plant. Aloe Juice guarantees a 5kninatok$..qctivityi~ @malation..of the.: : :; 
formation. minimumof 10,OOOmg. ofmucopolysacchsridesper ~icirsa~t.$wti5jr; rtiar~~tittorrir~the.proper-l.; :. 

The GaiaLyte has a full spectrum of vita- liter. 
db+tim.’ 1 ‘. .‘, 

p .e~~~~:.system;;~~~erf~~n;~e.- .:: 
,:. 

mins, minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, me nut&nh report& b Am Vera include :‘.:?~i+~ty~~.~~i~~l~~~~~~Ofr~~e~~~l’~~Ul~~. !. 

Oxygenators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides :-::,!mmrrinfty~:rnd:jintivin;t:Ii~ivity.. Intcjr-.; 
to (program= the cells in the tea membrane (gluco mannans), glycoprotein~ glucose, mannose, I .‘ail.,.‘prep.~bti~~~.I,:‘iird~ .i+i*$o: assiit : ji&. : 

AND the Gaiandriana included. This does not galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, steroids, or- ::. -a&v$aUa& *id. &+&yxnptiix@s; .Fspira- : I 

renlace the Gaiandriana used otherwise. This ganic acids, antibiotic principles, glucuronic acids, ,j ‘toe ~f~cttizik~+nd,&Ik@+.+name at&& .:. 
is a PERFECT medium to enhance the ability enymes (oxidase, cat4ase and smylase), trace sug- ..:...::.l:..:.:i.aa;aqnls~(~~~trsCanad~Mts)ir,: 

of the Gaiandriana you already take to en- ars, c&i- ox&& apt& containing 18 8Ipb10 ..;,ie?.?gl’:. 
.ths-..:.m&&“’ 6 dgs herbi f&;,ae 

., .+j ..!. : ,.c.:P. ..p: . . . . . . . ,,?/ ,: ,. ..: 

hance itself-reinforcement fuel, if you will. acids, SRound hew hormones, biogenic stimula- .. Amtri~~~,~,b;a~~~~f~~~:.:~~~tret. U-+-ark : : ‘. 
You can dilute the concentrate with water tors, saponins, vitaminsB1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, ‘. ,riam~.rou~~,is,~~~,~~tjiPb:iEllt .:n’ot flmittd $o:I 3 

AND/or anything you like. May we recom- folk acid, chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, yuati6ipJii~~ ;liijin$diXsti~+ ,:~#i+tic, ; lsxa-:: i, ” ..:. 
mend apple juice and/or Cranberry. The apple sodium, potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many tee; ind’tdn~~~.iiri~-~~~~~~o~: f+hs’i :. :,, 
juice is to flush out the gallbladder and the other metabolism-assisting components. 
cranberry juice flushes out the bladder (urine). 
You may use as much as you like of either OR CHLORELLA 
both and we would hope you would do so on a 
continuing basis because of the value of these ‘Chlonlla is anutritionslly balanced whole food 

: ::po~~~ici~~~~~.:~~~~i~~~~~~,~t~~~~~. y.; 

two products and their focus of use. and contributes to the health and growth of human 
: Da&g&&& ;&&&& &...&*; ., it$ &<; ; ; 
; : ‘. s 

We believe you will find it a very tasty cells like no single vitsmin ormineralpossiblycsn. 
tory :of,:&iiy ~~‘iibl~:.~~~~~.~ia~cd6 th&ai,, 

beverage but we ask that no matter how ‘good”, Chloreh is extremely high in protein (60%) and 
~~eu+iqi&opisretie&o +idi’&ging +&it 

just keep to the “program” amounts or you containsmorethan 2Ovitaminsandminerals, 19 of 
was atit. dis&LSed by Westeia doe&s 

may find yourself a bit ‘woo@’ immediately the 22 essential and non-essential amino acids, 
as. ,a “panacea “i When fatigaed, Ginseng . 

after intake. This is due more to the Aloe Vera enymes and chlorellagrowth factor. It is one ofthe 
repo&lp’. ret$~&i .’ l&h : physhd aud 

present than the tea itself-but as you know, richest sources of RNA and DNA known and has 
m&&at f~@+ti@nr’tti’+& ef5ciency and, 

even the MO-GU tea can make you quite light- twentytimesasmuchchlorophyllasalfa&, lOtimes 
\kith r+gu!ai y6e,: ~qjw~ke6 rCsist6aCe to 

headed. There is no alcohol in the beverage more than other edible algae including spirulina, 
diSeoSe,aq~:8tres,s. Ame*i.qtn afnseng’s 

although you may very well think so as the and 10 times more than barley grass. 
g?nus na.mk .ts’ P@nti-Qic~nquefoli~. 

body rushes to uptake the fuel supply. This is Chlonlls is a natural vitality enhancer. The 
Over 4t+lO tip&jitii; : bf inarhro~ms 

not a medical-chemical concoction so you could vitamins found in chlorella cells include: vitamin C, 
e#st,, many of which are ased 5s medi- 

take the entire bottle without damage or has- provitamin A, B-carotene, chlorophyIl-A, chlorophyll- 
,cineg; Qf ,piirticulti note are sach ‘rem- 

ard-but you might well not feel so great for a B, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), pyridoxine (B6), 
edies as peaicillin- and., er&t-based ex- 

bit afterward and it is totally UNNECESSARY niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folk acid, vitamin B- 
tracts. tik+d,. qn. migzaine trkatme’kt, to 
name a fitw.; ‘Exta&sive rekkaich has been 

for any expected positive response. 12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, PABA, lipoic acid, done with ‘one mushroom. in particular, 
This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or inositol and para-aminobenzoic acid. The minerals 

include: phosphorus, potassium, iodine, magne- 
namely, Reishi. This mashroom is now 

sore-throat. This is a well-body systemic en- 
hancement. It sometimes, as with other persons’ sium, sulphur, iron, calcium, 

considered a tried and true immune sys- 
mangane=, copper, tern forti5sr.. 

elixir-takes weeks or months to feel any differ- zinc and cobalt . . 

ence. ONCE balanced, however, you will note that The amino acids include: lysine, hi&line, srgi- 
at onset of infection, cold, etc., if you take around nine, asparticacid, threoinine, serineglutamicacid, 
six ounces of Gaiandriana and double up on the proline, glycine, alanine, cystine, valine, methion- 

l $20.00 per bottle (regular price $24.50) 
l Order 12 or more and receive the “case 

pricen discount: $18.00 per battle. 

OXY TODDY 

Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from 
organic Aloe Vera plants, this product is 
oxygen-enhanced with 35% food grade hy- 
drogen peroxide, minerals, whole Aloe Vera 
pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerals (an aque- 
ous solution), and natural flavors. 

One ounce of Oxy Toddy contains ap- 
proximately 20 drops of 35% food grade 
hydrogen peroxide. This product contains 
no sugar, fillers or starches and is cold 
processed to ensure maximum enzymatic 

\ 
activity. 

To order 
call... 

l-800-639-4242 



Hydrogen Peroxide Use For y New Gaia Product Update 
s$ 

Wuter Purification 
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and 

other critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% 
Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide per gallon of water and 
agitate contarner enough to mix well. 

l Gaia-mm [see 3/l/94 CONTACT, p. 10, for description] 

8 CarfiTUkia [see 3/ l/94 CONTACT, pgs. 10 (k 37, for description 

Locating the 35% Food Grade Hydrogen Peroxide can 
be a problem as the Elite effort to close down everything Since it will be acveral weeks before the first of 
that promotes health, from products to therapies. Food 
Grade Hydrogen Peroxide is necessary as the drugstore 

these products become available to order, please keep 

(3%) variety contains additives and stabilizers not good 
your eye on this box for availability updates! 

9 for tageztwn. 4 

New Gaia Products 
PsO. Box 27710 

LasVegas, NV 89126 
For credit card orders, call l(800) NEW-GALA (639-4242) 

We accept Discover,Visa or Master Card. 
Please make all checks and money orders payable to: New Gaia Products 

(NAME) 

(ADDRESS--PLEASE GIVE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY) 

(CITY) (STATE) (ZIP CODE) (TELEPHONE) 

CREDIT CARD (Visa, Master Card or Discover) (EXPIRATION DATE) 

Q-f-Y. iTEM PRiCE TOTAL QTY. ITEM 
’ PRICE 

PER UNIT PER UNIT 
TOTAL 

l CAIANDRIANA 8 oz. LIQUID 
Subscribers $12.50 HITACHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 

Non-subscribers $16.00 (FACTORY BLEMl5HED/REFURBi5HED) s 149.00 

l CAIANDRIANA 16 oz. UQUID 
SubscrIberS $25.00 

Non-subscribers w CAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt) s 3.50 

l CAIANDRIANA 32 oz. LIQUID Non-f%%~f fztg CAIA SPELT BRAD MIX (Pure Spelt) s 3.50 

l AQUACAIA 
(Mitochondria) 8 oz. LIQUID , 

Subscribers $12.50 WHOLE SPELT KERNELS 4 Ibs. @ Sl.ZS/ib s 5.00 
Non-subscribers 6.00 

l AQUACAIA Subscribers fi5.m 
10 Ibs. @ $1 .ZS/lb. S 12.50 

Non-subscribers $32.00 
2 Ibs: @ Sl.2S/lb 

(Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID WHOLE GRAIN SPELT FLOUR 
2.50 

SubscribersT?zzr-- 
4 tbs. @ Sl.ZS/lb f 

l AQUAGAIA 
8 Ibs. C SI.25/lb. $l?l% 

C-la) 32 OZ. Non-subscribers $64.00 
l PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE S 180.00 

GAIALYTE (2 liters) 
Subscrlbers $15.00 

Non-subscribers $20.00 
1 Bottle Caiandrlana (1 qt.) 
1 Bottle AquaGala (1 qt.) 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant formula (180 TABLETS) $24.95 
2 Bottles Calalyte (2 liters each) 

~~S$lSmfor 

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread MIX subscribers 
5 Audio-cassettes only. 

“ALOE JUICE (1 Liter) (W 
ALOE VERA CONCENTRATE) 1 OX l MAINTENANCE PACKAGE $115.00 

**ALOE JUICE (16 oz.) (WHOLE LEAF ALOE 
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.) $ 90.00 for 

VERA CONCENTRATE) 15X ’ 
2 Bottles Gaialyte (2 liters each) CONIACT 

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
subscribers 
only. 

CHLORELIA (i/2 LB.) (Sob TABLETS/500 mg.EA.) $32.00 GAIASORB 
. 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS .’ (Soi TABL~,S+E f+j $20 JSP& 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 
(I 80 TABLETS/40 ma. EA.) 

s24.9s 

“OXY TODDY (1 qt.) (LEMON-LIME) $18.00 
1 (CRANBERRY-APPLE) (CHERRY-BERRY) 

NICOTINE NEUTRA-BOND (202) 
CAFFEINE NEUTRA-BOND (202) f%i 
ALCOHOL NEUTRA-BOND (202) 
SUCROSE NEUTRA-BOND (202) 

pc& 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINE, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS PROCRAM STAR 

INC PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSl 
-__- -._.--._.- - _-- -..--- __._. -_. --_ -___ --_-.- 

l ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR COKTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. PLEASE USE THE SllIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING 
l * ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. SHIPPING FOR &L (NON-BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING 
‘**ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS. PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES.) New C&I Products. 

, 

++ SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:. NOTE: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, 

MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA please call for rates. 
WY, NV. 
s O-100 $&O 

** For Priority Mail to any locations, 
s O-100 s 8.00 

s 101-200 s7.00 s 101-200 s9.00 . 
please call for rates. SUB-TOTAL 

l * 
S 201-300 $8.00 S 201-300 s10.00 

fl Foreign orders, please, contact 

s 301400 $9.00 s 301400 s11.00 our office in writing for specific rates 

s 401-500 s10.00 s 401-SO0 512.00 aa rates vary greatly. 

s 501-600 s11.00 s so1-6bO s13.00 l * when onicling casea of pmduct 
ADD 7K SALESTAX 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES call for shipping r&s. TOTAL 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES *18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
:ALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
IND HAVE BEEN WRI?TEN TO AS- 90. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
LIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF -1. CREATION,THE SACRED 
ONG-STANDINGDECEPI’IONSAND UNIVERSE 
THER MATERS cm-mu To HIS 23. BURNT OFFERINGS 
iURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE 94. SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENI’H 
~OURl’lALS ARE $fiOO, ANY4 JOUR- SEAL4 
HARE $5.50 EACH, 10 OR MORE -5. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
rOURl!ALS ARE $5.00 EACH *f26. COUNTERFEITBLESSINGS 
Shipping extra - sate right). THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY 
*These marked JOURRALS are out NAME: KHAZARS 
If stock until fillther notice. 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY OWNER MANUAL 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 98. OPERATION SHANSTORM 

IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 99. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
3. SPACEGATE, THE VEIL RE 38. THE DARK CHARADE 

MOVED 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISAS- THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

TER 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
*5.FROM HERETO ARMAGEDDON THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET 41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
FROM HELL PLANET--ZIONISM IS RAC- 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS ISM 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
l lO. PRlVACY IN A FISHBOWL 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
*ll. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11. 
*12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOE- 45. TANGLED’ WEBS VOL. III 

NIX 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 
13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

*14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
THE PHOENIX 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 

55. MARCHING TO ZION 
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
59. ‘REALITY” ALSO HAS A 

DRUM-BEAT! 
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 
67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 
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